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Abstract

Development and Application of Tools for Structure-Based Library
Design

Keith William Burdick

Three-dimensional protein structures contain a formidable amount of information.

The function of a protein is largely encoded in the structure. The scope of possible

inhibitors is also dictated by the structure. More indirectly, the structure of related

proteins can be inferred through comparative modeling. In the course of studying two

enzyme families, the serine proteases and the sulfotransferases, all three of these types of

analyses were performed.

Much of the structural basis for serine protease specificity of serine proteases has

previously been worked out, but surprises are still emerging. The structure of 3-tryptase

is an unusual tetrameric ring, and docking of an optimal substrate sequence reveals a role

for this structure in determining substrate specificity. The mouse and human versions of

granzyme A have very similar sequences, but a striking difference in substrate specificity

is observed. Molecular docking reveals a possible reason for this difference by predicting

a difference in substrate binding mode between the two homologs.

In the area of inhibitor design, methods to interface molecular docking with

combinatorial chemistry were developed and tested. Improved methods to position the

scaffold of a combinatorial library and choose substituents were validated using a set of

thermodynamic data for macromolecular serine protease inhibitors. This method was

then applied to the design of two libraries directed against sulfotransferase enzymes, and
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the libraries have subsequently been shown to contain inhibitors of multiple

sulfotransferases.

Finally, comparative models were built in cases where structures of the proteins

of interest were not available. In the case of granzyme A the models revealed possible

structural determinants of the specificity difference between the mouse and human

homologs. Local comparative modeling of the nucleotide-binding site in several families

of sulfotransferases showed differences between the families that may impact both

catalytic mechanism and inhibitor design.
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The advent of large-scale genomic sequencing has provided today’s biologist with

an unprecedented amount of information. The number of known protein sequences is

rapidly increasing, and making use of the new sequences presents a challenge. The

problem is simplified by the fact that natural proteins do not uniformly populate

“sequence space”. Instead, they can be grouped into families of similar sequences. This

reduces the fundamental challenge to one of taxonomy. Classifying new

sequences—whether on the level of motif, domain, or full protein—and associating those

classes with biochemical activity are prime challenges in the new arena of genome-wide

analysis.

At the same time, determination of three-dimensional structure of macromolecules

is becoming increasingly important in the biological and medicinal sciences. X-ray

crystallography, now joined by other techniques for structure determination, has been

producing high-resolution structures of proteins and other macromolecules at an

increasing rate, and the rate of production of new structures promises to be faster still in

the coming years (Sali, 1998; Bonanno, 1999; Burley et al., 1999; Fischer, 1999). These

data are being leveraged by the use of comparative modeling, allowing protein structure to

be inferred from the structure of a similar protein. But the ability to use structure to

predict biochemical interactions remains elusive. In principle, the structure contains

sufficient information to describe both the native function and the structures of inhibitors.

In practice, inferring biochemical interactions from structure is very difficult.

Consider first the problem of predicting inhibitors. The binding of an inhibitor to

a macromolecule involves selecting the active conformation from an ensemble of possible

conformations, as well as positioning the inhibitor correctly in the target site. Along with
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the challenge of searching a multidimensional space, predicting the free energy of a given

configuration is notoriously difficult, requiring the consideration of complex terms such as

desolvation energy and configurational entropy.

Facing such challenges, computational chemists have sought to improve the odds

of success by combining their efforts with combinatorial chemistry. In such a scheme,

larger number of molecules can be considered in parallel by choosing a constant scaffold

and independently considering various substituents on that scaffold. The advantage to

the modeler is twofold. First a larger number of molecules can be synthesized and tested.

Second, the search space during docking can be limited to one (or a few) configurations of

the scaffold. The synthesis of combinatorial chemistry and structure-based design has

proven fruitful: a designed library outperformed a diverse library in a side-by-side

comparison (Kicket al., 1997).

In collaboration with Michelle Lamb, Sam Toba and others, we have extended this

paradigm in several ways. It was applied to multiple combinatorial libraries and multiple

members of a protein family, the chymotrypsin family of serine proteases (Lamb et al.,

2001). Using multiple libraries also entailed the evaluation of multiple scaffold

configurations, which was done with the use of a novel look-ahead scheme developed in

collaboration with Malin Young and Geoff Skillman. In addition, a GB/SA (Still et al.,

1990) scoring method was applied using an implementation developed by Xiaoqing Zou

(Zou et al., 1999). These methods were validated using a set of macromolecular inhibitor

binding data, and it was shown that the method could identify the best sidechains. This

work was recently published in the journal Proteins (Lamb et al., 2001) and is presented

in Chapter 2.
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Application to serine proteases is continued in Chapters 3 and 4. In this work,

however, docking was used to analyze the substrate specificity of proteases rather than

inhibitor binding. In collaboration with Jennifer Harris and Charles Craik, specificity data

for 3-tryptase (Chapter 3) and granzyme A (Chapter 4) are presented along with a

docking analysis of substrate-enzyme interactions. The granzyme A project required the

additional step of comparative modeling of the enzyme structure, because no three

dimensional structure of this enzyme is available. The modeling revealed surprising

differences between the mouse and human homologues of the enzyme. These differences

could be used to rationalize the fact that these homologs differ in specificity despite 70%

sequence identity.

In Chapter 5, comparative modeling methods are extended to proteins with little

global sequence similarity. Using conserved sequence and secondary structure motifs, the

local structure of the nucleotide-binding site of several distantly-related families of

sulfotransferase enzymes was modeled using one structural template, estrogen

sulfotransferase. The sulfotransferase story is continued in Chapter 6, with the rational

design of sulfotransferase inhibitors, where it is shown that structure-based methods can

again select groups of compounds enriched in inhibitors. This work was done in

collaboration with Dawn Verdugo, Josh Armstrong, and Carolyn Bertozzi.

Applying these tools to the challenge of analyzing genomic data will require some

integration, but the necessary elements are emerging. Sequence alignment can classify a

protein sequence, comparative modeling can produce structures for the class, docking can

identify and design libraries targeted to a given family of structures, and combinatorial

chemistry can generate the libraries and identify the active compounds. It is possible to

envision moving swiftly from a protein sequence to an inhibitor.
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ABSTRACT

We present a general approach to the design, docking and virtual screening of

multiple combinatorial libraries against a family of proteins. The method consists of

three main stages: docking the scaffold, selecting the best substituents at each site of

diversity, and comparing the resultant molecules within and between the libraries. The

core “divide-and-conquer” algorithm for side chain selection, developed from an earlier

version (Sun et al., 1998), provides a way to explore large lists of substituents with linear

rather than combinatorial time dependence. We have applied our method to three

combinatorial libraries and three serine proteases: trypsin, chymotrypsin, and elastase.

We show that the scaffold docking procedure, in conjunction with a novel vector-based

orientation filter, reproduces crystallographic binding modes. In addition, the free

energy-based scoring procedure (Zou et al., 1999) is able to reproduce experimental

binding data for P. mutants of macromolecular protease inhibitors. Finally, we show that

our method discriminates between a peptide library and virtual libraries built upon

benzodiazepine and tetrahydroisoquinolinone scaffolds. Implications of the docking

results for library design are explored.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Standard three- and one-letter amino acid abbreviations are used, with the

exception of Ace = acetyl and NMe = N-methyl peptide capping groups and non-natural

amino acids (numbers refer to heavy atoms of side chain):

Abu (2) = 0-aminobutyric acid

Ape (3) = 0-aminopentanoic acid = norvaline

Ahx (4) = 0-aminohexanoic acid = norleucine (Nle)

Ahp (5) = 0-aminoheptanoic acid

Hse (hS) = homoserine = 0-amino-Y-hydroxybutyric acid

OMTKY3 = turkey ovomucoid third domain

BPTI = bovine pancreatic trypsin inhibitor (Kunitz)

C/E-1 = Ascaris chymotrypsin-elastase inhibitor 1

PPT = tripeptide scaffold/library

BZP = 1,4-benzodiazepin-2-one scaffold/library

THQ = tetrahydroisoquinolinone scaffold/library

CHYM = bovine chymotrypsin

PPE = porcine pancreatic elastase

TRYP = bovine trypsin

RMSD = root mean squared deviation

SAR = structure-activity relationship

GB/SA = generalized-Born / buried surface area
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INTRODUCTION

The essential task of medicinal chemistry is discovering new therapeutic agents.

A critical step is finding novel lead compounds against specific targets. Historically,

discovery was a serial process, screening and optimizing compounds one at a time. The

advent of combinatorial chemistry and high throughput screening has significantly altered

the approach to drug discovery. The rapid generation and screening of combinatorial

libraries is now a common undertaking in both academic and industrial settings. This

approach has resulted in significant savings of time and resources in selecting potent

inhibitors as potential drug candidates (Gallop et al., 1994; Gordon et al., 1994; Warr,

1997). However, the hit rates when screening unbiased libraries are often very low, and

many libraries have not yet been associated with interesting biological activity. This

implies a need for a rational means of customizing combinatorial libraries for particular

targets and for screening efficiently one or more libraries against a large number of

targets.

One strategy for screening is to use computational methods. Structure-based drug

design has been shown to work well for retrieving potential ligands from databases

(Marrone et al., 1997; Amzel, 1998). It can also be used in concert with combinatorial

chemistry. Several algorithms for the structure-based design and evaluation of

combinatorial libraries have been developed (Kick et al., 1997; Murray et al., 1997; Sun

et al., 1998; Haque et al., 1999), and the advantage of structure-based, directed library

design over designs based only on molecular diversity has been demonstrated (Kick et

al., 1997). It has been estimated (Balkenhohl et al., 1996) that the number of organic
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compounds with molecular weights below 750 a.m.u. approaches 10”, while 10°-10” is

a practical limit on the size of a library that may be screened on a computer (Walters et

al., 1998). The challenge is to search this vast chemical space for molecules with the

desired properties. The virtual library must be reduced to a smaller, synthetically feasible,

library while retaining the compounds most likely to be active against a given target.

Designing and evaluating multiple libraries against a single target is conceptually

straightforward and will be considered in detail below. More attention is required for

organization of targets. Just as ligands in a combinatorial library are related through a

common scaffold, it is accepted that most proteins can be grouped into families

possessing common geometric frameworks (folds) and common functional residues.

Moreover, the same compounds often inhibit proteins in the same family; hence

specificity is a constant challenge for medicinal chemists. The positive side is that a

library could be targeted to probe an entire protein family rather than a single protein

target. Many libraries have already been synthesized which have activity against

multiple members of a protein family. For example, libraries have been synthesized that

are active against kinases (Gray et al., 1998), aspartyl proteases (Carroll et al., 1998), and

metalloproteases (Szardenings et al., 1998). Generalized, this strategy would lead to

probe libraries directed against arrays of biochemical activities.

This vision leads naturally to the proposal of simultaneous virtual screening of

many libraries against many protein targets. It has been suggested that proteins can be

described with a profile of SAR data for different ligands (Kauvar et al., 1995; Frye,

1999) and the reciprocal process of profiling ligands by describing their binding to a set

10
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of targets has also been performed (Briem and Kuntz, 1996; Kauvar et al., 1998).

Libraries could be subjected to a similar analysis. They would be placed on a continuum

ranging from universal libraries that contain hits against every target to completely

directed libraries that contain hits against only one target. Libraries with greater breadth

may increase the economy with which information about binding preferences is gathered

in the lead discovery process. In subsequent optimization phases, libraries with narrow

specificities may be desirable as the focus on well-defined properties becomes germane.

Having the knowledge of how virtual libraries perform across a spectrum of targets

should lead to a much broader understanding of the advantages and limitations of

combinatorial strategies and unavoidable side effects.

Major concerns for large-scale target-based approaches to virtual screening are 1)

the availability of target structures, 2) the accuracy of the scoring function, and 3) the

computational resources required. Coordinates for nearly 10,000 crystal structures have

been deposited in the Protein Data Bank to date (Berman et al., 2000), and the number of

solved protein structures increases daily. In addition, structural genomics and homology

modeling efforts promise to provide structural models for a significant fraction of the

known sequences (Sali, 1998). The performance of different scoring functions has been

extensively covered by Charifson (Charifson et al., 1999). For this study, we have

adopted a scoring function based on a force field and a solvation correction that uses the

generalized-Born / buried surface area (GB/SA) formulation of Still (Still et al., 1990)

and Zou (Zou et al., 1999). We show that this scoring function used here can accurately

reproduce the experimental results. Currently, it remains a formidable computational task

to screen known libraries against multiple targets. In 1999 alone, approximately 300

*

11
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combinatorial libraries were published (Whittaker, 1998; Dolle and Nelson, 1999). Let

us assume each library has three points of diversity for which 100 substituents must be

evaluated. Using existing docking algorithms, which require ca. 100 sec/molecule for

flexible docking, and a single processor, the computational time needed to screen these

libraries against all known protein structures is on the order of 10 years. Clearly, a better

approach is needed.

In this paper, we present an accurate, efficient, and general target-based approach

to the design, docking and virtual screening of multiple libraries against multiple targets.

Our method consists of three main stages: docking the scaffold, selecting the best

substituents at each site of diversity, and comparing the resultant molecules within and

between the libraries. We make repeated use of this divide-and-conquer strategy and

incorporate judicious pruning of the library at each step of the library design. It is fast

enough to allow a survey of dozens of libraries against hundreds of targets on a small

multiprocessor system.

For demonstration purposes and to provide a careful evaluation of all phases of

the library design, we have applied our method to three combinatorial libraries and three

proteins from the serine protease family: trypsin, chymotrypsin, and elastase. This family

of enzymes has been well studied; particularly relevant is the abundance of structural and

thermodynamic information, which includes a wide variety of both covalent and

macromolecular inhibitors (Babine and Bender, 1997). Laskowski and Otlewski and

their respective coworkers have investigated the detailed thermodynamics of the

recognition macromolecular inhibitors within the primary specificity subsite (S, in

12
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Schechter and Berger notation (Schechter and Berger, 1967)) of each protease (Lu et al.,

1997; Qasim et al., 1997; Krowarsch et al., 1999; Qasim et al., 1999). Mutations at the

P. position in ovomucoid third domain (OMTKY3) and pancreatic trypsin inhibitor

(BPTI) include all the natural amino acids. Thus, we have an excellent basis for

comparison of predicted and experimental binding affinities for a set of peptide-like

substituents (Figure 2-1).

We first establish that our scoring compares well to the experimental results for

the macromolecular inhibitors. We then show that our procedure for peptide scaffold

docking retains geometries analogous to the crystal structures and that the substituent

evaluation phase suggests appropriate side chains for the S, site. We next explore two

virtual libraries (Figure 2-1), a benzodiazepine library (BZP) and a

tetrahydroisoquinolinone library (THQ), that share the substituent set of the peptide

library. Finally, we demonstrate that our scoring discriminates between the peptide

library (PPT) and the two non-peptide libraries.

METHODS

Our protocol is shown in Figure 2-2. As indicated above, the basic strategy uses

docking to place minimal scaffolds. The best scaffold positions are then elaborated with

flexible side chains in two stages—first as single substituents and then as full molecules.

A number of parameter choices have been made, both within the protocol and within the

DOCK 4.0.1 program (Ewing and Kuntz, 1997; Ewing, 1998; Ewing et al., in press),

which permit us to test many aspects of library design. We have adopted several “greedy

13
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algorithm” filters to improve efficiency. We have also made use of the SYBYL software

and programming language (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO) to build molecules.

Alternative software and scripting languages, such as the Daylight Toolkit (Daylight

Chemical Information Systems, Mission Viejo, CA) could be used to carry out the same

operations.

We divide this section into four sub-sections: 1) target selection, preparation and

site characterization, 2) library preparation, 3) the docking protocol, and 4) scoring

validation.

Target Selection, Preparation and Site Characterization

We employed several criteria for selecting the serine protease structures used in

this study. The crystal structures chosen were of high atomic resolution (19-2.1 Å) and

were complexed with non-covalent, substrate-like inhibitors, to insure that the active sites

were well-formed and not biased toward recognition of irreversible inhibitors. Structures

selected were chymotrypsin-APPI (P) = Arg, 1CA0) (Scheidig et al., 1997), elastase

elafin (P, = Ala, 1FLE) (Tsunemi et al., 1996), and trypsin-A90720A, which has an

arginine-like substituent in the P. position (17PS) (Lee and Richards, 1971). When these

structures are compared with the large number of other ligand-bound structures for these

enzymes, we see relatively little perturbation in the S1 site arising from induced fit except

for elastase where the Ala - S1 pocket is somewhat smaller than that with a leucine ligand

(see below). The inhibitors were removed, along with any crystallographic water

molecules. The three proteins were then aligned by matching heavy atoms of the

catalytic triad (Ser 195, Asp102, His 57) to those of trypsin. Hydrogens, disulfide bonds,

14
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and AMBER charges (Cornell et al., 1995) were added via SYBYL, resulting in net

charges of +6, +3, and +4 for trypsin, chymotrypsin and elastase, respectively. A 0.15 Å

scoring grid was generated for each target using the grid module of DOCK (Meng et al.,

1992). In preliminary calculations, we have found that the 0.15 Å grid spacing gave a

balanced compromise between computational speed and accuracy. The DOCK force

field is based on the AMBER (Cornell et al., 1995) intermolecular force field of VDW

and electrostatic energy (equation 1).

lig rec
--

B.
- - - - -

E =
34-# wº12

I, r; £r,i=l j=l

(1)

The active sites for each protease were further characterized to generate a

template for the orientation search in DOCK. The molecular surface (Richards, 1977;

Connolly, 1983b; Connolly, 1983a) for each protein was computed using the dms

program distributed with Midasplus (Ferrin et al., 1988). Spheres that fill surface

indentations were calculated (within 10 Å of the catalytic serine OG atom) with the

program SPHGEN (Kuntz et al., 1982; DesJarlais et al., 1988). This sphere set (N --

~500-800) was subjected to several steps of enrichment and pruning to improve catalytic

site representation. First, the heavy atoms of the crystallographic inhibitor were added to

the list of sphere centers. Next, the resultant sphere set was filtered by DOCK contact

score (DesJarlais et al., 1988); spheres with a contact score less than or equal to -1.0 units

were retained. Further reduction was obtained by clustering the spheres into pairs of

nearest neighbors and removing the sphere in each pair with the more positive contact

score. If sphere centers close to the inhibitor P, residue carbonyl oxygen atom were
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removed, a site point representing this atom was added back into the sphere set to mark

the protease “oxyanion hole.” At this stage, the active site of each protease was

populated with 35-40 spheres. Finally, to focus the scaffold orientation search away from

protease subsites (pockets), spheres in these regions were manually deleted from the

sphere set for each protease. These “scaffold” sphere sets contained ca. 25 spheres each

(Figure 2-3).

Library Preparation

Minimal Scaffold: Initial scaffold geometries with methyl groups at each of the three

diversity or attachment sites were created using CONCORD (Pearlman, 1987), version

4.0.1 within the SYBYL suite of programs (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO).

Hydrogens were added, and Gasteiger-Marsili charges assigned to the methylated

scaffold. We used a multi-conformer approach for scaffolds. Scaffold conformations (up

to 1500) were generated with DOCK in a target-independent fashion, using a torsion

driving routine. The key variables set for this procedure were flexible_ligand,

torsion_drive, clash_overlap (0.35), and intramolecular score. Bond lengths, bond

angles, and ring conformations are not modified. The torsion-driving algorithm employs

a look-up table of suitable torsion angle values for each torsion type, given in the default

files, flex.defn and flex_drive.tbl distributed with DOCK 4.0.1 (University of California,

San Francisco, CA). For example, as the default, the dihedral angle through an sp’-sp'

bond would sample gauche' (60°), gauche (-60°) and trans (180°) conformations.

Ligand conformational energies are evaluated as intramolecular non-bonded energies

only; no explicit torsional energy barriers are added.
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Full Side Chains: For all of these studies, we have used the set of natural and non

natural amino acid side chains shown in Figure 2-1. These side chains were prepared in

SYBYL with the initial CONCORD geometries (from the alpha carbon, labeled X,

onward) written to a mol2 file for later attachment to a scaffold (see Docking Protocol,

below).

The Docking Protocol

Our protocol for docking multiple combinatorial libraries to multiple targets uses

DOCK as shown schematically in the flowchart of Figure 2-2. In our force field

calculations, a 10 Å interatomic distance cutoff and distance-dependent dielectric (e = 4r)

were used. All-atom parameters for both proteases and ligands were applied. Once the

side chains had been sampled and evaluated with the force field, the best scoring

conformations were re-evaluated with a continuum solvent model-based scoring function

(Zou et al., 1999) to account for the desolvation effects. Below, we enumerate the

docking details at each stage of the protocol.

1) Scaffold docking

One complication of the protease active sites is that a tripeptide can dock in multiple

registrations to the specificity pockets within the active site (Figure 2-4). Since our

ultimate goal is a general method for the design of libraries, we wish to explore

alternative geometries, which span the S-S,” subsites. In early stages of scaffold

docking, however, we observed many docked orientations in which the acetyl or N

methyl portion of the scaffold itself had been placed into a subsite. While this may be a

reasonable conformation for the peptide to adopt, especially in the case of a small S.
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pocket such as that of elastase, it does not provide a productive orientation for library

designs. Hence, we developed alternative filtering mechanisms that limit the scaffold

configurations to ones expected to result in good side chain presentations.

We started with a database of scaffold conformations, described above. This database

was rigidly docked to the set of “scaffold” site spheres (Figure 2-3) of each protease

active site, so that the scaffold was explicitly not oriented within the subsite cavities of

the active site. The automated-matching DOCK 4 algorithm was used in these

calculations, and Simplex minimization (initial translation 1.5, maximum iterations 50)

was applied to the docked scaffold orientations (Ewing and Kuntz, 1997; Ewing, 1998).

The 2000 best orientations for each scaffold conformation were retained. Finally, the

scaffold intramolecular score and scaffold-protein intermolecular score were added

together and the scaffold “poses” (conformations and orientations) ranked accordingly.

These ranked poses for each target were then filtered based on surface normal vector

scoring (below).

2) Vector–scoring of scaffolds with “Scaffold Select”

The Scaffold Select method is designed to find productive scaffold orientations in

protein targets with defined subsite pockets such as the proteases studied here. The set of

2000 scaffold poses for each scaffold-target pair was pruned down to 20 in the following

manner (Figure 2-5). The molecular surface of the protein, originally generated for use

with SPHGEN, also contains unit vectors normal to the surface at each point (Richards,

1977; Connolly, 1983b; Connolly, 1983a). This set was processed to obtain the set of

vectors within 15 A of the catalytic serine hydroxyl oxygen atom (e.g., for chymotrypsin,
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N... = 8422). The unit vectors were extended in 1 A increments to a maximum length

of 15 Å. Vectors which intersected the surface of the protein or which projected from

convex surfaces were pruned, leaving behind vectors local to concave regions of the

active site (N... = 1515). Next, our “Scaffold Select” program was used to identify thevectors

set of vectors that were complementary to each substituent attachment bond for each

scaffold configuration (i.e., for the peptides, the Co-C5 bonds). A vector was deemed

complementary if its closest-approach distance to a bond segment was less than or equal

to 1.0 Å and its angle of approach was between 120 and 180 degrees. For each

complementary vector, the number of protein atoms within 34 Å of the vector was

calculated, yielding a “vector contact” score. If more than one vector matched an

attachment segment, the vector with the highest contact score was selected as the set

representative. Only scaffold poses having vectors complementary to all three

attachment segments were then retained (e.g., N. = 729 for the peptide scaffold in

chymotrypsin).

The score for each scaffold pose was determined using an empirically weighted sum

of vector-protein contacts and hydrogen bonds between the protease and scaffold

(equation 2).

Vector Score = 0.1*(vector contacts) + 0.5 *(hydrogen bonds) (2)

Kuhn and coworkers employ a similar scoring function for peptide docking, in that it also

weights the number of hydrogen bonds formed and a hydrophobic complementarity term

(weighting = 1:1.2) (Schnecke et al., 1998). This function could be modified for systems
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where hydrogen bonding is less important for ligand recognition. For our purposes,

hydrogen bonds were defined as three-point representations between donor atom (D),

hydrogen atom (H), and acceptor atoms (A), the H. . . A distance less than or equal to 2.8

Å and an D-H... A geometric angle between 90-180 degrees. The scaffold poses were

rank-ordered by this vector score and then RMSD clustered (2.0 Å cutoff) using a best

first algorithm to increase diversity within the set (Nº. = 131, peptide-chymotrypsin).

Only the cluster-heads for the first 20 clusters were carried forward to the next step.

3) Addition and incremental growth of side chains at each position on each scaffold pose

Each substituent was joined to each scaffold pose for each target at a single diversity

position at a time, using SYBYL. For example, three sub-libraries of Ace-Xaa-Ala-Ala

NMe, Ace-Ala-Xaa-Ala-NMe, and Ace-Ala-Ala-Xaa-NMe (where Xaa is the natural or

non-natural amino acid) were created for each of the 20 peptide poses. Charges for each

molecule were recomputed as well. Following this step, conformations of each side

chain in each sub-library were sampled with DOCK. In this calculation, the scaffold

atoms were designated as the rigid “anchor” for each molecule, and no orientation search

or minimization of the scaffold pose was performed. Each added side chain was flexible,

however, and enhanced dihedral angle sampling was employed (for example, a C-C

single bond was sampled in 30° increments). A clash-overlap ratio of 0.3 and torsional

minimization were allowed; the minimization included bonds two layers prior to the

currently sampled rotatable bond. Up to 100 conformations of each side chain were

saved during each cycle of growth, and a maximum of 30 conformations per side chain

was written out once growth was completed. The conformations of each side chain were

ranked based on intra- and intermolecular score, while the molecules in each sub-library
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re compared to one another based on intermolecular score alone. Finally, for each side

ain, only conformations that were within 10 kcal/mol of the best scoring conformer

re retained for use in the next step.

Free energy scoring of single-side chain sub-libraries

timating desolvation energies of ligands and protein active sites is essential for

culations of binding affinity (Zou et al., 1999). Currently, such calculations (using a

}/SA model) are too computationally expensive to serve as the primary scoring

thod. However, they are feasible as a post-processing filter on DOCK results. No

nimization was performed at this stage. The empirical parameters of 3 = 0.6, o, -

25, o, - 0.02 were used in equation 3, where SA, and SA represent the hydrophobic

i total solvent-accessible surface areas, respectively; VDW is the van der Waals

eraction between protein and ligand, and G, uses the generalized Born equation to

resent the electrostatic contribution to the free energy (Zou et al., 1999).

AG, … = oA(SA) +3*(VDW)—o,A(SA) + G. (3)binding

the S, subsite in each protease is the major determinant of specificity, a penalty term

molecules that do not adequately fill this cavity was included in the calculation of G.;

P, side chain atoms of the crystallographic ligand were used to define the cavity. The

ails of the penalty term, as well as the implementation of the free energy scoring

:thod, have been described previously by Zou et al. (Zou et al., 1999).
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5) Merging and minimizing 5 x 5 x 5 sub-libraries

In the previous steps, we docked and scored isolated scaffolds and evaluated individual

side chains. Next, we generated complete molecules by selecting the best five side chains

from free energy scoring at each attachment position (step 4). As the scaffold position

for each pose had not changed, the methyl groups at diversity positions could be replaced

with the best conformer of each of the selected side chains using SYBYL. A fast

intramolecular energy calculation was performed to remove any full-built molecules that

contained a clash (i.e., DOCK force field score greater than 100 kcal/mol). The

remaining molecules (ca. 70-125 per scaffold pose) in the sub-library were then energy

minimized to remove any further bad intramolecular contacts.

6) Final free energy minimization of 5 x 5 x 5 sub-libraries

In this last stage, the sub-libraries generated in step five were flexibly minimized against

the solvation scoring function, and the final free energy scores were calculated as

described for step 4 above.

Scoring Validation

Protein structures for these calculations were chosen to closely parallel the

protease-inhibitor complexes studied experimentally (Lu et al., 1997; Krowarsch et al.,

1999). For bovine chymotrypsin, binding data were available for P. mutant OMTKY3

and BPTI inhibitors, as were crystal structures of the protease-inhibitor complexes:

1CHO (OMTKY3 wild type, P = Leu), 1HJA (P = Lys mutant), and 1MTN (BPTI wild

type, P = Lys) (Fujinaga and James, 1987; Capasso et al., 1997; Qasim et al., 1997). In

contrast, no structural data for porcine pancreatic elastase bound to OMTKY3 were
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available; hence, we relied on complexes with the human inhibitor elafin (1FLE,

P = Ala) and the chymotrypsin/elastase inhibitor (C/E-1) from Ascaris (1EAI, P = Leu)

(Huang et al., 1994; Tsunemi et al., 1996). Inhibition of trypsin by BPTI is a classic

example of serine protease inhibition, and the mode of binding was reported early on

(2PTC) (Marquart et al., 1983). In each of the protein-ligand systems, the

macromolecular scaffold was reduced to an Ace-P-P-P'-NMe peptide for scoring

purposes. The calculations for growth of all 24 P, residues were carried out as described

in steps 3 and 4 of the protocol above, with no minimization of scaffold position. The

consequences of the assumption that a given scaffold position is relevant for all

substituents is discussed below.

RESULTS

Overview

In this section we first explore the capability of our sampling and scoring

procedures to reproduce experimental results and then turn to the library design issues of

side chain and scaffold selection. As a critical test, we investigated the ability of our

docking tools to adequately sample and score amino acid side chain conformations for

the trypsin-like serine protease family. For this evaluation, the experimental binding data

accumulated carefully by Lu et al. (Lu et al., 1997) and Krowarsch et al. (Krowarsch et

al., 1999) were invaluable. These tests were generally successful (see below). We then

expanded the side chain selection procedure to three sites of substitution, generating

capped tripeptides. The bulk of these calculations use the 24 side chains described above,

but we also briefly explored a set of 100 side chains. We found that appropriate side

chains are selected for the S, site. Our results for the other subsite preferences are
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consistent with the limited data available. Finally, we designed libraries using non-
---

peptide scaffolds and the same set of side chains, and compared these libraries to our I/
i

---

peptide library results. * , ,
R.

Mutations at P, in the Context of a Truncated Macromolecular Inhibitor Scaffold -
To test the accuracy of substituent selection, we made use of exhaustive P.

mutational data for macromolecular inhibitors of serine proteases. We focus on binding

constants determined for BPTI with bovine chymotrypsin and trypsin (Krowarsch et al.,

1999) and for OMTKY3 with both chymotrypsin and porcine pancreatic elastase (Lu et

al., 1997). Using the crystal structure geometries of the peptide inhibitor in these -- *

complexes, we added the substituents corresponding to 24 P. mutants, and for each one

used solvation scoring to predict the differential free energy of binding relative to º
glycine. The investigation of three proteases allows us to evaluate a common scaffold º
and a single set of side chains in diverse receptor environments. Comparisons to the º
observed values for each protease complex are given in Table 2-1. Looking first at the 1. A

overall results, we see very good agreement for the aliphatic hydrocarbons, - |

underestimation of the interaction for aromatic side chains, and modest overestimation * º
º

for polar, uncharged side chains. We examine these findings in detail below. --
Fº
* A■

Variation with Increasing Aliphatic Side Chain Length of Binding Affinity 5,
The scoring of straight-chain aliphatic side chains in the hydrophobic S, pocket of

-

º
chymotrypsin provides a pure test of our treatment of solvation—uncomplicated by

º
issues such as partial atomic charges or hydrogen bond geometry. Figure 6 shows

excellent performance in these cases for the OMTKY3 scaffold. The contribution to
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binding from each additional methylene group averages 1.3 kcal/mol, observed, and 1.1

kcal/mol, calculated. The maximal binding affinity contributed per methylene unit in

well-packed complexes has been previously estimated as 1.5 kcal/mol (Kuntz et al.,

1999), making this system close to ideal. Predicted results for aliphatic amino acids

presented from a BPTI-derived scaffold to chymotrypsin parallel those from the

OMTKY3 scaffold (Table 2-1), with the contribution per methylene group averaging 1.3

kcal/mol.

Similar results were generated for trypsin, though the data were only linear

through norleucine. The average contribution from each additional methylene group was

1.4 kcal/mol. To our knowledge, there is no complete set of binding data for straight

chain aliphatic mutants for BPTI-trypsin. However, a AG of -1.7 kcal/mol for the glycine

to alanine mutation was observed (Krowarsch et al., 1999), and Beckmann et al. report a

AG of -1.1 kcal/mol for the norvaline to norleucine mutation (Beckmann et al., 1998).

Our corresponding calculated values are -1.6 and -1.3 kcal/mol, respectively.

While there has been no published crystal structure of porcine pancreatic elastase

(PPE) with OMTKY3, the chymotrypsin/elastase inhibitor of the Ascaris fold-family has

P = Leu and has been crystallized with PPE (Huang et al., 1994). In addition, the

structure of elafin, a human elastase-specific inhibitor, in complex with PPE is known

(Tsunemi et al., 1996). The results differed considerably depending on which enzyme

structure was used (Table 2-1). As expected, we find that elastase crystallized with

leucine in the S, pocket was able to accommodate larger side chains than does the

complex with alanine in the pocket (elafin). Of course, the docking calculations do not
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include the cost of rearranging a small pocket to allow a larger P, side chain. While

agreement between predicted and experimental relative free energies of binding for

porcine elastase is less quantitative, the trend in binding as side chain length increases is

correct, and it is clear from the experimental data that the elastase structure is unable to

accommodate side chains longer than norleucine (Figure 2-6).

Scoring of Additional P. Mutants

The full set of AAG results for P. mutants is shown in Figure 2-6 for each

protease. Agreements are reasonable for most side chains across the three targets except

for tyrosine and the charged amino acids. Trends for elastase are correct, but accuracy

suffers for larger side chains that are predicted to bind too well (see below).

If we look carefully at tyrosine docking to chymotrypsin, we see that the side

chain conformations of Phe and Tyr are very similar, with the phenyl ring orientation

governed by the position of Met 192. The tyrosine hydroxyl is too close (2.4 Å) to the

backbone carbonyl of Ser 217, however, and even side chain minimization under the

solvation scoring function is not sufficient to remove this clash. This is not unexpected,

as the calculation has not allowed either protein flexibility or the recovery of ligand

conformations by changes in scaffold position. In fact, the more flexible tripeptide

docking results, described later, are able to identify tyrosine as a favored library

component (see Table 2-2 below, and Supplement 2-1). Phage display experiments have

demonstrated selection of His and Asn for chymotrypsin (Scheidig et al., 1997), and

these more polar residues also score well in our calculations (Table 2-1).

1.
* -
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For elastase, we correctly reproduced the general trend favoring small side chains.

With the structure crystallized with P = Leu, the calculation predicts leucine to bind well

to the protease. When using a structure containing alanine as the P ligand, a smaller

binding site is seen and longer, branched amino acids cannot be accommodated. Again,

since we do not model protein flexibility, the important point is that the calculation

matches the binding of small side chains well. The calculations rank polar, uncharged

side chains somewhat more favorably than do the experimental data.

Similarly, for trypsin, fixing the protein and scaffold (backbone) configurations

results in poor AAG predictions for the aromatic and branched residues; predictions for

Val, Ile, Phe, and Tyr were all in error by more than 10 kcal/mol. However, we have

partially avoided this limitation in our library design protocol by optimization of the

scaffold. Another way to mediate this difficulty may be to use a scoring function that is

less sensitive to small changes in geometry. As with chymotrypsin, the library docking

results allow scaffold flexibility and displacement and yield reasonable rankings of these

side chains.

Charged amino acids. The computed results for trypsin show good agreement for binding

P = Arg but show a preference for arginine over lysine greater than that observed for

BPTI (Krowarsch et al., 1999), despite the use of a structure crystallized with lysine in

the S, pocket. Peptides examined through phage display techniques have shown a

preference for Arg as well (Scheidig et al., 1997). In the crystal structure, two water

molecules mediate the interaction with Asp 189 at the base of this pocket, but these

waters were removed prior to the docking calculation (Marquart et al., 1983). Arginine,
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with a longer chain, extends further into the pocket and also makes favorable contacts

through its guanidinium moiety with residues that lysine cannot reach.

As noted above for all three proteases, aspartate and glutamate side chains

received very unfavorable free energy scores, many kcals/mol removed from the

experimental results (Table 2-1). Smaller discrepancies were seen for lysine and

arginine. It has been proposed by Lu et al. that these side chains may become uncharged

on binding (Lu et al., 1997). To explore this possibility, we calculated the free energy of

protonation/deprotonation in solution, shown in Scheme 1. Steps one and two represent

the binding free energies of unprotonated (A) and protonated (HA) ligands to an enzyme,

as estimated with the DOCK free energy scoring function. The free energy of

neutralization of a given ligand in solution may be calculated through equation 4, where

pH is the pH of the experiment (pH = 8.3) and pKa refers to the value for the specific

amino acid side chain of interest. In this calculation, we have used the following pKa

data: Asp = 3.9, Glu = 4.3, Lys = 11.1, and Arg = 12.0 (Bundi and Wuhtrich, 1979;

Matthew et al., 1985).

Scheme 1.

1
H’ + A – H + A • E

3]. 4!

2
HA —3 HA e E

AAG (kcal/mol)=2.303 RT |pH-pKa (4)
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We then calculated the binding free energy (relative to glycine) of the uncharged

side chain and added the appropriate correction term. The results are in much better

agreement with experiment when this decharging effect is allowed, especially for

chymotrypsin where there are no charges within the S, site (Table 2-1, Figure 2-6). It

should be noted that the calculations suggest that Arg and Lys are charged in the S,

pocket of trypsin.

In conclusion, the free energy scoring function performs well for a variety of side

chains and these three targets, especially since we did not optimize the position of the

scaffold and did not allow the binding pocket to relax. This has been the most complete

evaluation of the solvation scoring option in DOCK to date. It is clear that the choice of

protease structure used for the calculations will influence the predicted inhibitor side

chain rankings. In principle, the target-structure bias can be mitigated with the addition

of protein flexibility. Inclusion of protein flexibility in docking calculations has been

reviewed recently (Carlson and McCammon, 2000). When considering large libraries,

however, the approaches investigated thus far would add unacceptable computational

expense.

Peptide Libraries

Compared to the general problem of docking libraries, the macromolecular P.

calculations were easy to evaluate. A single scaffold configuration was fixed by the

experimentally determined structure of the complex, at least one P, side chain

conformation was known, and there were experimental binding data directly comparable

Im
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to the calculations. None of these constraints is available to evaluate the library designs

that we now consider.

First, a small tripeptide can productively dock in many configurations that do not

match the “canonical” geometry (Schechter and Berger, 1967; Mattos et al., 1994). Even

when the scaffold configuration presents side chains into canonical enzyme subsites, the

registration of the presentation can vary (Figure 2-4). Second, we do not have

experimental geometric information about side chain conformations to compare to the

simulations, although it is reasonable to expect the best binders from the macromolecular

scaffolds to appear in plausible conformations that explore the S, subsite. Third, we have

no binding data for the proposed libraries. Again, we anticipate that the side chains in S,

will correspond to known preferences. Thus, we must use surrogate markers to evaluate

the success of our filtering protocols and the plausibility of the designed libraries.

Scaffold Docking and Scaffold Select

We first examine the scaffold configurations. We track three criteria for plausible

scaffold presentations: 1) backbone conformation, 2) subsite registration (configuration,

pose) and 3) orientation for mechanism-based inhibition. We take the OMTKY3

chymotrypsin crystal structure (Fujinaga and James, 1987) as our standard for the

“canonical” peptide conformation and alignment and compute the RMSD for our scaffold

configurations to the heavy atoms of the three P-containing canonical registrations

(P-P-P; P-P-P'; P-P'-P,). The smallest of the three RMSD values is then reported as

the RMSD of a given configuration.
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The range of scaffold geometries was fixed by the initial scaffold conformation

search. The initial peptide (trialanine) conformations were generated by exhaustive

conformational analysis, ranked by internal energy, and the best 1500 retained for

docking. This set contained 57 canonical conformations - conformations with five of the

six q) and u■ angles within 30° of the OMTKY3 crystal structure. All three canonical

registrations were represented in the set of 1500. The conformations were not reproduced

exactly, due to sampling at finite (60°) increments. The torsion angle deviations ranged

from 0.2 to 23 degrees.

The scaffold conformations were individually docked to each of the three targets

using energy (force field) scoring. We retained 2000 configurations for each target. For

chymotrypsin, this set contained 201 canonical conformations, a three-fold enrichment;

168 of the configurations (8.4%) were within 1.5 A RMSD of one of the three canonical

alignments within the enzyme target site.

To evaluate methods for selecting docked scaffold configurations, we compared

the Scaffold Select (vector) score to the initial DOCK energy ranking, along with a

subsequent free energy score ranking. An enrichment plot for chymotrypsin is shown in

Figure 2-7; the best Scaffold Select peptide pose is contrasted to the best DOCK-scored

pose with trypsin in Figure 2-8. The Scaffold Select filter produced a higher enrichment

of structures from the set of 168 "good" configurations above, compared to the more

traditional DOCK energy and free energy scoring functions. Of the scoring methods,

Scaffold Select yielded the lowest RMSD for its best-ranked configuration. Furthermore,

the pose with the smallest RMSD was ranked #41 by DOCK and #74 by free energy

(C
f,
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scoring, but was ranked #8 by vector scoring. DOCK and free energy scoring favor

scaffold configurations that fill the S, pocket, but incorporation of a measure of

“opportunity for side chain placement” using Scaffold Select results in more

substrate/inhibitor-like backbone configurations. When the Scaffold Select filtering and

clustering stage was completed, we had reduced the accepted poses to a conservative

level of 20 for each target. Of these poses for chymotrypsin, six (30%) had canonical

alignments to the site (RMSD ~1.5 Å) and six had canonical backbone conformations.

This represents roughly a two-fold enrichment of good configurations and a three-fold

enrichment in conformations when compared to the original set of 2000. A similar trend

was observed for the peptide scaffold in trypsin and elastase.

Two additional criteria allow us to evaluate a docked geometry for mechanism

based protease inhibition. For these serine proteases, we have chosen oxyanion hole

occupancy and positioning of the scaffold probe atom (C5) for growth of side chains into

the S, pocket. Of the 20 peptide poses retained for each target, 40% occupy the oxyanion

hole and 75% place Cp into the S, pocket (see Table 2-2 below).

Overall, for the peptide scaffold, we found that a combination of traditional

docking methods, along with a novel “look-ahead” method based on surface normal

vectors, adequately enriched the number of promising scaffold conformations and

orientations from a set of many dissimilar configurations that score equally well. This

allowed us to proceed to the substituent selection phase of our protocol with the peptide

scaffold, and gave us a basis for later evaluation of non-peptide scaffold configurations.

-----
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Side Chain Selection for the Peptide Scaffold

At this stage, side chains were added and evaluated individually at each position,

while the other diversity sites retained probe methyl groups. The goal was to select a

small set of side chains at each position to carry forward to a detailed study of full

molecules. This would result in a significant increase in efficiency, as the number of full

molecules built is a combinatorial function of the number of side chains. In the previous

section we demonstrated that we could select appropriate side chains when using scaffold

configurations taken from crystal structures. Using docked configurations produces

similar substituent rankings for S, as is apparent in the fully built molecule libraries

described in detail in the next section.

At the outset, we decided to retain five side chains at each position on each

scaffold configuration. To validate our threshold, an exhaustive analysis for one peptide

pose was performed using a set of 12 representative side chains. Using the best-ranked

Scaffold Select pose for chymotrypsin, side chain configurations were explored as above,

ranked, and all side chains retained, resulting in 1728 fully built molecules. Finding the

best scoring molecule required that the best eight side chains be retained at each position

(Table 2-3). Even so, retaining only five substituents captured most of the best molecules

in the 8 x 8 x 8 sub-library. Specifically, the molecule with the best energy (-19.0

kcal/mol) when five side chains were retained scored only 0.1 kcal/mol worse than the

best-scoring molecule for the entire library. The mean energy of the top 20 molecules of

the 5 x 5 x 5 library was -16.9 kcal/mol (o-0.84 kcal/mol), comparable to the value of -

17.5 kcal/mol (O-0.78 kcal/mol) for the best molecules of libraries 8 x 8 x 8 and larger.
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This suggests that filtering to the best five substituents at each position was sufficient

representation of the best-scoring peptides in a larger library.

To demonstrate the potential to screen larger libraries, a set of 100 substituents

was attached to the best peptide pose at the site corresponding to P. This larger set was

evaluated in the same manner as was the set of 24 side chains, and for each target, the top

scoring molecules were compared. For elastase, none of the new side chains scored as

well as the top scorers from the original set, primarily because the new set consisted of

larger side chains. The best-scoring substituents for chymotrypsin and trypsin are shown

in Figure 2-9. This list contains P, side chains from natural substrates—arginine for

trypsin and phenylalanine for chymotrypsin. In addition, it also contains substructures

from known inhibitors, such as a benzamidine isomer for trypsin (Marquart et al., 1983)

and quinoline for chymotrypsin (Wallace et al., 1963).

In summary, we have shown that the free energy scoring function allows

reasonable substituent rankings when conformations are sampled by DOCK. Retention

of five side chains at this stage of the protocol is sufficient to generate the top-scoring

final molecules for a given scaffold pose, and the method selects appropriate substituents

for the protease S, pocket when applied to larger reagent sets as well.

Full Molecule Results

The detailed results for the best-scoring peptide from each pose sub-library are

given in Table 2-2 for each protease. We note that the best scoring poses typically used

one of the canonical registrations and make use of the oxyanion hole. The residue in the
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S. pocket, for these poses, was an aromatic side chain for chymotrypsin or a positively

charged side chain for trypsin. (The 20 best-scoring peptides for each target can be found

in Supplement 2-1.) The best scoring molecules came from five or fewer poses for each

protease. The S, pocket was always filled with the expected types of side chains.

In addition, we have explored the average backbone RMSDs (relative to the

OMTKY3-crystal structure, as described above) for the peptide libraries after full

molecule minimization and scoring is done. For trypsin and chymotrypsin, the average

RMSDs (+ standard deviation) were 1.5 (+ 0.9) Å and 1.0 (+0.3) A, respectively. In

contrast, the value for peptides docked to elastase was 3.0 (+ 2.1) Å. The larger deviation

for elastase reflects peptide orientations for which large substituents make general

contacts within the active site rather than interacting with the small S, pocket in a

canonical manner.

The most common feature of the best sequences found for chymotrypsin was an

aromatic side chain interacting with the S, pocket (Supplement 2-1), but this

corresponded to different sequence positions in the various configurations (Table 2-2).

The best-scoring peptide was Ace-Trp-Phe-Trp-NMe, which was presented in a

substrate-like fashion with the central phenylalanine in S, and had a free energy score of -

23.2 kcal/mol. This was only slightly better than the S-S,'-S, registration, for which the

sequence Ace-Tyr-Tyr-Trp-NMe had the best free energy score, -22.5 kcal/mol. The

third registration, S,- S,- Sº, had a much poorer predicted energy, either -17.3 or -15.6

kcal/mol, depending on whether the acetyl cap or the substituent was directed into S,.
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The free energy scores for molecules binding to elastase were less favorable than

those for chymotrypsin, increasing from -13.6 kcal/mol for the best-scoring peptide, Ace

Ser-Phe-Trp-NMe. In this case, the registration was S-S,"- S.', which placed the serine

side chain into the S, pocket and extended the peptide into the prime side of the active

site. The other registrations, S-S-S," and S-S-Sp had scores of -1.2.0 and -13.2

kcal/mol, respectively. The most common sequence features were a small, polar group in

S, and a large aromatic group in S.'.

For trypsin, the two best scoring poses were very similar, placing R = Arg in Sp

small groups in S,', and R, = Arg in S.'. The best scoring molecule was Ace-Arg-Hse

Arg-NMe, with AG = -18.0 kcal/mol. The third-ranked pose-library presented the R,

group to S, with the peptide backbone running through the site in the opposite direction

of a canonical inhibitor. Two other major registrations explored, S-S-S," and S-S-S,

had poorer scores, -7.7 and -8.3 kcal/mol, respectively.

Figure 10 shows the averages and ranges of scores for the 5 x 5 x 5 set of

sequences for each scaffold configuration for each target. The general trend is a greater

variance in scores among scaffold configurations than among sequences for a single pose.

In other words, a good scaffold configuration can score well with many possible

sequences, but no sequence can rescue a poor scaffold configuration. All sequences

enumerated for the best configuration against chymotrypsin scored better than any

sequence for the fourteenth best pose, for example (Figure 2-10a). The range of scores

was largest for trypsin. The sub-libraries containing the molecules with the best scores,

dominated by Arg and Lys contributions, also have molecules with unfavorable free

º
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energy scores (Figure 2-10c). Clearly, the inclusion of three sub-optimal substituents

directed into S, greatly spreads the scores.

An important procedural question presents itself at this stage—can we determine

the number of scaffold poses we need to retain for future applications of this protocol?

Twenty poses for each target was a conservative choice. As one measure of scaffold pose

success, the lowest backbone RMSD (from one of the three canonical OMTKY3

registrations) is noted for each peptide pose in Table 2-2. Within the table, each library

has been ranked by the free energy score of its best final molecule. Scaffold

configurations with RMSD less than 2.0 A have clearly developed into the better scoring

libraries for all three target proteins. Thus, for cases in which an experimental binding

configuration is known, applying an RMSD filter could significantly reduce the number

of poses retained. We also considered the effect of retaining fewer than 20 peptide poses

on the PPT library results for chymotrypsin. We have compared free energy score

histograms using only the best five, 10, 15, or 20 Scaffold Select poses in Figure 2-11.

The distribution for 15 poses matches the profile found using all 20 poses for the most

negative free energy scores. Here, too, it is clear that filtering to 10 scaffold poses based

on vector score results in no significant loss of the top scoring molecules but would yield

a 50% time savings.

We can also use the data from the collection of 5 x 5 x 5 sub-libraries docked

against each target to characterize the binding subsites for each target. If we consider the

best 20 of the (~125 x 20 poses = ~2500) molecules in each set (Supplement 2-1), we can

ask: how often is each subsite occupied, and how frequently do particular classes of
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substituents appear in a given protease subsite? The answer is given in Figure 2-12,

where occupancy of a site by a substituent was determined by the scaffold registration

and visual inspection of the best-scoring molecules. The S, site of chymotrypsin is fully

occupied by aromatic residues (including one occurrence of histidine). Elastase shows

Arg appearing in S, or S,' on occasion, and excludes aromatic residues from So as we

would expect from the small pocket. Aromatic side chains do appear to contribute to

binding affinity at the S, S', and S, sites, however. Trypsin clearly selects basic (Arg")

side chains for its S, pocket, but also allows charged side chains in the S,' and S, subsites.

Unlike chymotrypsin and elastase, aromatic residues do not appear the S,' site of trypsin.

We have further characterized substituents by size in Figure 2-13. For

chymotrypsin, the S, to S, pockets appear to exclude mid-size side chains. In contrast,

elastase is tolerant of a range of substituent sizes within its pockets with the exception of

the S, pocket, which accepts only small side chains, as expected. As seen above with

aromatic vs. non-aromatic side chains, the S,' pockets of both chymotrypsin and elastase

are capable of accommodating substituents of six or more heavy atoms. However, for

trypsin, the S' pocket favors three or fewer heavy atoms. The ability to characterize

substituent class preferences and pocket size based on our library results should be

valuable tool for further library optimization.

Thus, analysis of the full peptide sequences demonstrates that the side chain

selection phase of the protocol selected appropriate substituents for binding into the S,

pocket. Furthermore, the number of poses necessary to obtain the best scoring molecules

may be reduced in half from the 20 poses we investigated. The substituents of the best
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scoring sequences have been used to characterize the protease binding sites, which we

intend to exploit for future design.

Performance Comparison

We compared our method to the traditional, one-molecule-at-a-time flexible

docking of the library. We enumerated a smaller, 12 x 12 x 12 library of tripeptides and

separately docked each of the 1728 molecules to chymotrypsin. To be appropriate for

library design, a docking method would have to process this set in a few hours or, at

most, a few days. For comparison, therefore, we allocated a similar amount of computer

time as was used in the “scaffold + side chains” protocol described above (Table 2-4).

The difference in results was dramatic. The library design protocol, using all 20 peptide

poses and a superset of the substituents in the enumerated library, found as its best score -

23.2 kcal/mol for the sequence Ace-Trp-Phe-Trp-NMe. For the individually docked

peptides, the best free energy score was -13.0 kcal/mol, for the sequence Ace-Leu-His

Leu-NMe. The Ace-Trp-Phe-Trp-NMe molecule, docked individually, therefore scored

worse than -13.0 kcal/mol. Hence, neither the score nor the sequence produced by

individual docking was optimal. As the size of the library grows, of course, docking

individual members of the library becomes even less attractive and is completely

infeasible for large libraries.

Furthermore, we compared our side chain selection scheme with the library

design program CombiDOCK (Sun et al., 1998). This program differs from DOCK in

that it explores the conformational space of side chains using pre-generated rotamer

libraries rather than incremental growth. This results in a six-fold speedup, but at the cost
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of forgoing free energy scoring during side chain selection. When the molecules

generated by CombiDOCK were rescored with the free energy function, the best scores

generated by CombiDOCK were -19.2, -10.7, and -13.5 kcal/mol for chymotrypsin,

elastase, and trypsin, respectively. The corresponding values generated with our method

were -23.2, -13.6, and -18.0 kcal/mol. In short, the present version of CombiDOCK runs

several-fold faster but generates fewer high-scoring molecules than our method.

Comparing the approach in this paper to two others we have worked with, the

compromises between scalability and accuracy are evident. Docking each molecule of a

library individually is the least scalable method, and thus is inappropriate for large-scale

library design. At the other extreme, CombiDOCK is more efficient and more scalable

but is less accurate. The method reported here is efficient enough to be useful for library

design while retaining the necessary accuracy to select appropriate side chains.

Non-Peptide Libraries in Comparison to Peptides

The primary application of our method is to design and compare libraries. To that

end, we have evaluated two additional libraries against the serine proteases. The

benzodiazepine scaffold was chosen for its well-known medicinal properties and its prior

use as a template for combinatorial libraries (Ellman, 1996). The

tetrahydroisoquinolinone scaffold is similar in size but has a more crowded substituent

display relative to BZP (Griffith et al., 1996). In addition, serine protease inhibition by

molecules that include these frameworks has been reported (Bihovsky et al., 1999;

Scarborough, 1999; Spruce and Gyorkos, 1999; Gyorkos and Spruce, 2000). For our
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computational study, each scaffold was allowed three sites of diversity, and the set of 24

substituents was used at each site (Figure 1). Hence, the virtual libraries each consist of

13,284 molecules covering identical side chain “chemical” space.

Using the same scaffold docking procedure as described for the peptide libraries,

we selected the twenty best, diversity-weighted THQ and BZP scaffold configurations for

each of the three proteases. As with the peptides, these scaffold poses delivered diverse

catalytic registry from S, to S, (Table 2-5). In the case of trypsin, only two

conformations of the docked BZP Scaffold survived the Scaffold Select and RMSD

clustering filter; most orientations could not place the methyl probes simultaneously into

three protease pockets. Use of larger substituent probes on the benzodiazepine scaffold

might result in more scaffold configurations.

A clear preference for arginine or lysine in the trypsin S, site is observed for both

BZP and THQ scaffolds. The BZP and THQ libraries also yield large aromatic side

chains for the S, site in chymotrypsin; however, despite our vector look-ahead method,

the best scoring libraries place a portion of the scaffold into the large hydrophobic

subsite. For elastase, small portions of many substituents, as well as the scaffold itself,

may be found in S. With its small binding pocket, it is reasonable that non-specific

interactions in other regions of the active site may outweigh the S, pocket contributions

for elastase.

We asked if our approach could identify the scaffold of choice for these proteins.

Given that the peptide is the “natural” scaffold, we used peptide library results as the
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standard for comparison with the BZP and THQ library results. The scores for the best

member of each library are shown in Figure 2-14. Over the set of targets, each library

has a distinct profile. The peptide library exhibited breadth - it scored well against all

three targets. The tetrahydroisoquinolinone library exhibited a more narrow profile. It

scored better than the peptide against elastase (in one configuration) but significantly

worse against the other two targets. The benzodiazepine library did not score well

against any of the targets.

In the analysis of the docking results against each target, we again focus on the

top 20 unique sequences (molecules). For each scaffold-target pair, we analyze the best

scores, the range of scores, and the average score for this set of molecules. This

information quantifies how well a library performs against a given target, and can be used

to compare scaffolds against a single target (these metrics are given in Supplement 2-2).

Average scores for the PPT libraries are always more favorable than those for BZP or

THQ libraries, although the best-scoring THQ molecule for elastase is competitive with

the best-scoring peptide. THQ libraries score better on average than BZP libraries against

each of the three targets as well. The range of scores is largest for trypsin, reflecting the

electrostatic effects of differences in positioning of basic substituents in S.

As shown above, several libraries may be directly compared against one target, as

an extension of traditional structure-based database screening. With our present data,

comparison of the scores for one library (or molecule) across several targets is more

complicated. Although the results (see Supplement 2-2) might suggest that optimal

peptides will bind better to chymotrypsin than elastase, for example, a proper calculation
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would require that all details of target preparation were uniform and appropriate across

the protein family. Primarily, the net charge on each protease must adequately represent

the constant pH conditions of the typical inhibitor-binding experiment and be distributed

correctly among the ionizable residues throughout the structure.

Putting aside the difficulties of explicit score comparisons, we can combine the

best molecule lists for each scaffold vs. the three targets and ask: how many molecules hit

two or more targets? If we examine the best 20 molecules from each scaffold, there are

no duplications across the targets. Of the best 50 molecules, the peptides remain specific,

while the Gln-Trp-Met sequence for benzodiazepine scores favorably for chymotrypsin (-

9.5 kcal/mol) and elastase (-5.2 kcal/mol), and the THQ sequences of Trp-His-Phe, Trp

Tyr-Ahp, Trp-Tyr-Phe, Trp-Phe-Trp) hit both targets as well. Thus, it appears that the

peptide scaffold is able to deliver side chains in a target-specific way, while the non

peptide scaffolds are more generic in their best-scoring molecules. It might be possible,

then, to develop a serine protease family-specific agent based on these scaffolds.

Our docked library results provide some structural insight into the observed

preference of the PPT scaffold for the target proteins. In the case of PPT library, the best

scoring candidates tend to correlate with favorable hydrogen bond interactions between

the scaffold and the catalytic residues from the oxyanion hole, which are important for

recognition of the tetrahedral intermediate of the proteolytic hydrolysis reaction (Table

2-2). However, these oxyanion-like interactions are often missing in the case of best

scoring candidates from THQ and BZP libraries (Table 2-5). The structural rigidity of

THQ and BZP scaffolds locks the potential acceptor (carbonyl oxygen) into a fixed
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distance from the substituent attachment sites. This constraint forces a trade-off between

optimizing the side chains into the catalytic pockets and maintaining the oxyanion pocket

interactions. Our results show that the THQ scaffold does better than BZP in reaching

the oxyanion site while simultaneously presenting substituents to the pockets well.

Finally, we return to the question of library design and summarize our results for

side chain selection for each scaffold. Starting with the peptide library and trypsin, there

is one dominant pose for the 20 best-scoring sequences that is in a canonical registration

placing Arg at S, (Table 2-6a). For chymotrypsin (Table 2-6b), there are two canonical

poses represented in the 20 best sequences. The major one places Tyr or Phe at R.; the

other has Tyr or Phe at R. A library design that distinguishes between these two

registrations is indicated in the table.

Elastase presents a more complicated challenge. The top 20 sequences are

divided among four poses. The second-ranked pose library does not interact with the

oxyanion hole and places the acetyl termination in Sr. A separate library that includes

variation of the capping group should be developed to test this pose. Otherwise, the

primary pose places R, into S, while the next best configurations place R, into S1. A

composite design to explore these alternatives is given in Table 2-6c.

For the benzodiazepine scaffold, five poses supply the top 20 molecules for

chymotrypsin and elastase (75% of the molecules come from two poses each); only one

pose is dominant for trypsin, placing R, into S. The THQ scaffold makes use of four

poses for chymotrypsin and three for trypsin, but all of the best molecules for elastase are
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derived from one pose that places the scaffold in S. The orientation of the best-scoring

molecule (Trp-Tyr-Trp) from this pose is illustrated in Figure 2-15. Composite designs

for these scaffolds are also presented in Table 2-6I.

In summary, we have shown that our approach to library design is able to select

the preferred side chains and identify the scaffold of choice across a protein family. Our

approach may be easily adapted to other protein target families and libraries.

DISCUSSION

Historically, structure-based drug design efforts were concerned with retrieval of

compounds from an existing chemical database (database mining), lead optimization and

de novo design. The criteria for success were finding new “hits” and/or improving the

affinity of existing compounds. False positives were to be expected and false negatives

were rarely detected. With the advent of combinatorial chemistry, it became feasible to

design and computationally screen large virtual libraries of compounds to yield small

libraries that could be synthesized easily. Because it was straightforward to include

simple filters for “drug-like” properties (Lipinski et al., 1997), these libraries were judged

on the fraction of compounds that interacted with the target and that were active in cells

(Kick et al., 1997; Haque et al., 1999). The design strategy of “scaffold + substituents”

has proven successful in several laboratories (Graybill et al., 1996; Kick et al., 1997;

Murray et al., 1997; Haque et al., 1999). In this paper, we explore multiple scaffolds,

drawing on the same substituent list for purposes of easy comparison. We direct these

virtual libraries against a set of related targets. Questions for discussion include: How
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well does the library design protocol work? What are the major areas that need to be

considered for improved protocols? and What are the most useful metrics for comparing

libraries?

1. How well does the protocol work? Specifically, we explore two issues: are

reasonable scaffold and side chain choices made, and what are the computational

resources needed to carry out these calculations?

We can make a direct assessment of the scoring and flexible docking features by

using the macromolecular P, inhibitor data from laboratories of Laskowski and Otlewski.

Generally, the conformations of the side chains and the free energy of binding

contributions (including solvation effects) are very well described for the non-polar side

chains and slightly overestimated for the polar, uncharged side chains providing that no

rearrangements of the protein active site are required. Semi-quantitative data can be

generated for the protonatable side chains if the correct charge state is used; thus, the

charged state of the ligand can be inferred for these systems. Fujinaga et al. offer an

interesting alternative analysis of the binding of these inhibitors (Fujinaga and James,

1987). Their conclusion is that the parameters they explored are not generalizable to

additional proteases. Thus far, our solvation model parameters (Zou et al., 1999) appear

to be reasonably transferable.

Turning to the designed libraries, the known preferences for substituents in the S,

specificity pockets are retrieved. We find this result in all cases (3 scaffolds X 3 targets).
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The library docking protocol contains more degrees of freedom than we explored in our

macromolecular inhibitor-based calculations. This freedom of motion (scaffold

conformations and orientations) leads to three interesting results: alternative geometric

presentations of the scaffold (registrations) are nearly isoenergetic and must be explored

as part of the library substituent choices. Second, small displacements of the scaffold are

sufficient to overcome some of the problems associated with a rigid protein target;

tyrosines, for example, are now correctly chosen as chymotrypsin S, substituents. Third,

a good scaffold configuration can score well with many possible sequences, but no

sequence (within the substituent set explored here) can rescue a poor scaffold

configuration. We make clear predictions for occupancy preferences at other subsites,

although the preponderance of the interaction for trypsin and chymotrypsin appears to

reside at S. There are currently no comparable experimental binding data for these

extended subsites, although Laskowski and coworkers have reported progress in this

arena (Lu et al., 1999). While the fact that the protocol selects the expected fragments at

S, is encouraging, experimental testing of these library designs is needed to establish the

accuracy of the method (Kick et al., 1997; Haque et al., 1999). We also recognize that

peptides discussed here would be substrates, not inhibitors. In sum, the use of a solvation

scoring procedure, coupled to a standard docking algorithm seems sufficient to select

plausible side chains, scaffolds, and docking geometries.

The computational issues include the time required for this protocol, processor

and memory concerns, and the scalability of the algorithm. Sample timings for each step

of the protocol for chymotrypsin and the flexible peptide scaffold were presented in

Table 2-4. Approximately 10% of the total time is spent in scaffold docking, 65% in
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spent in side chain selection, and 25% in evaluation of the best final molecules. Memory

requirements are that of a normal docking run, as the fully enumerated library is never

considered. The tactics that we used to improve efficiency include preliminary screening

of scaffold positions as well as an initial filtering of the side chains. A variety of other

positional screening tools are available including the well-known CAVEAT program

(Lauri and Bartlett, 1994) and work from Stahl and Bohm (Stahl and Bohm, 1998). Our

vector method is specifically tailored to evaluate the position of a scaffold within an

active site. We also find that we can expand the side chain lists substantially without loss

of overall efficiency. The present protocol scales linearly in the number of libraries and

linearly in the number of targets.

2. What needs to be done to further develop this approach? An efficient protocol

to examine large numbers of libraries and large numbers of targets will have to improve

upon the linear dependencies discussed above. We could, for example, align the targets

based on known family relationships or active site geometries to avoid evaluating

libraries against similar targets in early stages of the discovery process. Further, we note

that we obtained the same rank ordering of scaffolds regardless of protease: peptide »

THQ - BZP. If this observation could be generalized across a family, we could reduce

testing the full scaffold x target array to, in the limit, evaluating a single column (target).

Thus, we could rapidly identify the superior scaffolds for a target class and discard

scaffolds that failed the initial screening. More promising scaffolds could then be

analyzed in greater detail.
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We have shown that the efficiency and speed of this protocol can be improved

(two-fold) by reducing the number of scaffold poses used for library generation. We

could also improve the triage of scaffolds by using the faster CombiDOCK (Sun et al.,

1998) procedure as an initial screen. A restricted set of size-ordered substituents could be

used with either procedure to reduce the number of repetitive searches that end in

rejection of similar side chains for a specific target.

Using the present algorithm and current generation of processors, the screening of

all libraries published in 1999 against a large number of targets as described in the

Introduction has been reduced by ca. 10'. This factor arises primarily from the screening

of side chains in a linear fashion prior to the combinatorial calculation of individual

molecules. A similar factor needs to be found from the improvements above and the use

of multiple processors to make the overall goal feasible.

Inclusion of target family-specific information

In the interests of developing a general method, we have avoided incorporation of

much protease-specific information to direct our docking. However, for a typical library

design project, one could easily restrict sampling when many details of intermolecular

recognition are known in advance, with an associated potential gain in speed and

accuracy of results. For example, with the PPT libraries, the peptide backbone could

have been fixed to a crystal structure configuration (and possibly allowed to minimize

away from the starting pose). Alternatively, an explicit covalent bond could be formed

between a scaffold and the catalytic serine. A protease structure in complex with a ligand

would be required for each added target and would bias scaffold selection to those that
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closely mimic portions of the known ligand. The side chains of Arg or Lys could also

have been employed as “probes” for scaffold docking, resulting in scaffold positions for

trypsin that primarily direct the basic group into Sr. Furthermore, asymmetrically

substituted libraries were not explored here. We could have looked at the range of

substituent scores, observed that against trypsin, Arg and Lys score significantly better

than other side chains at certain positions, and carried only these two substituents forward

to full molecules at those positions. Of course, biasing libraries in this way virtually

guarantees that no novel S-binding substituents will be found and would be more suited

to an optimization rather than discovery phase of design.

3. Library comparison metrics. The simplest basis for comparing multiple

libraries against a single target is to ask which library generated the best scoring

compound. While this criterion is certainly useful, there is clearly much more

information contained in the virtual screening computations (or experimental screening

efforts). For example, we have previously suggested that the limiting slope on a

histogram of scores might indicate how hard it would be to find more tightly binding

compounds (Kick et al., 1997). The distribution of scores over different geometric

presentations provides a basis for designing class specific or target specific inhibitors. A

number of approximately equivalent scaffold poses can warn of a complicated SAR. The

distribution of scores over a variety of scaffolds suggests whether different chemical

approaches are promising. Libraries can also be compared based on any easily calculable

physical property that might serve as a surrogate for “drug-like” behavior (Lipinski et al.,

1997). Libraries could also be graded on how selective they are for a specific target or

how broadly they hit within a class. As families of structures become available it will be
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useful to develop libraries that exhibit the breadth necessary, as the peptide library in this

case, to permit parallel inhibitor development across a family of targets. On-going

collaborations will provide us with sufficient multiple library, multiple target binding

affinities to explore and refine these metrics in more detail.

CONCLUSIONS

The computational time demands of a multiple-library, multiple-target endeavor

are too large to use “undirected” docking procedures. Look-ahead and pruning

algorithms are essential to provide efficient searching of chemical, configurational, and

conformational space. We find that simple docking of a “bare” scaffold is not a good

method of placing the scaffold into productive geometries. A site-generated evaluation

filter, such as Scaffold Select, has proved valuable. We also have found that free

energy-based scoring functions are required to evaluate a diverse population of polar,

non-polar and charged fragments. A desolvation term is of particular importance when

comparing charged and uncharged moieties and should be incorporated at an early stage

of screening. Finally, the comparison of libraries by the simple, structure-based score of

the best-scoring molecule has provided reasonable predictions for scaffold and S

specificity preferences for the serine proteases. Future work will explore the general

applicability of these docking methods to additional libraries across a variety of target

families.
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TABLES

Table 2-1. Comparison of experimental and computed relative free energies of binding

for P. mutants.

Table 2-2. Characteristics of the best scoring molecules from each scaffold pose for the

peptide libraries docked against the serine proteases. The "Registration" column shows

the occupation of the subsites, but no attempt has been made to represent how the sites

are occupied (i.e. direction of entry, degree of burial, associated scaffold conformation).

Table 2-3. Effect on the free energy scores of the number of substituents retained for

subsets of a single-orientation (pose) 12 x 12 x 12 peptide library evaluated against

chymotrypsin.

Table 2-4. Timings for each phase of the docking protocol for peptide libraries and

chymotrypsin.

Table 2-5. Characteristics of the best scoring molecules from the non-peptide libraries

(only best five poses shown).

Table 2-6. Composite library designs based on the top 20 molecules for each target.

FIGURES

Figure 2-1. Scaffolds and amino acid side chains for combinatorial libraries. X denotes

the point of attachment to the scaffold position.
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Figure 2-2. Protocol for docking multiple libraries against multiple targets.

Figure 2-3. The active site of chymotrypsin, with catalytic residues Asp102, His37, and

Ser195 displayed. Yellow spheres fill the space appropriate for scaffold docking, while

blue spheres fill the labeled subsites. The MOLCAD-generated surface (Tripos

Associates, St. Louis, MO) of the protein is shown in green.

Figure 2-4. A schematic of the three possible in-register tri-substituted scaffold

orientations within serine protease subsites S, through S,’.

Figure 2-5. Evaluation of scaffold orientations using a surface normal vector method. A)

compute molecular surface and unit normal vectors, as normal preparation of active site

for docking, B) DOCK scaffold (here a single peptide unit) into active site, C) extend the

unit normal vectors; red vectors survive the filtering process D) determine vector matches

for each scaffold, E) evaluate vector score for each scaffold (eqn 2). Step F) represents

the evaluation of a full tripeptide scaffold, matching three vectors. (See text for further

details.)

Figure 2-6. Experimental (black) and computed (red) relative free energies of binding,

relative to glycine, for all P, mutations. Results for neutralization of substituents

normally charged at physiological pH are plotted in green. Anomalous results noted with

asterisks have been truncated at 5 kcal/mol (see text for details).

Figure 2-7. Enrichment of low RMSD peptide configurations from the set of 2000

docked into chymotrypsin by the vector scoring method compared to force field and free

energy scoring methods.
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Figure 2-8. Best DOCK-scored pose vs. best vector-scored pose for PPT complexed with

trypsin.

Figure 2-9. Top-ranked substituents from a set of 100 evaluated within the S, pockets of

trypsin and chymotrypsin.

Figure 2-10. High, low, and average free energy scores for each PPT pose sub-library

versus (a) chymotrypsin, (b) elastase, and (c) trypsin (filled square = average score).

Figure 2-11. Effect of the number of scaffold poses retained on the free energy

histograms for the PPT library docked to chymotrypsin. First five poses (purple), first 10

poses (cyan), first 15 poses (peach), all 20 poses (blue).

Figure 2-12. Pocket characterization by substituent class for (a) chymotrypsin, (b)

elastase, and (c) trypsin. Overall site occupancy (black), aliphatic (dark grey), aromatic

(light grey), polar (purple), acidic (red), or basic (blue). See Figure 6 for classification of

amino acids.

Figure 2-13. Pocket characterization by substituent size, classified by the number of

heavy atoms in each substituent, for (a) chymotrypsin, (b) elastase, and (c) trypsin.

Overall site occupancy (black), 0–3 heavy atoms (yellow), 4-6 heavy atoms (green), 7-10

heavy atoms (purple).

Figure 2-14. Best-scoring molecules from each pose for each library versus each target.

Scaffolds/libraries: PPT (black), THQ (red), BZP (green). Targets: chymotrypsin (open

circles), elastase (filled circles), trypsin (open triangles).
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Figure 2-15. Orientation of the best-scoring THQ molecule (green) vs. elastase. (Figure

created with Midasplus (Ferrin et al., 1988).)

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS

Supplement 2-1. Best-scoring 20 peptides vs. each target.

Supplement 2-2. Library metrics: Characteristics of best-scoring 20 unique molecules.
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Table 2-1

Chymotrypsin
Pi Residue" OMTKY3 BPTI
Heavy AAGexp AAGcalc" AAGcalc"|AAGexp AAGcalc"
atOmS

0 G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

1 A -1.3 -1.8 -1.0 -1.9 –0.7
2 2 -3.0 –3.6 –3.1 –2.8

S -1.1 –2.8 –2.2 –0.7 –3.5

C_| -3.4 –4.0 –3.1 -3.1
3 3 –4.7 —5.1 –4.4 –4.3

V -1.8 –2.9 –0.7 -2.0 1.2
hS | -3.2 –4.6 –5.2 –6.0
T -1.6 –3.7 –3.2 -2.0 –2.8

4 4 –5.5 –5.5 –5.6 -5.5
L –6.0 –5.7 –3.9 –5.7 -2.0
I -1.6 -3.3 –0.1 -1.2 1.1
M –5.6 –5.7 —5.8 –5.5 –6.3
N –2.7 –4.8 –4.1 –2.8 –4.5
D 1.1 —" —" 1.1 —"
D° 1.1 -0.6 1.0 1.1 0.0

5 5 –6.3 –5.7 –6.4 —5.8
K -1.6 5.9 6.0 –4.1 6.4
K" | -1.6 -2.13 -3.4 –4.1 –2.9
Q –3.1 -4.1 -3.8 -3.8 –3.7
E 0.6 —" —" " -0.2 —"
E° 0.6 0.1 1.4 -0.2 1.9

6 H -3.0 –7.0 –5.6 –4.0 –7.0
7 F –7.5 -2.6 -4.2 –6.1 –7.1

R -2.1 0.9 –0.8 –4.7 1.0
R" | -2.1 -0.9 0.8 –4.7 1.0

8 Y | -8.2 —" —" | -6.7 -1.5
10 W -7.7 –0.2 -8.5 –6.5 -9.5
"Residues labeled numerically refer to the number of methylene units within
the side chain; Abu (2), Ape (3), Ahz (4), Ahp (5). The homoserine residue is
represented by hS. A superscript “denotes a neutralized residue. * Crystal
structure 1CHO (OMTKY3 wild-type, Pl = L). * 1HJA (OMTKY3 mutant, Pl =
K). "1MTN (BPTI, Pl = K). * 1EAI (Ascaris chymotrypsin/elastase-1 inhibitor,
P = L).' 1FLE (Elafin, Pl = A). “2PTC (BPTI, Pl = K). "Site does not
accommodate side chain presented by this scaffold (AAG > 15 kcal/mol).
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Table 2-1, Cont.

Elastase Trypsin
Pl Residue" OMTKY3 C/E-1 Elafin BPTI
Heavy AAGexp AAGcalc" AAGcalc' AAGexp AAGcalcº
atoms

-

O G 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
1 A –2.2 -1.9 -1.7 -1.7 -1.6
2 2 –3.5 -3.4 5.8 –2.8

S 0.0 –2.4 -2.6 -1.6 -1.4
C -1.9 -3.0 -0.6 –3.5

3 3 -3.3 –4.9 —h –4.3
V -1.3 -3.0 —" | -0.6 14.7
hS -1.2 –5.1 0.0 –4.1
T -2.0 –3.8 4.3 -1.7 –2.4

4 4 –3.1 –5.5 10.0 –5.6
L –2.2 –5.7 —" | -3.4 –4.6
I -1.1 -4.2 —" | -1.2 —h
M -1.6 –4.7 3.0 –4.6 –6.7
N 1.5 –6.0 2.7 –4.3 —5.0
D 5.5 —" —" | -0.8 —"
D° 5.5 1.1 5.2 –0.8 1.3

5 5 0.8 -3.7 —" –5.5
K 5.8 12.1 —" |-12.0 7.5
K9 5.8 -1.8 —" |–12.0 3.03
Q 1.8 —5.3 11.2 –2.9 —5.0
E 5.4 —" —" | -2.9 —"
E° 5.4 0.03 —" | -2.9 0.13

6 H 5.9 -2.4 —" | -3.5 –5.6
7 F 5.7 7.5 —" | -5.3 7.6

R 7.1 —" —" |-12.7 -11.6
R" 7.1 10.3 —" |-12.7 2.3

8 Y 6.8 —h —" | -54 —"
10 W 6.1

-

—" | -3.6 3.6
"Residues labeled numerically refer to the number of methylene units within
the side chain; Abu (2), Ape (3), Ahk (4), Ahp (5). The homoserine residue is
represented by hS. A superscript “denotes a neutralized residue. "Crystal
structure 1CHO (OMTKY3 wild-type, Pl = L). * 1HJA (OMTKY3 mutant, Pl =
K). "1MTN (BPTI, Pl = K). * 1EAI (Ascaris chymotrypsin/elastase-1 inhibitor,
P = L).' 1FLE (Elafin, Pl = A). *2PTC (BPTI, Pl = K). "Site does not
accommodate side chain presented by this scaffold (AAG > 15 kcal/mol).
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Table2-2.Characteristics
oftheBestScoringMoleculesfromEachScaffoldPoseforthePeptideLibraries

DockedAgainsttheSerineProteases"

LibraryMoleculeScaffoldAGRMSD”Registrationoxyanion RankR1R2R3Selectkcal/mol
S3S2S1Sl'S2'C=O

Rank

Chymotrypsin 1WFW7–23.20.9WFWyes 2YYW1–22.50.8YYWyes 3SFF15-19.61.4AceFFyes 4WFW5-19.41.0WFWyes 5WWM2-17.71.2WWMyes 6SWW3-17.30.6AceWWyes 7MWW19-15.61.7MWWyes 855W10-15.14.65W5 9WTW14-15.13.7WAce 105YN18-14.06.0YAce5 11YQN17-12.46.0NQYyes 12TYW8-10.95.4YNMe 13HhSW4-10.76.0WNMehSAce 145WhS11-8.23.0W5NMe 15WWN9-8.03.9AceW 18WhShS20–5.95.0hSAce 19R5W12—5.75.2WNMe
5 20W5W13—5.15.2NMe

516QQW16-8.06.4WQ 17CWW6–7.06.2WC *Forabbreviations,referto
footnote,Table
I."BestRMSDto3
registrations
of
OMTKY3
inÅ(seetext).

§



Table2-2,Cont. RMSD"

LibraryAGRegistrationoxyanion RankR1R2R3Selectkcal/mol
S3S2S1Sl'S2'C=O

Rank

Elastase 1SFW2-13.61.3SFWyes 2WMN9-13.26.3NMAceW 3WIT12-12.82.0WITyes 4RMhS5-12.23.6MRhSyes 5MNS6-12.01.3MNSyes 6GS48-12.01.2GS4yes 7WWT15-11.62.3AceWT 8WYhS1-10.42.1WYNMe
9FQQ3–9.61.0AceQQNMe

10WWI20–9.42.8WWI 11WR511–9.36.6NMe
5 125Q519–9.01.6Ace5Q5 134HW13–8.82.0Ace4HW 14Q3I4–8.61.9Q3Iyes 15QWW16-8.16.8WAce 16Q5H14–7.05.9H5Q 17YWH10–6.83.9WH 19WQH18-3.32.3QNMeH 20hSMF7-1.45.6FMNMe

Molecule
Scaffold

185SR17–4.06.2
*Forabbreviations,referto
footnote,Table
I."BestRMSDto3
registrations
of
OMTKY3
inÅ(seetext).
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LibraryMoleculeScaffoldAGRMSD"Registrationoxyanion RankR1R2R3Selectkcal/mol
S3S2SlSl'S2'C=O

Rank

Trypsin 1RhSR6-18.01.8RhSRyes 2RGR2-12.91.2RGRyes 3WMR7-8.92.0RMWyes 4ARD3–8.71.1AceRDyes 5WYR5-8.30.9WYRyes 6FKT8–7.71.0FKTyes 7FRhS4-6.20.7FRhSyes 8RWC15–3.56.0CWR 9TAR1-1.04.2RTyes 105QR130.21.0AceR 11Q5S191.95.05NMeQ 12RGF162.81.9R 13TLG204.45.2LK 1453Q104.41.953 15EWW116.15.5WNMe 16Q5F126.25.8F5 17W5W96.45.5W5W 20FhSY1412.15.6YNMe18ECH188.25.8 19WQA1711.42.0
*Forabbreviations,referto
footnote,Table
I."BestRMSDto3

registrations
of
OMTKY
3inÅ(seetext).
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Table2-3.Effectonthefreeenergyscoresofthenumberof
substituentsretainedforsubsetsofa

single-orientation
(pose)12x12x12peptidelibraryevaluatedagainstchymotrypsin

Number
of
Substituents(N)Number
of
Molecules(N’)BestFreeEnergyScore,MeanofTop20FreeEnergyScores,

Retained
in
Librarykcal/molkcal/mol 11

-16.0-16.0
28
-17.5-15.8

327-18.2-15.9
464-18.8-16.5

5125
-
19.0
-
16.9 6216

-
19.0
–
17.0 7343

-
19.0
-
17.2 8-12512-1728

-
19.1-17.5

§



Table2-4.TimingsforEachPhaseoftheDockingProtocolforPeptideLibrariesand
Chymotrypsin" PhasePhaseTime,Seconds Scaffolddocking(overheadConformationgenerationanddocking(PPT)15166(4hrs) cost)"

ScaffoldSelectandRMSDclustering600

Substituentselection"(onepose)Enumerateindependentsubstituentsub-15

libraries(SYBYL) DOCKgrowth&forcefieldscoring497 Freeenergyre-scoring8.123

Fullmolecules(onepose)Enumerate
5x5x5

sub-library(SYBYL)
15

Intramolecularclashcheckand
minimization,
100 DOCKforcefield Minimizemoleculeswithfreeenergyscoring3277

Totaltimeperpose12027(3.3hrs) Totaltimefor20poses'66hrs TotaltimeforthePPTlibrary’71hrs *Alltimesbasedonasingleprocessor,195MHz,R10000machine.*Thepeptidescaffold
is
highlyflexible,with10

rotatablebondsandrepresents
anupperlimitforthetimeallottedto
scaffolddocking.*Evaluation
of24

substituents
atthreediversitysitesperscaffold.“Forfewerposes,thetimerequired
is
decreasedproportionately

(seetext).‘PPTlibrary:evaluationbasedon20scaffoldposes,includingtheoverheadcostsforscaffolddocking.

3.



Table2-5.Characteristics
ofthe
Best-ScoringMoleculesfromtheTop5
Posesforthe
Non-PeptideLibraries" LibraryMoleculeScaffoldAG,RegistrationOxyanion RankRIR2R3SelectRankkcal/mol

S3S2S1Sl'S2'C=O CHYM-THQ 1QSF1-17.1Z/QF 25YW13-15.6YZW 3HNF14-14.0ZFH 4WSY19-13.7ZWY 5MNW6-13.7ZM/NW CHYM-BZP 1YWG6-14.6WZyes 23NW9-11.8ZN3 3WS54-11.3W5 4WYN19-11.0WY 5WYhS1-10.2YZhSyes PPE-THQ 1WYW4-13.7WYZW 2FSQ5-10.9QSF 3SYW6-9.9YSZWyes 4RST7-9.5ST 5WSI16-9.4
I PPE-BZP 1NWH7-7.1HN 2YWW14-6.7WZW 3QWM17-5.2MZQ 4WHT16-4.2WTH 555R13-4.2Z5 TRYP-THQ 1RFQ2-7.8FRyes 2YNK3-4.5YNK 3YDR5-3.9RD 4QWR11.8RQ 5TH5152.65HT TRYP-BZP

"

1TRH1-2.5TRyes 2HTS210.7H *Thenotation
Z
indicatesthat protocol.

a
portionofthescaffold,ratherthanasubstituent,wasobservedwithinthesubsite.Other

abbreviations
areasnotedinTable
I.
"OnlytwoposesresultedfromtheScaffoldSelectandRMSDclusteringphaseofthedocking

º
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Table 2-6. Composite Library Designs Based on the Top 20 Molecules for
Each Target"

Trypsin

Scaffold RI R2 R3

PPT R hS G H D A R F W Y Q

BZP F Y W S T R 4 F T H Y W

THQ R ( F Y ) F W Y ( N D ) F W Y ( K R )

Chymotrypsin

Scaffold RI R2 R3

PPT W H T ( Y F ) Y F ( H W ) W ( Y H 5 R )

BZP W ( F H Y M 3 ) W F Q ( S N Y) G ( W 5 hS N )

THQ Q 4 ( 5 3 H ) S ( N A G W ) W ( Y F R )

Elastase

Scaffold R1 R2 R3

PPT N S (W FT) Y F ( Q M H ) W ( F Y N hS )

BZP F ( N H Y Q 5) W ( H F Y hS 5) W ( H F N 4 T R )

THQ W F Y H R H F Y W W F H Y

"Sidechains ordered by frequency of occurrence. Sidechains in parentheses arise from alternate scaffold
orientations.
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Supplement 2-1. Best-Scoring 20 Peptides vs. Each Target"

Target Library Rank R. R2 R3 AG, kcal/mol Si
CHYM W F

Y Y
H Y

& º

PPE

N F F
“For abbreviations, refer to footnote, Table I.

–23.2
–22.5
–22.0
–21.7
–21.6
–21.5
–21.4
–20.7
–20.6
–20.6
–20.5
–20.5
–20.5
–20.4
–20.3
–20.2
–20.1
–20.1
–20.0
- 19.9
- 13.6
-13.2
-13.1
-12.9
-12.8
- 12.7
- 12.7
-12.5
-12.4
-12.4
-12.4
-12.3
-12.3
-12.3
-12.3
-12.2
-12.2
-12.1
-12.1
-12.1

e
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Supplement 2-1, Cont.

TRYP

1

hS R
hS F

hS Q

-18.0
– 17.0
-16.8
- 16.7
-16.2
-16.1
-16.1
- 15.7
- 15.5
-15.5
-15.5
-15.4
-15.1
-15.1
-14.5
-14.4
-14.3
-14.2
-14.1
-14.1

"For abbreviations, refer to footnote, Table I.
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Supplement2-2.Librarymetrics:Characteristics
of
Best-Scoring
20UniqueMolecules"

LibraryTrypsinChymotrypsinElastase
BestAGAGRangeAvg.AG+SD
|
BestAG_AGRangeAvg.AG+SD
|
BestAG_AGRangeAvg.AGitSD

PPT-18.03.9-15.5+1.1–23.23.3–20.9+0.9-13.61.5-12.5+0.4 THQ–7.85.4–4.8+1.9-17.13.4-14.4+0.9-13.71.9-12.5+0.6 BZP–2.55.40.2+1.7-14.64.5
-
11.1+1.2–7.12.7–5.5+0.9 “Freeenergiesgivenin

kcal/mol.
3.



Scaffolds: peptide(PPT)

Figure2-1 1,4-benzodiazepine-2-one
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tetrahydroisoquinolinone(THQ)
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Figure 2-2

For each Library: Prepare scaffold with methyl probes, charges
Enumerate scaffold conformations

Generate initial substituent geometries

For each Target: Align protein structures, add charges
Compute molecular surface, characterize site

Generate scoring grids

For each Library/Target pair:

Scaffold poses obtained with multi-conformer DOCKing
2000 configurations, DOCK 4.0

|
Rescore poses with Scaffold Select
20 from best—first RMSD clustering

Build & DOCK single-side chain libraries for each pose
SYBYL

SPL script to add side chains to scaffold mol2
and calculate partial charges

DOCK 4.0

Fix scaffold orientation, 300 torsional sampling
Save 30 confs/side chain, keep those within 10 kcal/mol of best

|
Rescore with solvation correction (free energy score)

Keep top 5 side chains (best conf) at each position, for each pose

!
Build & reminimize 5x5 x 5 full molecules for each pose

Check intramolecular E-100, torsion minimize, reminimize ligand

Minimize molecules and free energy score
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Figure 2-3
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Figure 2-4
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Figure 2-5
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Figure 2-8
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Figure 2-9
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Figure 2-10
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Figure 2-13
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Figure 2-14
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Figure 2-15
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The following chapter is taken from a manuscript prepared for submission to the

Journal of Biological Chemistry.
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ABSTRACT

Tryptases 3I and BII were heterologously expressed and purified in yeast to

functionally characterize the substrate specificity of each enzyme. Three positional

scanning combinatorial tetrapeptide substrate libraries were used to determine the

primary and extended substrate specificity of the proteases. Both enzymes have a strict

primary preference for cleavage after the basic amino acids, lysine and arginine, with

only a slight preference for lysine over arginine. BI and BII tryptase share similar

extended substrate specificity, with preference for proline at P4, preference for arginine

or lysine at P3, and P2 showing a slight preference for asparagine. Measurement of

kinetic constants with multiple substrates designed for 3-tryptases reveal that selectivity

is highly dependent on ground state substrate binding. Coupled with the functional

determinants, structural determinants of tryptase substrate specificity were identified.

Molecular docking of the preferred substrate sequence to the three-dimensional

tetrameric tryptase structure reveals a novel extended substrate binding mode that

involves interactions from two adjacent protomers including, P4-Thr-96', P3-Asp-60B'

and Glu-217, and P1-Asp-189. Based on the determined substrate information, a

mechanism-based tetrapeptide-chloromethylketone inhibitor was designed and shown to

be a potent tryptase inhibitor. Finally, the cleavage sites of several physiologically

relevant substrates of 3-tryptases show consistency with the specificity data presented

here.
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ABBREVIATIONS

ACC, 7-amino-4-carbamoylmethyl-coumarin; cmk, chloromethylketone; n and

Nle, norleucine; PS-SCL, positional scanning-synthetic combinatorial library; MUGB, 4–

methylumbelliferyl p-guanidinobenzoate; HEPES, hydroxyethylpiperazine-N'-2-

ethanesulfonic acid; Ac, acetyl; Nme, N-methyl.

INTRODUCTION

Mast cells, mediators of inflammatory and allergic response, are found throughout

the body concentrated near blood vessels in connective tissue and the mucous membranes

of the respiratory and gastrointestinal tract. They play an important role in innate and

acquired immune responses through the release of dense granules upon activation. Mast

cell activation has also been implicated as a mediator of asthma and other inflammatory

diseases. The major components of mast cell secretory granules are the tryptase serine

proteases (Schwartz et al., 1981). Tryptases are secreted as catalytically active tetramers

that are resistant to inactivation by plasma inhibitors. Several in vitro studies have

identified multiple substrates for tryptase, including neuropeptides, fibrinogen,

Stromelysin, prourokinase, prothrombin, and protease-activated receptor-2 (Tam and

Caughey, 1990; Stack and Johnson, 1994; Molino et al., 1997; Coussens et al., 1999).

Human chromosome 16 encodes several homologous tryptase genes, designated tryptase

* B, and Y (Pallaoro et al., 1999; Caughey et al., 2000). The B-tryptases share greater
than 99% sequence identity, with tryptase BI and BII differing by a single N
glycosylation site. It is unclear why so many highly similar tryptases are expressed by

*st cells. One possibility is that they each perform different proteolytic functions that

*ay be reflected in their substrate specificity preferences. Indeed, it has recently been

shown that a single amino acid substitution between tryptase O. and tryptase BII accounts

for discrimination in substrate preference for the two enzymes (Huang et al., 1999).
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The substrate specificity of heterologously expressed human tryptase BI and BII

was defined using multiple positional scanning synthetic combinatorial tetrapeptide

libraries (PS-SCL). We show that 3I and 3II tryptase have a defined primary (P1) and

extended substrate specificity (P4-P2). The library profiles indicate that the substrate

specificity is similar for the two enzymes. Furthermore, single substrates were designed

and assayed to test the extended substrate specificity requirements, resulting in a sensitive

and selective substrate for 3 tryptases. Similarly, an irreversible inhibitor was designed

from the preferred substrate sequence and shown to be a potent 3-tryptase inhibitor.

Structural determinants of specificity were examined through the modeling of the

optimized substrate into the active site of the tryptase structure. Finally, it is noted that

the specificity determined in this study correlates with the cleavage sites found in many

of the characterized physiological substrates and may lead to the identification of

additional substrates involved in both the immunological and pathological consequences

of BI and 3II tryptase release.

METHODS

Materials

DNA-modifying enzymes were obtained from Promega (Madison, WI). The

Pichia pastoris expression system was purchased from Invitrogen (San Diego, CA).

Native human lung tryptase was purchased from ICN (Aurora, OH). Factor Xa was

purchased from New England Biolabs (Beverly, MA). trºA and uPA were purchased

from American Diagnostica (Greenwich, CT). Plasmin and thrombin were purchased

from Haematologic Technologies Inc. (Essex Junction, VT). Heparin and other

biochemicals were purchased from Sigma. Substrates in the positional scanning synthetic

combinatorial libraries as well as the single substrates Ac-PRNK-ACC, Ac-PANK-ACC,

Nomenclature for the substrate amino acid preference is Pn, Pn-1,...P2, P1, P1’, P2’,..., Pm-1’, Pm'.
Amide bond hydrolysis occurs between P1 and P1’. Sn, Sn-1,..., S2, S1, S1’, S2’,..., Sm-1’, Sm' denotes
the corresponding enzyme binding sites.
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PRTK-ACC, Ac-PRNR-ACC, Ac-GTAR-ACC, Ac-QFAR-ACC, Ac-KQWK-ACC, and

Ac-nTPR-ACC were prepared as previously described (Harris et al., 2000). Ac-PRNK

cmk was synthesized by Enzyme Systems Products (Livermore, CA).

BII tryptase gene construction

The pPIC9-Hu Try (human BI tryptase plasmid) (Niles et al., 1998) was subjected

to site-directed mutagenesis using the GeneBaitor" in vitro Site-Directed Mutagenesis

System (Promega, Madison WI). The mutant oligonucleotide 5’-

GAGGAGCCGGTGAAGGTCTCCAGCCAC-3’ was used to introduce a substitution

mutation in the DNA coding for amino acid residue 113 (N113K). Full-length nucleic

acid sequencing of both strands confirmed the sequence conversion to the BII tryptase

isoform.

Expression and Purification

Recombinant human BI and 3II tryptases were expressed and purified as

previously described (Niles et al., 1998). Briefly, pPIC9-Hu Try/N113K was linearized

by Sac I digestion and transformed into the GS115 strain of Pichia pastoris. A tryptase

expressing clone was isolated and used for large scale expression by fermentation in

buffered minimal methanol complex media with 0.5mg/ml heparin. Secreted mature BI

and BII tryptases were purified to homogeneity using a two-column affinity

chromatography procedure described previously. The enzymes were suspended in a final

storage buffer containing 2M NaCl and 10mM MES, pH 6.1 and 10% glycerol.

The proportion of catalytically active BI and BII tryptase was quantitated by

active-site titration with MUGB (Jameson, 1973). Briefly, fluorescence was monitored,

with excitation at 360nm and emission at 450nm, upon addition of enzyme to MUGB.
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The concentration of enzyme was determined from the increase in fluorescence based on

a standard concentration curve.

The recombinant human [3] and BII tryptases (1,1g) and native human lung

tryptase were subjected to reducing SDS/PAGE on a 4-20% TG gel (Novex). Following

electrophoresis, the gel was stained by GelCode" (Pierce, Rockford, IL) (Figure 3-1) to

verify size and purity.

Positional scanning synthetic combinatorial library screening

Preparation and screening of the positional scanning synthetic combinatorial

library (PS-SCL) was carried out as previously described (Backes et al., 2000; Harris et

al., 2000). The concentration of each of the 361 substrates per well in the P1-Lysine and

P1-Arginine libraries was 0.25 HM. The concentration of the 6859 compounds per well

in the P1-Diverse library was 0.013 HM. Enzyme activity of the PS-SCL was assayed in

100 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 10% glycerol and 0 or 0.1 mg/ml heparin at excitation and

emission wavelengths of 380 nm and 450 nm respectively.

Single substrate kinetic analysis

Tryptase activity was monitored at 30°C in assay buffer containing 100 mM

HEPES pH 7.5 and 10% glycerol. Substrate stock solutions were prepared in DMSO.

The final concentration of substrate ranged from 0.005-2 mM. The concentration of

DMSO in the assay was less than 5%. The tryptase concentration was 5 nM. Hydrolysis

of ACC substrates was monitored fluorometrically with an excitation wavelength of 380

nm and emission wavelength of 450 nm on a Fluoromax-2 spectrofluorimeter (JY

Horiba).
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Irreversible inhibitor, Ac-PRNK-cmk, kinetic analysis

Progress curves were obtained for tryptase (1nM) inactivation by multiple

concentrations of Ac-PRNK-cmk (50nM to 10puM). Activity was monitored at 30°C in

activity buffer with 100 puM Ac-PRNK-ACC substrate. The rate constant for loss of

enzyme activity, k, was determined from a non-linear regression of the progress curve

data. kº, varied linearly with inhibitor concentration. Therefore, k, the rate constant for

the inactivation of enzyme with inhibitor, was determined by linear regression analysis

(Bieth, 1995). Several P1-basic-preferring proteases were monitored for inhibition by

Ac-PRNK-cmk as follows: tryptase bi (50 nM), tryptase bli (50 nM), factor Xa (50 nM),

tRA (50 nM), uPA (50 nM), thrombin (1 nM), and plasmin (5 nM) were incubated for 5

minutes with 0 HM, 10 puM, 100 puM Ac-PRNK-cmk. After incubation, residual activity

was monitored as follows: Ac-PRNK-ACC was added to a final concentration of 5 puM to

the samples containing tryptase BI and BII; Ac-GTAR-ACC (5 piM) was added to the

factor Xa and tRA samples; Ac-QFAR-ACC (5 puM) was added to the uPA samples; Ac

nTPR-ACC (5 piM) was added to the thrombin samples; and Ac-KQWK-ACC (5 piM)

was added to plasmin samples.

Structural modeling of optimized substrate into tryptase active site

The tryptase structure (PDB code la■ )l) was prepared for modeling by removing

inhibitor and water molecules, adding hydrogens using Sybyl 6.5 (Tripos Associates Inc.,

St. Louis, MO), and assigning AMBER partial atomic charges (Cornell et al., 1995).

Because the structure was solved with a covalent inhibitor, the catalytic Ser-195 was

repositioned to be consistent with a non-covalent inhibitor by restoring the hydrogen

bond with His 57. This was accomplished with a two-step torsional minimization in

Sybyl (Tripos force field, e=1r). In the first step the Ser-195 hydroxyl hydrogen was

repositioned via minimization of the X, dihedral angle, and in the second step both the
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oxygen and hydrogen were repositioned via minimization of the X, and Xiangles. The

structure of the enzyme was held rigid for the remainder of the modeling.

The capped peptide backbone of Ac-PRNK-Nme was modeled into the active site

of the tryptase structure as follows. The structure of the P1-P3 portion of ovomucoid

(complexed to chymotrypsin, PDB code 1cho) was used as a template for the backbone

configuration. This portion of the inhibitor was translated into the tryptase active site

using least squares superposition of the protease active site residues His 57, Asp 102,

Ser 195, and 214-216 onto the corresponding residues of the tryptase "A" protomer. The

peptide side chains were then truncated at CB, hydrogens and AMBER charges were

added (as above) and the configuration of the resultant (Ace-AAA-Nme) peptide was

optimized with successive minimizations in the tryptase active site. Using DOCK4.0.1

(Ewing et al., in press), the atoms of the scissile amide bond were minimized first, then

successive rigid segments of the peptide were added (with torsional angles taken from the

ovomucoid inhibitor) alternating with minimization. The minimizations included rigid

and flexible degrees of freedom and were performed using the simplex algorithm with up

to 500 iterations for each minimization. The DOCK energy scoring, applied to both

intermolecular and intramolecular atom pairs, includes the coulombic and van der Waals

terms from the AMBER force field (Weiner et al., 1986; Cornell et al., 1995). An

interatomic cutoff of 25 Å and e = 4r were used. The peptide side chains (PRNK) were

then added, and the conformation of the P1-P3 side chains and the P4 proline were

modeled with DOCK4.0.1 as previously described (Lamb et al., 2001). Finally, 10

independent minimizations were carried out, and the lowest-energy configuration was

retained.
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RESULTS

Expression of active BI and BII tryptase in Pichia pastoris

Recombinant tryptase 3I and BII were produced and secreted in Pichia pastoris as

mature enzymes. The ability to produce active mature enzyme rather than the zymogen

is important for substrate specificity studies because it obviates the need to remove the

pro-peptide through the addition of an activating protease, whose activity may complicate

subsequent specificity studies. There is a single amino acid difference between tryptase

ÉI and tryptase 3II at position 113, an asparagine and a lysine respectively. Replacement

of asparagine for lysine removes an N-linked glycosylation site in tryptase BII, making it

singly glycosylated. The relative degree of glycosylation can be seen in the recombinant

expression of both enzymes (Figure 3-1) with tryptase BI migrating as multiple

glycosylated bands and tryptase 3II migrating as a single glycosylated band. The only

difference seen in expression and purification of the two enzymes is the final yield of

active enzyme with tryptase 3I expressing ten-fold more than tryptase BII. The

phenomenon of reduced expression upon removal of a glycosylation site has been

observed with other proteases and has been postulated to involve decreased stability or

solubility of the enzyme lacking post-translational glycosylation (Harris et al., 1998).

BI and BII tryptase have equivalent primary and extended substrate specificity

To explore whether this single difference in glycosylation affects the substrate

specificity of tryptase ßI and BII, three combinatorial peptide libraries with fluorogenic

leaving groups were used. The P1-specificity was first defined using a library in which

each of the P1-amino acids in a tetrapeptide was held constant while the other three

positions contain an equimolar mixture of 19 amino acids (cysteine was omitted and

norleucine replaced methionine). Both tryptase BI and BII prefer cleaving after lysine

over arginine with no other amino acids being accepted at this position (Figure 3-2).
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To define the extended substrate specificities of the B-tryptases as well as to
determine if extended specificity is dependent on the context of the P1 amino acid,

tryptase 3I and 3II were screened against two libraries that differed only in the P1 amino

acid that was held constant, lysine and arginine. The P4 to P2 extended substrate

specificities of both fl-tryptases reveal that the isoforms have a similar substrate

preference that is not dependent on the P1 amino acid (Figure 3-3A and 3-3B). Also

apparent from the specificity screen is that many sub-optimal amino acids can be

accommodated in the substrate suggesting that additional mechanisms of substrate

discrimination may also be in place. Both tryptases show an unusual preference for

proline in the P4 position; no other serine protease has been shown to have preference to

date. The P3 position shows a preference for positively charged amino acids. Finally,

the P2-position shows a modest preference for asparagine (Figure 3-3A and 3-3B).

To quantitate tryptase 3I and 3II dependence on extended substrate specificity,

several peptide substrates were synthesized and the kinetic constants determined for each

of the enzymes. The slight preference for lysine over arginine as seen in the P1-Diverse

peptide library (Figure 3-2) was validated with the substrates Ac-PRNK-ACC and Ac

PRNR-ACC. The Ac-PRNR-ACC substrate displays about 70-90% of the activity of Ac

PRNK-ACC substrate; compare ki■ k, of (1.12 + 0.14) x 10" M's" to (1.23 + 0.15) x 10"
M's" for tryptase BI and (1.31 + 0.19) x 10"M's" to (1.89 + 0.17) x 10" M's" for tryptase

BII (Table 3-1). A minimal preference, approximately two-fold, for P2-asparagine over

P2-threonine was seen for both enzymes when Ac-PRNK-ACC is compared to Ac

PRTK-ACC, k./K, of (0.78 + 0.07) x 10" M's" to (1.23 + 0.15) x 10" M's" for tryptase
BI and (1.27 E 0.12) x 10" M's" to (1.89 + 0.17) x 10" M's" for tryptase BII. A major

difference is seen in the P3-position with an approximately ten-fold preference for Ac

PRNK-ACC over Ac-PANK-ACC, compare k./K, of (1.23 + 0.15) 10°M's" to (0.14 +
0.01) x 10" M's' for tryptase BI and (1.89 + 0.17) x 10" M's" to (0.18 + 0.01) x 10" M's"

for tryptase BII. All of these effects are manifested in the K, term, not the k, term. This
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indicates that ground state binding and recognition are important factors in tryptase

catalysis. These results are consistent with previous finding of Tanaka et al, who showed

that Z-Lys-Gly-Arg-pMA was the most optimal of the fourteen tripeptidyl para

nitroanilide substrates tested (Tanaka et al., 1983).

To demonstrate that information obtained from the substrate screen could be

translated into a potent tryptase inhibitor, the irreversible inhibitor Ac-PRNK-cmk was

tested for inhibition of tryptase. The measured association rate constant, k, of 5000 +

200 M' sec" for both BI and BII tryptase indicates that Ac-PRNK-cmk is a potent

inhibitor of tryptase. Selectivity of the designed tryptase inhibitor, Ac-PRNK-cmk, was

demonstrated through the measurement of inhibition of several tryptic plasma proteases,

factor Xa, tRA, uPA, thrombin, and plasmin. At an inhibitor concentration of 10 puM,

where tryptase is 95% inhibited, none of the proteases tested showed inhibition

(Table 3-2). At a 10-fold higher inhibitor concentration of inhibitor (100 piM), where

tryptase is completely inhibited, only uPA and plasmin showed inhibition, 34% and 63%

inhibition respectively (Table 3-2).

B-tryptase binds its preferred substrate with interactions from two protomers

The source of the preference for basic residues at the P1 position is well known

for this class of proteolytic enzyme: Asp 189 is present in all trypsin-like serine proteases

and resides at the bottom of the S1 pocket. The source of extended specificity is less

apparent. The structure of tryptase is unique among serine proteases in that it is a ring

like tetramer with the four active sites in close proximity within the interior pore (Pereira

et al., 1998). Using the program DOCK with energy scoring (Meng et al., 1992), the

capped tripeptide Ac-PRNK-Nme was docked into the active site of BII tryptase. The

docked molecule had a score of -86.34 energy units, consisting of an electrostatic

contribution of -56.88 and a van der Waals contribution of -29.46. The unusually large
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electrostatic component is a result of the large negative charge concentrated within the

pore of the tetramer.

The model of substrate binding reveals a paired binding site, with contributions

from two tryptase protomers. Specifically, docking of the optimal peptide into the active

site of tryptase predicts that the P4 and P3 side chains interact with the adjacent protomer.

The P4-Pro side chain interacts with the Y-carbon of Thr 96 of the adjacent protomer

(Figure 3-4). A recognition site for the P3-Arg is formed by acidic residues from both

protomers, Glu 217 from the cognate protomer and Asp 60b from the adjacent protomer

(Figure 3-4). Formation of the P4 and P3 side chain interactions requires a somewhat

non-canonical backbone configuration resulting in the loss of a backbone hydrogen bond.

By contrast, the P2 and P1 sites make the canonical interactions seen with other members

of this protease class. For example, the deep S1-pocket contains Asp 189 from the

cognate protomer that interacts with P1-Lys (Figure 3-4). Another consequence of the

structure is that each active site has an adjacent active site in close proximity leading to

potential substrate-substrate interactions (Figure 3-4).

DISCUSSION

The tryptase family of serine proteases has been implicated in a variety of allergic

and inflammatory diseases involving mast cells because of elevated tryptase levels found

in biological fluids from patients with these disorders. However, the exact role of

tryptase in the pathophysiology of disease remains to be delineated. The scope of

biological functions and corresponding physiological consequences of tryptase are

substantially defined by their substrate specificity. In this study, high levels of mature

recombinant human BI and 3II tryptases were expressed in Pichia pastoris (Figure 3-1)

for studies of primary and extended substrate specificity.
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Human mast cells express at least four distinct tryptases, designated o, BI, BII,

and BIII. These enzymes are not controlled by blood plasma proteinase inhibitors and

only cleave a few physiological substrates in vitro. It is currently unknown whether

human tryptases perform redundant or unique functions in vivo. One recent study, which

included a protein engineering approach, demonstrated that a single amino acid

difference in one of the surface loops that forms the substrate-binding cleft led to a

functional distinction between human tryptase o and BII (Huang et al., 1999). However,

no physiological differences have been reported between BI and BII tryptases, which

differ only at a single amino acid residue at position 113 leading to the loss of a N-linked

glycosylation site. Based on the data presented herein, BI and BII tryptases have similar

P4 to P1 substrate preferences (Figures 3-2 and 3-3, Table 3-1). The shared preference

for peptide substrates may extend to a shared preference for physiological substrates.

Indeed, the optimal sequence for 3-tryptase cleavage, P4-P, P3-R/K, P2-X and P1-K/R, is

found in many of the macromolecular substrates previously shown by others to be

cleaved by tryptase in vitro.

Tryptase is a potent activator of pro-urokinase plasminogen activator (uPA), the

zymogen form of a protease associated with tumor metastasis and invasion. Activation of

the plasminogen cascade, resulting in the destruction of extracellular matrix for cellular

extravasation and migration, may be a function of tryptase activation of pro-urokinase

plasminogen activator at the P4-P1 sequence of Pro-Arg-Phe-Lys (Stack and Johnson,

1994). Vasoactive intestinal peptide, a neuropeptide that is implicated in the regulation

of vascular permeability, is also cleaved by tryptase, primarily at the Thr-Arg-Leu-Arg

sequence (Tam and Caughey, 1990). The G-protein coupled receptor PAR-2 can be

cleaved and activated by tryptase at the Ser-Lys-Gly-Arg sequence to drive fibroblast

proliferation, whereas the thrombin activated receptor PAR-1 is inactivated by tryptase at

the Pro-Asn-Asp-Lys sequence (Molino et al., 1997). Taken together, this evidence

suggests a central role for tryptase in tissue remodeling as a consequence of disease. This
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is consistent with the profound changes observed in several mast cell-mediated disorders.

One hallmark of chronic asthma and other long-term respiratory diseases is fibrosis and

thickening of the underlying tissues that could be the result of tryptase activation of its

physiological targets. Similarly, a series of reports during the past year have shown

angiogenesis to be associated with mast cell density, tryptase activity and poor prognosis

in a variety of cancers (Coussens et al., 1999; Ribatti et al., 2000; Takanami et al., 2000;

Toth-Jakatics et al., 2000).

A search of the protein databases (SwissPROT) has revealed other candidate

physiological substrates containing the predicted sequences for 3-tryptase cleavage.

These macromolecules have yet to be empirically characterized as tryptase substrates, but

many, such as latent TGFB binding protein (a TGF■ modulator), annexin I and II

(calcium-binding proteins that participate in the regulation of early inflammatory

responses) and HGF (a growth factor implicated in tumor development and progression

and in angiogenesis), are particularly intriguing because they further support the concept

of a prominent role for tryptase in tissue remodeling during disease pathogenesis.

In this study, the kinetic constants for BI and 3II tryptase were determined using

four synthetic peptide substrates derived from the positional scanning combinatorial

peptide library screening results (Table 3-1). These substrates served to quantify the

tryptase dependence on extended substrate specificity, indicating that the ground state

binding and recognition are important factors in tryptase catalysis. The preferred

tetrapeptide PRNK substrate and irreversible inhibitor, revealed from the combinatorial

library screens, also formed the basis for a rapid, sensitive, and selective enzymatic assay

for human B-tryptases in a variety of complex biological media, including serum and

plasma (unpublished results).

To explore the structural determinants of substrate binding, the Pro-Arg-Asn-Lys

peptide was modeled into the active site of tryptase. The modeling results revealed

several canonical substrate interactions in addition to interactions not seen with other
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serine proteases of the chymotrypsin-fold. The unique tetrameric structure of tryptase

allows for a substrate to interact with two protomers simultaneously. In addition, the

close proximity of paired tryptase active sites raises the possibility of interactions

between multiple substrates.

Tryptase has been recognized as a viable drug target, and therapeutically useful

inhibitors have been under development by several pharmaceutical companies, some

even taking advantage of the bifunctional active site (Rice et al., 1998; Burgess et al.,

1999). Insights gained from the modeling of the optimal sequence into the active site will

support further development of novel selective substrates of 3-tryptases that will enhance

our understanding of the pathophysiology of these enzymes, as well as lead to the

development of new and effective inhibitors.

In summary, recombinant human [I and BII tryptase was expressed and used to

determine an optimal sequence for 3-tryptase cleavage; P4-P, P3-R/K, P2-X and P1-K/R.

This sequence has already proved useful for the development of pharmacological tools

for the further study of tryptase. Moreover, this study of BI and BII tryptase highlights

the utility of generalized positional scanning combinatorial peptide libraries to

functionally characterize similarities and differences between homologous enzymes,

generate sensitive and selective substrates and inhibitors, and define a subset of potential

physiological substrates.
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TABLES

Table 3-1. Determination of kinetic constants for hydrolysis of designed tetrapeptide

substrates by 3-tryptase isoforms.

Table 3-2. Inhibition of 3-tryptase compared with inhibition of other serine proteases by

the designed peptidyl-chloromethylketone, Ac-PRNK-cmk.

FIGURES

Figure 3-1. Coomassie-stained gel of 3I and BII tryptase expression products. A.

Recombinant [I tryptase, non-, single-, double-, and hyper-glycosylation forms are

observed. B. Recombinant [II tryptase, non-, and single-glycosylation forms are

observed. C. Native 3-tryptase. D. Molecular mass standards.

Figure 3-2. Results from the P1-Diverse positional scanning library where the y-axis

represents the rate of substrate cleavage (fluorophore release) over time and the x-axis

represents the P1-amino acid. The P2, P3 and P4 positions contain an equimolar mixture

of 19 amino acids (Cys and Met excluded, Nle included) for a total of 6,859

substrates/well.

Figure 3-3. Results from the P1-Lys (A) and the P1-Arg (B) libraries where the y-axis

represents the rate of substrate cleavage (fluorophore release) over time and the x-axis

represents the positioned P2-, P3- or P4-amino acid. The two positions in the substrate

that are not held constant contain an equimolar mixture of 19 amino acids (Cys and Met

excluded, Nle included) for a total of 361 substrates/well.
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Figure 3-4. Structural model of Ac-Pro-Arg-Asn-Lys-Nme substrate interaction with

tryptase. Two protomers are shown in green and orange. Two docked substrates are

shown in magenta and white. MOLCAD solvent-accessible surface of enzyme shown in

(A). Figures prepared using Sybyl (Tripos Associates, Inc., St. Louis, MO).
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Table3-1.

Substratek,(s")K.(HM)k./K.(s"M') BI
Tryptase Ac-PRNK-AAC16.84+0.278.9+0.9(1.89+0.17)

x10"
Ac-PANK-AAC20.27+0.48110.5+9.8

(0.18+0.01)
x10

Ac-PRTK-AAC18.67+0.3014.7±1.4
(1.27+0.12)
x10"

Ac-PRNR-AAC21.75
+0.6716.5+2.7(1.31+0.19)
x10" 3IITryptase Ac-PRNK-AAC17.84+0.4014.5+1.9(1.23+0.15)

x10"
Ac-PANK-AAC19.06+0.64133.3+15.6(0.14+0.01)
x10"

Ac-PRTK-AAC18.34+0.3323.4+2.3(0.78+0.07)
x10"

Ac-PRNR-AAC20.94
+0.5718.6+2.6(1.12+0.14)
x10°
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Table 3-2

Enzyme Percent Inhibition Percent Inhibition

100 puM Ac-PRNK-cmk 10 puM Ac-PRNK-cmk

Tryptase 3I 100 95

Tryptase BII 100 95

Factor Xa 0 O

tRA 0 O

uPA 34 O

Thrombin O 0

Plasmin 63 O
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Figure 3-1
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Figure 3-2

P1-Diverse Library

BITryptase
BIITyptase

A R N D Q E G H | L K F P S T W Y V n
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Figure 3–3A

BI Tryptase BII Tryptase
P1-LVsi P1-LVsine

A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S T W Y V n A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S T W Y V n

A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S T W Y V n A R N D Q E G H L K F P S T W Y V n

A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S T W Y V n A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S T W Y V n
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P2

Figure 3-3B

{{I Tryptase
P1-Arginine

A R N D B Q G H H L K F P S T w y v n

A R N D. E. Q. G. H. i - x f P s t w w v n

a R N D. E. Q. G. H. i - K f P s t w y v n

BII Tryptase

P1-Arginine

A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S I w Y V n

A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S T w Y V n

A R N D Q E G H H L K F P S T W Y V n
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Figure 3-4
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The following chapter is taken from a manuscript prepared for submission to

Biochemistry.
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ABSTRACT

The human and mouse homologs of the serine protease granzyme A share

70% sequence identity, suggesting similar structure and function. Granzyme A is

unusual among serine proteases of the chymotrypsin fold in that it exists as a dimer,

and dimerization is mediated through an intermolecular disulfide bond. Using the

method of positional-scanning synthetic combinatorial libraries, significant

differences in substrate specificity of human and mouse granzyme A were observed.

Both enzymes shared a P1-preference for basic amino acids, with arginine preferred

over lysine, but the extended P4-P2 substrate specificity profiles were not

commensurate. The optimal P4-P2 substrate specificity for human granzyme A was

P4-Ile/Val, P3-Ala/Gly/Ser and P2-Asn, and that for mouse granzyme A was P4

Gly>Val/Ile, P3-Tyr/Phe, and P2-Phe. Single substrate kinetic analysis confirmed the

preferences observed in the library. The differences in extended substrate specificity

were not a result of the dimerization of granzyme A: variants lacking the

intermolecular cysteine displayed similar specificity profiles. Comparative structural

modeling of both homologs revealed significant differences in the active sites. The

218–220 loop in mouse granzyme A is modeled in an unusual geometry compared to

human granzyme A as a result of a one-residue deletion and a G228W substitution.

Docking of the optimal substrate sequences revealed differences in enzyme-substrate

interactions that explain the substrate specificity data. The lack of “functional

homology” demonstrated through differing specificity suggests a species-specific role

for granzyme A in humans and rodents.
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ABBREVIATIONS

Gra, granzyme A; ACC, 7-amino-4-carbamoylmethyl-coumarin; n,

norleucine; PS-SCL, positional scanning-synthetic combinatorial library; Ac, acetyl;

Nme, N-methyl.

INTRODUCTION

Cytotoxic lymphocytes mediate the cell death of virus-infected or tumor cells

with the secretion of granules that contain several types of serine proteases of the

chymotrypsin-fold. Human and rodent cytotoxic lymphocytes share the following

granule serine proteases: granzyme A, granzyme B, granzyme K, and metase.

Humans, however, have an additional B-class protease not shared with rodents,

granzyme H; rodents have several additional B-class proteases not shared with

humans, granzymes C–G [Lowin, 1995 #118; Smyth, 1996 #192]. This raises the

question of whether equivalent granzymes have equivalent functions in each species.

One method to address the species difference is through the functional and structural

characterization of the homologous enzymes. For example, granzyme B from human

and rat display equivalent substrate specificity preferences, and the preferred

substrate sequence correlates with the activation site of several caspases, thereby

establishing the conserved role of granzyme B in cleaving and activating the caspases

to initiate cell death in both humans and rodents [Thornberry, 1997 #203; Harris,

1998 #68]. To answer the question of whether other granzymes perform conserved

roles, we sought to characterize the substrate preferences of granzyme A from human

and mouse.

Granzyme A is the most abundantly expressed granular serine protease of

cytotoxic lymphocytes [Shresta, 1999 #393]. Human and mouse granzyme A share

70% sequence identity. Although sequence similarity is routinely used as a marker
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for functional equivalence, it is possible for similar sequences to have functional

differences. As a unique case, antibody sequences are specialized to produce many

different recognition elements from one protein family. In addition, observed

functional differences between the isoforms of various cellular proteins are beginning

to emerge. For example, biochemical differences have been identified between

differing forms of thyroid receptor [Darling, 1993 #1002; Lazar, 1988 #1012;

Spanjaard, 1995 #1023], creatine kinase [Wallimann, 1983 #1025], and alpha

lactalbumin . And a particularly pertinent example is that of 3-tryptase, a serine

protease with isoforms that are 93% identical but differ in substrate specificity

[Huang, 1998 #1010; Huang, 1997 #1009]. This difference was traced to a single

amino acid substitution at position 215 [Huang, 1999 #494]. Clearly, the specificity

of a protease can be sensitive to small changes in primary sequence.

Biochemical characterization of human and mouse granzyme A reveals

significant differences between the homologs. Using combinatorial peptide libraries

[Thornberry, 1997 #203; Harris, 1998 #68; Harris, 2000 #493; Backes, 2000 #489),

we show that the primary specificity of the enzymes is the same, but that the extended

specificity is different. Kinetic studies using single substrates confirm these

differences. With the combination of sequence similarity and functional dissimilarity,

granzyme A makes is an interesting enzyme for study of the structural determinants

of protease specificity.

Comparative modeling using existing protease structures can be used to

analyze protease specificity. Previously, Murphy and coworkers have constructed a

model of human granzyme A [Murphy, 1988 #1014]. From this model, it was

correctly predicted that granzyme A would have a trypsin-like primary specificity. In

this study, we present comparative models of human and mouse granzyme A and

docking of optimal substrate sequences to interpret the extended specificity data in

the context of three-dimensional structure.
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METHODS

N-Glycosidase F was purchased from Boehringer Mannheim (Indianapolis,

IN). All DNA modifying enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs

(Beverly, MA) or Stratagene (La Jolla, CA) and were used according to

manufacturer's guidelines. Protein assay Bradford reagent was purchased from Bio

rad (Hercules, CA) and used according to manufacturer's guidelines. Substrates in

the positional–scanning synthetic combinatorial library (PS-SCL) were prepared as

previously described [Harris, 2000 #493]. The Pichia pastoris expression system was

purchased from Invitrogen (San Diego, CA).

Heterologous expression of human and mouse granzyme A in yeast.

The Xho I and Not I DNA recognition sites were introduced by PCR onto the

5’ and 3’ ends, respectively, of the 705 base-pair cDNA encoding mature human

granzyme A, and the 693 base-pair cDNA encoding mature mouse granzyme A. The

resulting fragments were subcloned into the Xho I and Not I sites of the yeast vector,

pPICzo.A (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA). This construct permitted the fusion of the

mature granzyme A sequences to immediately follow the Kex2 signal cleavage site of

the Saccharomyces cerevisiae o-factor secretion signal [Brake, 1984 #30]. The

vectors were linearized with Sac I and transformed into the X33 strain of Pichia

pastoris. Clones with the integrated human and mouse granzyme A cDNA were

isolated by selecting for resistance to Zeocin'"M [Wenzel, 1992 #215]. Mouse and

human granzyme A-expressing clones were isolated and used for large-scale protein

expression. Yeast growth and protein expression were maintained at pH 6.0, 30°C.
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Purification of recombinant human and mouse granzyme A.

After 48 hours of induction with methanol, the supernatant from the granzyme

A expressing culture was harvested. The supernatant was adjusted to 50 mM NaCl

and loaded onto a 100 mL SP-sepharose cation exchange column (Pharmacia Biotech,

Uppsala Sweden). The column was washed with five column volumes of 50 mM

MES, pH 6.0 and 50 mM NaCl and eluted with a linear salt gradient of 50 mM to

1000 mM NaCl. Active granzyme A eluted at 400 mM NaCl. The fractions from the

SP-sepharose column were pooled and dialyzed against 50 mM MES pH 6.0, 100

mM NaCl and loaded onto a 1 mL Mono-S" cation exchange column (Pharmacia

Biotech, Uppsala, Sweden). The Mono-S column was washed with eight column

volumes of buffer containing 50 mM MES pH 6.0, 100 mM NaCl. The column was

then treated with a salt gradient from 100 mM to 800 mM to elute active granzyme A

at a salt concentration of 400 mM NaCl. The final product was >98% pure as judged

by SDS-PAGE Coomassie brilliant blue staining. The final yield of mouse granzyme

A was ~0.5 mg/L and that of human granzyme A was ~10 mg/L.

The concentration of mouse granzyme A protein was determined by

absorbance measured at 280 nm and based on an extinction coefficient of 31520 M'

cm" (1.22 mL mg") and that of human granzyme A of 31520 M' cm' and 1.23 mL
mg' [Gill, 1989 #58].

Construction of human grá (N1530) and human and mouse gra [C93S] variants.

Site directed PCR-mutagenesis reactions were performed to remove the N

linked glycosylation site in human granzyme A, Asn 153, and the cysteine that

mediates the intermolecular disulfide bond in human and mouse granzyme A, Cys 93.

The following oligonucleotides and their complements were used (mismatched

underlined): hdra(N1530) 5’-CTG AGA GAA GTC CAA ATC ACC ATC ATA

G-3’; horA[C93S] 5’-G TTT CCC TAT CCA TCC TAT GAC CCA G-3’;
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mGrà[C93S] 5’-CCC TAT CCA TCC TAT GAT GAA TAT AC-3°. Conditions of

expression and purification of the granzyme A variants were identical to those

described for the wild-type enzymes.

Positional scanning combinatorial library screening.

Preparation and screening of the positional scanning synthetic combinatorial

libraries were carried out as previously described [Harris, 2000 #493). Briefly, the

concentration of each of the 6,859 substrates per well in the P1-Diverse library was

0.013 puM and that for the 361 substrates per well in the P1-Arg library was 0.25 puM.

Granzyme A concentration was approximately 10-100 nM. Hydrolysis of the

substrates was monitored fluorometrically by release of the ACC leaving group at an

excitation wavelength of 380 nm and emission wavelength of 450 nm in a buffer

containing 50 mM Hepes pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl and 0.01% Tween-20 at 30°C.

Single substrate kinetic analysis.

Granzyme A hydrolytic activity of ACC substrates was monitored at an

excitation wavelength of 380 nm and an emission wavelength of 450 nm at 30°C in a

buffer containing 50 mM Hepes pH 7.4, 200 mM NaCl and 0.01% Tween-20. The

final concentration of purified Ac-VANR-ACC substrate ranged from 0.005-1 mM.

Because of lack of solubility of Ac-GYFR-ACC at high concentrations, the final

concentration of this substrate ranged from 1-50 puM. Initial rates were fit to the

Michaelis-Menten equation describing steady state enzyme kinetics.

Construction of structural models of human and mouse granzyme A.

Comparative modeling of granzyme A homologs was carried out with

MODELLER [Sali, 1997 #1029; Sanchez, 1998 #1018). The following template

structures taken from the PDB [Berman, 2000 #574; Bernstein, 1977 #276] were
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used: rat mast cell protease [Remington, 1988 #166] (PDB code 3rp2), bovine trypsin

[Marquart, 1983 #817] (1tpp), and porcine pancreatic elastase [Wilmouth, 1998

#1027] (1btu). Sequence alignments were taken from Pfam, 5.4 release [Bateman,

2000 #1001] and adjusted such that, in loop regions, targets were only aligned to

templates for which there is discernable sequence similarity. Structural models for

granzyme A were generated by running MODELLER, version 4 (The Rockefeller

University, New York, NY), with the default restraints and optimization schedule.

Upon completion of the comparative modeling, the structures were prepared for

docking by adding hydrogen atoms and assigning AMBER partial atomic charges

[Cornell, 1995 #632) using SYBYL 6.5 (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO).

Docking of the preferred substrate into the active site of human and mouse granzyme

A structural models.

Optimal substrates for mouse (Ac-GYFR-Nme) and human (Ac-VANR-Nme)

granzyme A were docked to the corresponding active site using the DOCK suite of

programs, version 4.01 [Ewing, 1998 #539; Ewing, in press #664]. Energy scoring

[Meng, 1992 #834], applied to both intermolecular and intramolecular atom pairs,

with AMBER partial atomic charges [Cornell, 1995 #632), a dielectric of 4r, and an

interatomic cutoff of 25 Å was used throughout. Initially, the conformation of the P1
P2 portion of the backbone of the substrate was taken from the structure of

ovomucoid (complexed to chymotrypsin, PDB code 1cho) and translated into the

granzyme A active site using least squares superposition of the active site residues

193-195 and 214-216. The configuration of this portion of the backbone was then

optimized using successive minimizations in the granzyme active site. Using DOCK,

the atoms of the scissile amide bond were minimized first, followed by addition of

successive rigid segments of the peptide backbone alternating with minimization.

Next, the P1 and P2 side chains were added, using incremental growth as previously
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described [Lamb, 2001 #787; Ewing, 1998 #662]. Finally, the remainder of the

substrate (P3 and P4 backbone and sidechains) was modeled and reminimized using

the same incremental growth methodology. The resultant configurations (34 for the

mouse homolog, 24 for human) were rescored using free energy scoring [Zou, 1999

#998] and the best-scoring configuration was retained.

RESULTS

Human and mouse granzyme A sequences are 70% identical and 80% similar

(Figure 4-1). Both enzymes are also homologous to other granzymes and to other

serine proteases of the chymotrypsin fold. Granzyme A is unique, however, within

the chymotrypsin fold in that it is the only protease of this fold that exists as a dimer.

Dimerization is facilitated by an intermolecular disulfide bond at position 93.

Human and mouse granzyme A and variants were expressed as active

enzymes in the yeast Pichia pastoris. Three major dimer bands were seen for human

granzyme A on non-reducing SDS-PAGE at an apparent molecular mass of 35-40

kDa (Figure 2A, lane 3). Removal of the single N-linked glycosylation site, Asn 153,

by site-directed mutagenesis results in a single band of apparent molecular mass of 40

kDa (Figure 2A, lane 2). Removal of the cysteine that mediates the intermolecular

disulfide bond, Cys 93, results in three bands that migrate at 20-25 kDa. The

discrepancy between the actual mass of human granzyme A (5.2 kDa for the

unglycosylated dimer and 26 kDa for the unglycosylated monomer) and that seen on

SDS-PAGE has also been observed with the native enzyme. Matrix-assisted laser

desorption ionization (MALDI) mass spectroscopy was collected on the recombinant

human granzyme A [N153O) and demonstrates that the enzyme is intact, with peaks

at 25, 890 g/mol and 52, 032 g/mol (Figure 4-3). The SDS-PAGE migration

discrepancies seen with human granzyme A are not seen with mouse granzyme A.

Two major bands are seen for mouse granzyme A that migrate at 55-60 kDa (Figure
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4-2A, lane 5). A diffuse hyperglycosylation band at 65–75 kDa is also seen for wild

type mouse granzyme A (Figure 4-2A, lane 5). Removal of the intermolecular

cysteine, Cys 93, results in a broad band at ~30 kDa (Figure 2A, lane 6).

Human granzyme A contains one N-linked glycosylation site, Asn 153, while

mouse granzyme A contains two potential glycosylation sites, Asn 146 and Asn 159.

To determine the glycosylation state of recombinant human and mouse granzyme A,

20 pg of granzyme A was denatured by boiling for 10 minutes in the presence of

0.5% SDS and 1% B-mercaptoethanol. The denatured granzyme A was separated

into two aliquots and one aliquot was incubated at 37°C for three hours with ten units

of N-glycosidase F in 50 mM Tris, pH 7.5 and 1% Triton X-100. The incubated

products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie brilliant blue staining (Figure

4-2B). Upon treatment with a glycosidase and under reducing conditions the two

bands of human granzyme A coalesce into a single band of ~25kDa (Figure 4-2B,

lanes 5 and 6) that migrates at the same apparent molecular mass as the variant

lacking the glycosylation site (Figure 4-2B, lanes 3 and 4). The single band of mouse

granzyme A that migrates at an apparent molecular mass of 30 kDa migrates at an

apparent molecular mass of 26 kDa after treatment with the glycosidase (Figure 4-2B,

lanes 7 and 8).

To explore the functional differences between mouse and human granzyme A,

specificity studies using positional-scanning combinatorial libraries were undertaken.

Activity of human and mouse granzyme A against substrates in the P1-Diverse

positional-scanning synthetic combinatorial library shows that both enzymes possess

primary specificity for basic amino acids, with arginine preferred over lysine (Figure

4-4). When the extended substrate specificity is probed, the enzymes display

significantly different preferences (Figure 4-5). Mouse granzyme A has a P4

preference for glycine, a P3-preference for aromatic amino acids, and a P2-preference

for the aromatic amino acid phenylalanine (Fig 4-5). Human granzyme A has a P4
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preference for the beta-branched aliphatic amino acids valine and isoleucine, a P3

preference for the small amino acids alanine, glycine, and serine, and a P2 preference

for asparagine (Fig 4-5). To probe whether dimerization was a determinant of

extended substrate specificity, the libraries were screened with variants of mouse and

human granzyme A that lacked the intermolecular cysteine amino acid, Cys 93. The

resulting profiles of the cysteine variants were identical to those of the wild-type

enzymes (data not shown) demonstrating that granzyme A is not an obligate dimer

and that dimerization does not determine the P4-P1 substrate specificity.

To define the kinetic parameters of substrate hydrolysis by granzyme A, two

substrates were designed based on the profiles from the positional-scanning libraries.

The preferred human granzyme A substrate, Ac-VANR-ACC, showed an

approximately four-fold selective activity for human granzyme A over mouse

granzyme A, with ka/Km values of 34,000 sº M' and 9,500 sº M' respectively
(Table I). The preferred mouse granzyme A substrate, Ac-GYFR-ACC, showed an

even greater selective activity for mouse granzyme A over human granzyme A with

kcal/Km values of 36,800 s'M' and 260 s” M' respectively (Table 4-1). As seen in

the positional-scanning profiles, variants lacking the intermolecular disulfide bond

have kinetic parameters equivalent to those of their wild-type counterparts (Table

4-1).

Because three-dimensional structures are available for many proteases of the

chymotrypsin fold, it was possible generate comparative models for human and

mouse granzyme A. A set of three structural templates was chosen such that

sequence identity with granzyme A was maximized but sequence identity between the

templates was minimized. This non-redundant set consisted of the structures of rat

mast cell protease (PDB code 3rp2), bovine trypsin (1tpp), and porcine pancreatic

elastase (1btu). The sequence identities of the templates to human granzyme A are

41%, 36%, and 31%, respectively; for mouse granzyme A the corresponding values
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are 37%, 36%, and 31%. The core sequence alignment was taken from Pfam

[Bateman, 2000 #1001], and the alignments adjusted in loop regions such that, in

these regions, templates were only used for which there exists discernable sequence

similarity between granzyme A and the template.

The models were built using the MODELLER software package, version 4

[Sali, 1997 #1029; Sanchez, 1998 #1018). An active site overlay of the models is

shown in Figure 4-6. Though much of the structure is very similar, there is a

significant difference in the loop geometry for residues 218-220. Two factors appear

to contribute. First, there is a one-residue deletion in the mouse homolog in this loop.

Second, the adjacent position 228 is a glycine in human and a tryptophan in mouse.

In the mouse model only, the loop impinges on the region normally occupied by the

backbone of the P3 residue of Substrate.

Using the DOCK suite of programs, the preferred substrate for each homolog

was docked into the active site. A canonical binding mode was used for the substrate

backbone through P2, and the remainder of the peptide (Ac-VANR-Nme for human,

Ac-GYFR-Nme for mouse) was docked into the model structure. The free energy

scores [Zou, 1999 #998] were -12.1 for human and –1.9 for mouse.

The difference between the scores is a result of significant differences in the

binding mode. Docking to the human model produced a largely canonical binding

mode (Figure 4-7A). Hydrogen bonds were formed in the canonical manner to the

backbone of enzyme residues 193, 195, 214, and 216. The P1 arginine forms the

usual salt bridge with Asp 189. The P2 asparagine occupies the usual S2 volume,

largely interacting with His 57. P3 alanine interacts with the 218–220 loop, forming a

direct contact with Co. of Glu 218. The P4 valine interacts with a hydrophobic patch

formed by Phe 215 and Tyr 172. The model provides clear rationalization of the

specificity data, particularly for P4.
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The model of substrate binding in the mouse deviated from canonical

structure beyond P2 (Figure 4-7B). Canonical, hydrogen bonds were formed only to

enzyme residues 193, 195 and 214. The P1 and P2 side chains make similar

interactions as with the human homolog. The P3 tyrosine, however, interacts with a

hydrophobic pocket formed by Phe 215, Tyr 172, and Trp 228. This region is

occupied by the P4 side chain in the human granzyme A model and in many protease

inhibitor structures. The P4 Gly corresponds to an unusual configuration of the

backbone, necessary to avoid overlap with the 218-220 loop. This provides a

rationalization for the unique preference that the mouse homolog has for glycine at

P4.

DISCUSSION

The structural determinants of P1 specificity in the serine proteases are

relatively well-known. Using this knowledge and a comparative model, Murphy et al

were able to correctly infer that granzyme A prefers basic amino acids at P1 [Murphy,

1988 #1014]. That the granzyme A P1 preference is conserved across species could

have been likewise predicted from the conservation of the relevant residues,

particularly Asp 189.

The preferred granzyme A substrate sequence beyond P1 has been less clear.

Studies on model Substrates have shown a tolerance at P2 for Phe and Pro in both

homologs [Simon, 1986 #1020; Fruth, 1987 #1003; Krahenbuhl, 1988 #1011; Poe,

1988 #1017). This conflicts with the predictions from the previous comparative

model, which predicted a preference for acidic amino acids at P2 because of the

proximity of Arg 99. Using tripeptide aminomethyl coumarin substrates, a twofold

preference for Gly-Pro-Arg- over Val-Pro-Arg was observed in the human homolog

[Krahenbuhl, 1988 #1011], suggesting that smaller amino acids are preferred at P3.
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In general, however, complete data for extended sequence preference have not been

available.

The P2 specificities observed in this study (Asn for human, Phe for mouse) do

not directly conflict with the previous reports. The preference for phenylalanine

agrees with previous reports, and asparagine does not appear to have been previously

tested at P2. The role for Arg 99 appears to be minimal; interactions are seen only in

the mouse model, and then only with Co. and C3 atoms. It is difficult in any case to

be confident of the positioning of such a flexible side chain in a solvent-exposed loop.

P3 specificity differs strikingly between the two homologs. Consistent with

the previous report, the human homolog prefers small amino acids at P3. This is

consistent with the modeled structure. As in many serine protease structures, the P3

side chain can form an interaction with the base of the 218–220 loop, but it interacts

with little else besides solvent. The mouse enzyme’s preference for aromatic amino

acids is explained in the model structure by interactions with the hydrophobic pocket

that is typically occupied by P4.

The human enzyme’s P4 preference for valine and isoleucine is explained by a

canonical P4 interaction. The mouse enzyme’s P4 profile is unusual in that glycine is

preferred, but valine and isoleucine are also tolerated. The modeled binding mode

requires a glycine at this position due to the unusual backbone configuration. A

second (presumably more canonical) binding mode may be involved when P4 is not

glycine. The modest tolerance for Ac-VANR-ACC as a substrate (Table 4-1) may be

due to this second binding mode.

The structural determinants of the specificity differences appear to be

derivative of two sequence differences. First, there is a one amino acid deletion in the

mouse homolog, located in the 218–220 loop. Second, the mutation of Gly 228 human

to Trp 228 in mouse has a related, indirect effect. Combined, these mutations have

the effect of altering the geometry of the 218-220 loop, which has a dramatic effect
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on substrate configuration. Not previously thought to be specificity determinants,

these mutations suggest a means for converting one homolog to the other.

For what reason have these specificity differences in granzyme A evolved

between humans and mice? Perhaps mouse and human granzyme A have maintained

their function in cytotoxic lymphocyte-mediated cell death and their substrate

specificities have evolved to accommodate the changing cleavage site sequences of

the substrates. Perhaps mouse and human granzyme A have diverged in function to

accommodate immune challenge of species-specific pathogens. Perhaps extended

specificity is not important for the function of granzyme A. This functional

discrepancy between human and mouse raises important questions as to the validity

of mouse models to study human cytotoxic lymphocyte function. Further effort into

identifying granzyme A substrates, in both mouse and human, will shed light on its

biological function.

The role of dimerization in granzyme A function also remains enigmatic.

Oligomerization is rare in serine proteases, and it is not observed in any other

granzymes. Structurally, the active sites appear to be separated by a large enough

distance that they are likely to be independent. Dimerization has now been shown not

to be necessary for enzymatic function. Further biochemical investigation may turn

up a direct role in catalysis, such as a dimer-dependent interaction with substrate.

Alternately, dimerization may play a regulatory role, affecting expression, activation,

localization, or stability of the enzyme. In any case, elucidation of the biological

function of granzyme A may help to explain both the unique structure and the unusual

species differences.
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TABLES

Table 4-1. Comparison of kinetic constants for human and mouse granzyme A,

dimeric and monomeric forms. Peptide substrate sequences Ac-VANR-ACC and Ac

GYFR-ACC are the inferred optimal sequences for human and mouse granzyme A,

respectively. Substrate concentrations ranged from 0.005-1 mM for Ac-VANR-ACC,

and from 1-50 puM for Ac-GYFR-ACC.

FIGURES

Figure 4-1. Sequence alignment of human and mouse granzyme A. Numbers

correspond to chymotrypsin. Blue pound signs mark the catalytic triad residues. Red

asterisks mark positions hypothesized as determinants of the specificity differences.

Figure 4-2. Coomassie-stained gels of human and mouse granzyme A. A.) Non

reducing SDS-PAGE: lane 1, molecular mass standards (in kDa); lane 2, human gra

[N153O]; lane 3, human gra WT; lane 4, human gra [C93S]; lane 5, mouse gra WT:

lane 6, mouse gra [C93S]. B) Reducing SDS-PAGE of gra pre-treated with or

without N-glycosidase F: lane 1, molecular mass standards (in kDa); lane 2, N

glycosidase F, lane 3; human gra [N153O]; lane 4, human gra [N153O] with N

glycosidase F, lane 5, human gra WT; lane 6, human grå WT with N-glycosidase F;

lane 7, mouse gra WT; lane 8, mouse gra WT with N-glycosidase F.

Figure 4-3. MALDI spectrum of human granzyme A (N153O].
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Figure 4-4. Results from human and mouse granzyme A in the P1-Diverse positional

scanning library where the y-axis represents the normalized rate of substrate cleavage

(fluorophore release) over time and the x-axis represents the P1-amino acid. The P2,

P3 and P4 positions contain an equimolar mixture of 19 amino acids (Cys and Met

excluded, Nle included) for a total of 6,859 substrates/well. Human gra is

represented by black bars and mouse gra is represented by gray bars.

Figure 4-5. Results from human and mouse granzyme A and human granzyme K in

the P1-Arg library where the y-axis represents the normalized rate of substrate

cleavage (fluorophore release) over time and the x-axis represents the positioned P2-,

P3- or P4-amino acid. The two positions in the substrate that are not held constant

contain an equimolar mixture of 19 amino acids (Cys and Met excluded, Nle

included) for a total of 361 substrates/well.

Figure 4-6. Structure model comparison of human and mouse granzyme A. Human

in gray, mouse in red. Catalytic triad side chains shown.

Figure 4-7. Models of docked substrate binding-modes. A) Human enzyme shown

with Ace-VANR-Nme substrate shown in cyan. B) Mouse enzyme shown with Ace—

GYFR—Nme substrates shown in cyan.
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Table 4-1

Substrate ka (s") Km (11M) ka■ km (s"M")
Human Granzyme A

Ac-VANR-ACC 9.1 +/- 1.2 270 +/- 90 34,000 +/- 7,000

Ac-GYFR-ACC 260 +/- 30

Human Granzyme A [C93S)

Ac-VANR-ACC 10.2 +/- 1.5 260 +/- 90 39,000 +/- 10,000

Ac-GYFR-ACC 390 +/- 80

Mouse Granzyme A

Ac-VANR-ACC 4.8 +/- 0.6 630 +/- 120 9,500 +/- 900

Ac-GYFR-ACC 36,800 +/- 1,000

Mouse Granzyme A [C93S)

Ac-VANR-ACC 4.1 +/- 0.3 480 +/- 90 8,700 +/- 1,000

Ac-GYFR-ACC 44,400 +/- 1,200

vº

!'...'
* * *
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Figure 4-1
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#
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Mouse

-
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# ºr *

Human #: 246Mouse LNWIKKIMKgsy 246
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Figure 4-2
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Figure 4-3
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Figure 4-4
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Figure 4-5
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Figure 4-6
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ABSTRACT

Sulfotransferase enzymes catalyze the addition of a sulfate groups onto a wide

variety of substrates. Different families of sulfotransferases are responsible for different

substrates, ranging from small aryl molecules to carbohydrates to proteins. These varied

families show little global sequence similarity with one another, though some conserved

motifs are evident. All sulfotransferases bind the same donor nucleotide, and known

sulfotransferase structures confirm that the conserved motifs map to the nucleotide

binding site. Starting from the structure of estrogen sulfotransferase, we sought to

identify the correlates of all the motifs involved in nucleotide binding and use this

information to build comparative models of the nucleotide binding sites of distantly

related sulfotransferase sequences. These models suggest essential differences between

the various families of sulfotransferases.
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ABBREVIATIONS

PAPS, 5'-phospho 3'-phosphosulfo adenosine; PAP, 5'-phospho 3'-

phosphoadenosine; GB/SA, generalized Born/surface area; TPST, tyrosylprotein

sulfotransferase; CHST, carbohydrate sulfotransferase; EST, estrogen sulfotransferase;

PSB-loop, phosphate-binding loop; 3'PB, 3'-phosphate-binding region.

INTRODUCTION

Comparative modeling methods are a powerful method for inferring the features

of proteins with global similarity to a known structure. The use of local similarity—short

stretches of conserved sequence—is not as well established. Databases of conserved

motifs in protein sequence (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1991; Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992;

Attwood and Beck, 1994; Attwood et al., 1994; Attwood et al., 1997) and structure

(Kasuya and Thornton, 1999; Skolnick and Fetrow, 2000; Skolnick et al., 2000) have

been compiled, but few methods for inferring structure from conserved sequence motifs

has been established. When evidence suggests the recurrence of a local structural feature

across multiple proteins, it would be desirable to infer the local structure using a

structural template and a local sequence alignment.

The primary challenge of performing local comparative modeling is constructing

the sequence alignment. Aligning sequences with little global similarity amounts to

identifying conserved sequence motifs. To increase the sensitivity two additional

methods may be used: prediction of secondary structure and analysis of sequence

conservation.

The prediction of secondary structure from sequence has been attempted by

numerous methods, most of which make use of multiple sequence alignments rather than

considering one sequence at a time (Zvelebil et al., 1987; Rost and Sander, 1993; Rost et

al., 1994; Frishman and Argos, 1995; Frishman and Argos, 1996; King and Sternberg,
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1996; Frishman and Argos, 1997; Cuff and Barton, 1999; Cuff and Barton, 2000).

Hence, these methods can use sequence conservation patterns as well as the propensities

of a given sequence. More generally, analyzing the conservation patterns of a family of

sequences has become a powerful tool. The fundamental hypothesis is that conserved

residues tend to be important residues—functionally, structurally, or otherwise.

The various families of sulfotransferase enzymes are a set of sequences for which

local comparative modeling would be particularly useful. These enzymes catalyze the

addition of a sulfate group to a wide variety of substrates. Different families of

sulfotransferases are specific for small aryl molecules, steroids, carbohydrates, and

proteins, but all sulfotransferases use the same donor molecule: 5'-phospho

3'-phosphosulfo adenosine (PAPS). Furthermore, there is evidence that the PAPS-binding

site may be conserved in several families of sulfotransferases, even those sharing little

global sequence similarity (Kakuta et al., 1998a). Specifically, the "PSB-loop" motif is

conserved in all known sulfotransferases and is shown to be involved in binding of PAPS

in the x-ray crystal structure of estrogen sulfotransferase (Kakuta et al., 1997).

The modeling of the PAPS-binding site for three sulfotransferases is presented

here. The most challenging step was the identification and alignment of the sequence

motifs involved in PAPS binding. After validating the secondary structure prediction

methodology on the existing structure of estrogen sulfotransferase, secondary structure

prediction and conservation analysis were used to identify the relevant sequence motifs.

Finally, the structures were modeled using both the protein template (estrogen

sulfotransferase) and the PAPS ligand.

The generally conservative nature of the mutations is reflected in the model

structures, which show considerable overall similarity. Nevertheless, important

differences emerge clearly in this analysis. One residue thought to be involved in

catalysis is not conserved in the models of the carbohydrate sulfotransferases, raising the

possibility of mechanistic differences between the families. Other structural differences
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have clear implications for binding and thus suggest a means to design specific substrates

and inhibitors.

METHODS

Secondary Structure Prediction

Secondary structure predictions were obtained using the Jpred web server (Cuff et

al., 1998; Cuff and Barton, 1999). Predictions were obtained for 5 sequences: mouse

estrogen sulfotransferase, Rhizobium tropici NodH, mouse TPST-1, human CHST-2, and

human CHST-4. Briefly, this method starts with a single sequence, searches the available

database for similar sequences, constructs a multiple sequence alignment, runs multiple

secondary structure predictions using the resulting alignment, and reports a consensus of

the various prediction methods. We report the consensus prediction as the predicted

secondary structure.

Sequence Alignment

Constrained multiple sequence alignment was carried out using the MOE software

package, version 2000.02 (Chemical Computing Group Inc., Montreal, Quebec).

Sequence motifs used for the constraints are shown in tables 5-2 and 5-3, and the

corresponding motifs in each sequence were held in alignment during the entire

procedure. The multiple alignment procedure used the BLOSUM62 substitution matrix

(Henikoff and Henikoff, 1992) with gap initiation and extension penalties of 12 and 2,

respectively. The initial multiple alignment was created with round-robin pairwise

comparison, and the alignment was iteratively refined by random partitioning into two

groups alternating with realignment (Berger and Munson, 1991).
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Comparative Modeling

Comparative modeling was done by mutating side chains on a rigid backbone

(mouse estrogen sulfotransferase, PDB code 1aqu). The structure of the PAPS binding

site for three sulfotransferase sequences, NodH, CHST-2, and CHST-4, were modeled.

Coordinates for the protein backbone, the conserved side chains, and the structure of

3'phospho 5’phosphoadenosine (PAP) were taken directly from the crystal structure

(Kakuta et al., 1997). Structures of the variant side chains were built using SYBYL 6.5

(Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO), and conformations were assigned from the Dunbrack

backbone-dependent rotamer library (Dunbrack and Karplus, 1993; Dunbrack and

Karplus, 1994; Dunbrack and Cohen, 1997), August 1999 update. For each new side

chain, rotamers were tried in descending order of probability until a rotamer with no

discernable steric clash with backbone, ligand, or conserved side chain was identified.

Hydrogens were then added and charges added using SYBYL. AMBER charges (Cornell

et al., 1995) were used for the protein and Gasteiger charges (Gasteiger and Marsili,

1980; Marsili and Gasteiger, 1980; Gasteiger and Marsili, 1981) were used for PAP.

Unprotonated phosphates were used. All side chain and PAP torsion angles were then

minimized using the TRIPOS force field with e=r and a cutoff of 10 Å.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

At least four families of sulfotransferase enzymes have been identified. By far the

largest family is the cytosolic sulfotransferase family, which can be further subdivided

into three sub-families: phenol sulfotransferases, hydroxysteroid sulfotransferases, and

flavonol sulfotransferases. Other families of sulfotransferases include the bacterial Nodh

sulfotransferases, tyrosylprotein sulfotransferases (TPST's), and several families of

carbohydrate sulfotransferases. We consider the following representatives of these three

families: nodh from Rhizobium tropicii of the bacterial sulfotransferases, human CHST-2
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and CHST-4 of the carbohydrate sulfotransferases, and mouse TPST-1 of the protein

sulfotransferases. The sequence similarity of these proteins with the cytosolic

sulfotransferases and with one another is low, ranging from 14-20% with the exception of

CHST-2 and CHST-4, which share 27% sequence identity. Although multiple structures

of cytosolic sulfotransferases have been solved (Kakuta et al., 1997; Bidwell et al., 1999;

Ong et al., 1999; Pedersen et al., 2000), no structural data are available for the other

families mentioned above.

The interactions used by cytosolic sulfotransferases to bind the PAPS cofactor

have been established by the crystal structures of mouse estrogen sulfotransferase (EST)

(Kakuta et al., 1997) and the hydroxysteroid sulfotransferase SULT2A3 (Pedersen et al.,

2000), and are summarized in Table 1. Both in sequence and geometry, the interactions

are maintained between the two enzymes. The three salt bridges to the phosphate groups

are particularly well conserved. The only changes in sequence are relatively

conservative: a hydrogen bond donor changing between a threonine and an asparagine,

and a hydrophobic group changing between methionine and leucine. Operating on the

hypothesis that these interactions may be conserved in more distant homologs, we sought

to identify the sequence motifs responsible for formation of the active site.

The regions of estrogen sulfotransferase that form the PAPS-binding pocket are

listed in Table 5-2. The most familiar motif is the “PSB-loop” (Kakuta et al., 1997),

which resembles the P-loop common to many nucleotide-binding proteins in that it

contains a beta strand followed by a type II beta turn, followed by an alpha helix. The

other extensive sequence region is the 3’PB region involved in binding the 3’ phosphate.

This region is more unique to the sulfotransferases for the obvious reason that most

nucleotide-binding proteins do not recognize nucleotides that only contain 5’

phosphate(s). A second loop is also involved in 3’ phosphate recognition, and two alpha
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helices (09, 0.12) are configured to bind the adenine ring. Modeling of other

sulfotransferase sites required the identification of sequences that correspond to the same

local structures, hence the need for secondary structure prediction.

EST SULT2A3
Residue | Distance | Residue | Distance Interaction

(Å) (Å)
Lys48 2.88 Lys44 2.92 Salt Bridge
Thr51 2.66 Thr47 2.51 Hydrogen Bond
Thr52 2.72 ASn48 2.92 Hydrogen Bond
Trp53 3.47 | Trp49 3.26 Ring Stacking
Arg130 3.05 Arg121 2.92 Salt Bridge
Ser138 2.76 Ser 129 2.71 Hydrogen Bond
Tyr193 2.90 || Tyr184 2.81 Hydrogen Bond
Met232 3.56 Met223 3.43 Hydrophobic
Met256 3.05 Leu246 3.28 Hydrophobic
Arg257 3.00 | Arg247 3.04 Salt Bridge

Table 5-1. Interactions with PAPS from the crystal structures of mouse estrogen sulfotransferase (PDB
code 1aqu) and human SULT2A3 (PDB code 1efm) are shown.

Region Residue Sequence Secondary Contacts
# Structure

PSB-loop |47-55 PKSGTTWIS Strand-turn- 5'-Phosphate,
helix Adenine

B7 106–109 KTHL 3-strand Catalytic
Channel,
Estradiol

3’PB 129-143 | LCRNAKDVAVSYYYFL | Strand-helix 3’ Phosphate
O.9 192-197 FYEDMK O-helix Adenine N3
O.12 229–233 FQEMK O-helix Adenine,

Ribose

3'-binding 254-260 PFMRKGI Extended 3’ Phosphate,
site loop Adenine,

Ribose

Table 5-2. PAPS-binding motifs in mouse estrogen sulfotransferase are shown. Underlined residues
correspond to direct contacts with PAPS summarized in Table 5-1.

Before applying secondary structure prediction to other sulfotransferase

sequences, the prediction methodology was tested using estrogen sulfotransferase. A
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consensus method was used, employing the Jpred server to use several secondary

structure prediction methods and average the results (Cuff et al., 1998). The comparison

of the predictions with the actual estrogen sulfotransferase secondary structure is shown

in Figure 5-1. While the method did not identify all secondary structure elements, those

that were predicted were almost always correct. In other words, the false negative rate

was very low. Exceptions were usually very short (two-residue) predicted beta strands.

The global prediction accuracy was 78.3%, which is close to the published rate (Cuff and

Barton, 1999).

Individual methods varied relatively little in their accuracy of secondary structure

prediction. The best was the jnet method (Cuff and Barton, 2000), at 80.3% accuracy.

Other methods had between 70 and 80% accuracy. The poorest was DSC, which had an

accuracy of 69.5% as a result of predicting nearly all alpha-helical secondary structure.

In light of this, it is possible that the consensus method might not be optimal compared

with jnet. Nevertheless, because of the small rate of false negatives and the essentially

equivalent accuracy, we employed the consensus method for the study of other

sulfotransferase sequences.

The secondary structure predictions for other sulfotransferase families show many

similarities with estrogen sulfotransferase. The predictions for NodH, TPST-1, CHST-2,

and CHST-4 are shown in figures 5-2A, 5-2B, 5-2C, and 5-2D respectively. The

consensus method predicted a mix of alpha and beta elements for all the sequences. The

predicted alpha-helical content ranged from 39 to 47% for the different sequences,

similar to the value of 43.4% for EST. The predicted beta-strand content ranged from 7

to 17%, again in agreement with the value of 9.5% for EST. The predictions provide a

useful guideline for identification of the PAPS-binding motifs in these sequences.

Some of the sequence motifs were relatively easy to identify. The sequence motif

that forms the PSB-loop has been identified for a large number of sulfotransferases

(Kakuta et al., 1998a), and the local alignments have successfully guided mutagenesis
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work on the HNK-1 sulfotransferase (Ong et al., 1999). The general motif [RK)-[ST]-G-

[ST]-[ST]-[FYW] is matched in all cases with at most one mismatch. Similar matches

can be found for the two regions that bind the 3’ phosphate, and the oº helix that supplies

a tyrosine to hydrogen bond with the adenine. All of these regions stand out as conserved

regions in the multiple sequence alignments for each family, and the positions that align

with the residues forming direct contacts are the most highly conserved. The motifs

identified for each of the four sequences are shown in Tables 5-3A and 5-3B.

NOdH TPST-1

ReS. # Sequence ReS. # Sequence

17–25 PKTGTHYLE 78–86 PRSGTTLMR
76–79 VTHV 147–150 VKHG

109-124 || LTRNTLESLRSLVQAR 182-197 MVRDGRASVHSMISRK
176- 181 EYQDLL 238–243 HYEQLV
223-227 FVELR 268-272 HEEMI
234-240 PYAKFFE 289-295 QVIKPVN

Table 5-3A. Aligned sequence motifs from NodH and TPST-1. Underlined residues are modeled to
directly contact PAPS.

CHST-2 CHST-4

Res. # Sequence ReS. # Sequence

173-181 WRSGSSFFG 51-59 WRSGSSFVGQ
304-307 KGVR 177-180 KEVR

330-345 LVRDPRAVASSRIRSR 203-218 LVRDPRAVFRSRERT
424–429 RYEDLV 275–280 RYEDLA
451–455 MEQFA 302-306 LQTWV
481-487 NAWRTAL 332–338 QAWRWSL

Table 5-3B. Aligned sequence motifs from CHST-2 and CHST-4. Underlined residues are modeled to
directly contact PAPS.

37 and 0.12 were more difficult to identify. 37 has a conserved histidine, and

similarly conserved histidines were found in the NodH and TPST-1 sequences in regions

where beta content is predicted. This was not the case in the CHST's, and the most likely

candidate for 37 in these sequences is the KXVR motif. This is intriguing, because His
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108 (in 37) of EST is believed to be involved in catalysis. It is absolutely conserved in

sequence within the cytosolic sulfotransferase family, adopts a similar conformation in all

known structures (Bidwell et al., 1999), and is required for catalysis (Marsolais and

Varin, 1995; Kakuta et al., 1998b). His 108 has been postulated to act as a general base

in abstracting the proton from the hydroxyl substrate (Kakuta et al., 1998b).

There are several possible explanations for the lack of a conserved histidine in

this region in the carbohydrate sulfotransferases. One possibility is that the histidine is

provided by another region of the sequence. The only absolutely conserved histidine in

this family is His 199 in CHST-2 (His 77 in CHST-4). This would require a rather

dramatic change in backbone topology between the families, but it remains a possibility.

Another possibility is the Lys 304 in CHST-2, which is part of the KXVR motif predicted

to be 37. This lysine is absolutely conserved within the carbohydrate sulfotransferase

superfamily, and is predicted to be in position for catalysis in the model structures. The

difference in substrate chemistry (aliphatic vs. phenolic hydroxyl group) may explain the

need for a stronger base in this position.

The ol.2 regions were identified as (predicted) helical regions that contained

conserved hydrophobic residues at positions i and i+3. Such regions could be identified

for NodH, CHST-2, and CHST-4. The CHST-2 sequence, MEQF, was intriguing when

compared with the EST sequence, FQEM. This inversion raises the possibility that this

helix may run in the opposite direction in the carbohydrate sulfotransferase fold. In fact,

both CHST-2 and CHST-4 align better in this region if the sequence is inverted. In

TPST-1, the best candidate for this motif had the sequence HEEM. This would result in

the histidine side chain forming the top of the adenine-binding pocket.

The conserved sequences were used to build a multiple sequence alignment,

shown in Figure 5–3. Constraining the corresponding PAPS-binding motifs to be aligned

to one another, the rest of the sequence was aligned. There were four absolutely

conserved residues: Gly 50 (EST numbering) from the PSB-loop, Arg 130 and Ser 138
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from the 3'PB region, and Tyr 193 which donates a hydrogen bond to the adenine. The

other residues directly involved in PAPS binding were mutated in at least one of the other

sequences, but the mutations of these residues were almost always conservative. There

are numerous gaps and little discernable homology in regions beyond the binding motifs,

an indication of the differences in structure that must be present for the enzymes to act on
such widely divergent types of substrates.

Models of NodH, CHST-2, and CHST-4 were built using the structure of estrogen

sulfotransferase. Backbone and conserved side chain atoms were taken from the EST

structure, and the remaining side chains were initially modeled in the preferred rotameric

state consistent with the backbone and PAPS structure. Once all the side chains had been

built in a consistent manner, all the side chain torsion angles were minimized in the

presence of PAPS. The resultant structures are shown in Figure 5-4.

The key interactions with PAPS were preserved in all the model structures (Table

5-4). In general, the salt bridges to the phosphate groups were shorter in the models than

in the crystal structures (Table 5-1) and the hydrogen bonds to the phosphate groups were

longer in the model. This may reflect the weights of the competing electrostatic terms,

with the charge-charge interactions having greater magnitude. The only interaction lost

was a hydrophobic interaction with the adenine ring in the NodH model. Ala 236, in a

position generally occupied by a large hydrophobic residue, results in a 3.9 Å interaction

between the side chain and the adenine ring.

One difference stands out when comparing the binding sites of the models with

the binding sites of the crystal structures. The shape of the pocket that binds the adenine

ring is somewhat more open in the model structures. Specifically, the Ala 236 position in

NodH creates more room around the C8 and N7 positions of the adenine ring. Less

dramatically, the mutation of threonine to serine at positions 178 and 56 in CHST-2 and

CHST-4 creates more room in the neighborhood of C8 in those models. Although it is

certainly possible that backbone motions and/or additional side chains may compensate
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for these changes, this analysis suggests that PAPS analogs with substitutions on the

adenine ring may have very different activities against the various sulfotransferase

families.

NOdH CHST-2 CHST-4 Interaction
Residue | Distance | Residue | Distance | Residue | Distance

(Å) (Å) (Å)
Arg18 2.5 Arg174 2.7 Arg52 2.7 Salt bridge
Thr21 3.6 Ser177 3.5 Ser55 3.5 Hydrogen bond
His 22 2.4 Ser 178 3.3 Ser56 3.3 Hydrogen bond
Tyr23 2.8 Phe 179 3.0 Phes 7 3.0 Ring stacking

Arg111 2.7 Arg332 3.0 Arg205 3.2 Salt bridge
Ser119 2.9 Ser340 3.2 Ser213 3.4 Hydrogen bond
Tyr177 2.4 Tyré25 2.5 Tyr276 2.5 Hydrogen bond
Leu223 3.2 Phe/454 3.0 Trp305 3.0 Hydrophobic
Alaz36 3.9 Trp483 3.4 Trp334 3.4 Hydrophobic
Lys237 2.4 Argé84 2.4 Arg335 2.4 Salt bridge

Table 5-4. Interactions with PAPS in model structures of Nodh, CHST-2, and CHST-4. º s
sº º

CONCLUSIONS ~ y,”i■ (
Chothia and Lesk (Chothia and Lesk, 1986) and others have noted that active site ■ º

residues are more widely conserved than the other positions of a sequence. Relying on * R \

this fact, local alignments of conserved functional motifs can be used to model the L.
structure of divergent sequences on the basis of a single template. The local alignments * >

sº
can then be used to apply comparative modeling methods, in a limited way, to globally

-

dissimilar proteins. This provides a framework to explore the structural consequences of -
v i■

sequence variations. /…/

This scheme suggests a way of improving automated sequence alignment º
_* * *-

methods, by applying greater weight to conserved residues/regions. Though some efforts º
have been made in this arena (Henikoff and Henikoff, 1997), it is likely that better

metrics for sequence conservation will be necessary. Incorporating known or predicted sº

structural features into sequence alignment is another ongoing challenge. Predicted –
7. */ y
*
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secondary structures are particularly difficult to utilize, given that the current level of

accuracy requires that they be used only as a guideline. An iterative process of sequence

alignment and comparative modeling may provide the needed balance: reliance on

predictions would be reduced because the predictions would be gradually supplanted by

the structure inferred from the template.

More directly, the sulfotransferase alignment and models have implications for

experimental work. One evident use for the models is inhibitor design, and the mutations

in the adenine-binding pocket suggest the possibility of designing specific inhibitors. It

may also be possible to mutate residues in this area to permit selective tolerance of a

PAPS analog. This combination of an engineered protein and a cofactor analog has been

used to label and identify substrates of protein kinases (Shah et al., 1997; Liu et al.,

1998). Finally, the possibility of mechanistic differences between the carbohydrate and

cytosolic sulfotransferase families suggests new mutagenesis targets to probe the

enzymology of the carbohydrate sulfotransferases. In each of these areas the existence of

a structural model, however limited, provides new possibilities for the interaction of

modeling and experiment.
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FIGURES

Figure 5-1. Performance of secondary structure prediction methods on estrogen

sulfotransferase. Predictions were generated with the Jpredº server (Cuff et al., 1998;

Cuff and Barton, 1999) which uses the following methods: dsc, DSC (King and

Sternberg, 1996); jnet, Jnet (Cuff and Barton, 2000); mul, Mulpred (Barton, 1994,

unpublished); phd, PHD (Rost and Sander, 1993; Rost et al., 1994); pred, PREDATOR

(Frishman and Argos, 1996; Frishman and Argos, 1997); zpred, Zpred (Zvelebil et al.,

1987).

Figure 5-2. Secondary structure predictions generated with the Jpredº server (Cuff et al.,

1998; Cuff and Barton, 1999) for (A) NodH, Rhizobium tropicii nodH gene product (B)

CHST-2, human carbohydrate sulfotransferase 2 (aka. N-acetylglucosamine 6-O-

sulfotransferase, GST-2) (C) CHST-4, human carbohydrate sulfotransferase 4 (aka. L

selectin ligand sulfotransferase, GST-3) (D) TPST-1, mouse tyrosylprotein

sulfotransferase 1.

Figure 5-3. Sequence alignment of mouse estrogen sulfotransferase with NodH,

CHST-2, CHST-4, and TPST-1.

Figure 5–4. Crystal structure of mouse estrogen sulfotransferase (magenta, white) shown

with models of NodH (yellow), CHST-2 (orange) and CHST-4 (cyan). Structure of PAP

is shown with green carbon chain. Two views are shown: (A) PSB-loop, 37, and 3’PB

(B) PSB-loop, O.9, O.12, and 3'-binding site.
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Figure 5-1

1 — — — — — — — — — 11 — — — — — — — — 21 — — — — — — — — 31-------- 41--------

Sequence METSMPEYYEVFGEFRGVLMDKRFTKYWEDVEMFLARPDDLVIATYPKSG

dsc — — — — — — — — — — — HH-— — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — EEE------

jnet ––––––––– HHHH-— — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — EEEEE-----
mul — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHH----- EEEEE-----

pha ---------------------- HHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — EEEEE-----
pred –––––––– HHHHHH- — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHH------- EEEEE-----
zpred –––––––––––––––––––––––––– HHHHHHHH----HHEEEEE-----

Consensus — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHH--------- EEEEE-----
Actual — — — — — — — HHHHEEEE – — EEEEHHHH--HHHHH-------- EEEEE-----

51— — — — — — — — 61-------- 71 — — — — — — — — 81 — — — — — — — — 91--------

Sequence TTWISEVVYMIYKEGDVEKCKEDAIFNRIPYLECRNEDLINGIKQLKEKE

dsc — —HHHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

jnet —HHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EEE-------- HHHHH---
mul — — —HHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHH--------- HH-----

pha HHHHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EEE--— — — — — — — — — — — — —
pred — —HHHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
zpred EEEEEHEHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
Consensus —HHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EE----------------
Actual HHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — HHHH------------- HHHHHH---

101 — — — — — — — 111 — — — — — — — 121------- 131 — — — — — — — 141-------

Sequence SPRIVKTHLPPKVLPASFWEKNCKMIYLCRNAKDVAVSYYYFLLMITSYP

dsc —HHHHH- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHH--HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH---

jnet — — — EEE--— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EEEEEEE----EEEEHHHHHHHH----
mul — — — — EE— — — — — — — — — — — — H– — — — EEEEEE----- EEEEEE----HHH---

pha — — — — EE— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EEEEEEE----- EEEEEEEEE------
pred –––––––––––––––––––––– EEEEEEEE---EEEEEEEE---------
zpred — — — EEEEEE – — — — EE-HHHH-—HEEEEEEE---EEEEEEEH---------

Consensus — — — EE— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EEEEEEE----EEEEHHHHHHHH----
Actual — — — EEEE-- - - - - - - HHHHH---EEEEEE--HHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — —
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Figure 5-1, Cont.

151— — — — — — — 161 — — — — — — — 171— — — — — — — 181— — — — — — — 191— — — — — — —

Sequence NPKSFSEFVEKFMQGQVPYGSWYDHVKAWWEKSKNSRVLFMFYEDMKEDI

dsc — — — —HHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHH----HHHHHHHHHHHHHH

jnet — — — —HHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — EEEEEEHHHH---
mul — — — — — HHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHH-— — —HHEEHHHHHHHH-—

pha — — — —HHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHH----- EEEEEE-HHHH-H
pred — — — —HHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHH-— — —EEEEHHHHHH---
zpred ––––– HHHHHHHH – — — — — — — — — EEE– — — —HH--— — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHH

Consensus — — — —HHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHH----- EEEEEEHHHH---

Actual — — — —HHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHH---EEEEEHHHHHH-H

201 — — — — — — — 211 — — — — — — — 221--— — — — — 231------- 241-------

Sequence RREVVKLIEFLERKPSAELVDRIIQHTSFQEMKNNPSTNYTMMPEEMMNQ

dsc HHHHHHHHHHHH-–––HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH---HHHHH----------

jnet HHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
mul HHHHHHHHHHHHH---HHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — — — — H----

pha HHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — HHHHHHHHHEEEEE---— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
pred HHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — HHHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
zpred HHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-------------------

Consensus HHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH------------------
Actual HHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — HHHHHHHHHH--HHHHH-----------------

251 — — — — — — — 261 — — — — — — — 271 – — — — — — — 281 — — — — — — — 291--

Sequence KVSPFMRKGIIGDWKNHFPEALRERFDEHYKQQMKDCTVKFRMEL

dsc — —HHHHHH- — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH- - - - - - - - - -

jnet — — — — EEE – — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH------ EEE--
mul — — — HH- — — — — — — — — — — — H––HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH- — — — — — — — — —

pha ––––––––––––––––––– HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH----------
pred –––––––––––––––––– HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH----------
zpred ––––– EEE– — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — —

Consensus — — — — EE------------ HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — —
Actual — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHH---HHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — —
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Figure 5-2A
1 — — — — — — — — — 11 — — — — — — — — 21 — — — — — — — — 31--— — — — — — 41--------

nodh MTHSTLPPQPFAILAMPRTGTHYLEELVNEHPNVLSNGELLNTYDTNWPD
SS Pred. --— — — — — — — EEEEEE--— — — — HHHHHHH----------------------

51 — — — — — — — — 61 — — — — — — — — 71 — — — — — — — — 81 — — — — — — — — 91— — — — — — — —

nodh KERLLLSDRELLERAFLRYPPHSDKKVTHVGCKINEPQFQERPSFFAELT
SS Pred. ----- HHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — EEEEEE----------- HHHHHH

101 — — — — — — — 111--— — — — — 121 — — — — — — — 131------- 141-------

nodh AWPGLKVILVIRRNTLESLRSFVQARQTRQWLKFKSDSSAPPPPVMLPFA
SS Pred. H---EEEEEEE----HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH----------- HHH

151 – — — — — — — 161 — — — — — — — 171 — — — — — — — 181— — — — — — — 191— — — — — — —
nodh TCEAYFKAADDFHARVVYAFDSSRIRLIEYERLLRDPVPCVATVLDFLGA
SS Pred. HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH----- EEEEEHHHH----- HHHHHHHHHH-–

201— — — — — — — 211 — — — — — — — 221 — — — — — — — 231------- 241----

nodh PALQLADRGILRRQETRPLDQTVRNFHELRVHFANGPYARFFELAND
SS Pred. — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHH----HHHHHHH---

º
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Figure 5-2B

1 — — — — — — — — — 11 — — — — — — — — 21 — — — — — — — — 31— — — — — — — — 41 — — — — — — — —

TPST MVGKLKQNLLLACLVISSVTVFYLGQHAMECHHRIEERSQPVKLESTRTT
SS Pred. ––––HHHHHHHHHHHH--HHHHHHHHHHHHHH------------------

51-------- 61 — — — — — — — — 71 — — — — — — — — 81 — — — — — — — — 91— — — — — — — —
TPST VRTGLDLKANKTFAYHKDMPLIFIGGVPRSGTTLMRAMLDAHPDIRCGEE
SS Pred. EEE--------- EEE----- EEEEE------ HHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — —

101------- 111 — — — — — — — 121------- 131 — — — — — — — 141-------

TPST TRVIPRILALKQMWSRSSKEKIRLDEAGVTDEVLDSAMQAFLLEIIVKHG
SS Pred. --HHHHHHHHHHHHH------ HHH----HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH---

151— — — — — — — 161— — — — — — — 171------- 181— — — — — — — 191— — — — — — —
TPST EPAPYLCNKDPFALKSLTYLSRLFPNAKFLLMVRDGRASVHSMISRKVTI
SS Pred. ----E------- HHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — EEEEE---HHHHHHEE------

201— — — — — — — 211 — — — — — — — 221------- 231 — — — — — — — 241-------

TPST AGFDLNSYRDCLTKWNRAIETMYNQCMEVGYKKCMLVHYEQLVLHPERWM
SS Pred. --— — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — EEEHHHHHH---HHHH

251 — — — — — — — 261 — — — — — — — 271 — — — — — — — 281 — — — — — — — 2.91 — — — — — — —

TPST RTLLKFLQIPWNHSVLHHEEMIGKAGGVSLSKVERSTDQVIKPVNVGALS
SS Pred. HHHHHHH----HHHHHHHHH------------------- EE----- HHHH

301 — — — — — — — 311------- 321------- 331------- 341 — — — — — — —

TPST KWVGKIPPDVLQDMAVIAPMLAKLGYDPYANPPNYGKPDPKIIENTRRVY
SS Pred. HH------- HHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHH------

351— — — — — — — 361 — — — — — — —

TPST KGEFQLPDFLKEKPQTEQVE
SS Pred. --— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —
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Figure 5-2C

1 — — — — — — — — — 11 — — — — — — — — 21 — — — — — — — — 31–––––––– 41--------

CHST-2 MSRSPQRALPPGALPRLLQAAPAAAPRALLPQWPRRPGRRWPASPLGMKV
SS Pred. ----------------------------------------------- HHH

51 – — — — — — — — 61 — — — — — — — — 71— — — — — — — — 81 — — — — — — — — 91— — — — — — — —

CHST-2 FRRKALVLCAGYALLLVLTMLNLLDYKWHKEPLQQCNPDGPLGAAAGAAG
SS Pred. HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH--— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — —

101 — — — — — — — 111 — — — — — — — 121------- 131 — — — — — — — 141-------
CHST-2 GSWGRPGPPPAGPPRAHARLDLRTPYRPPAAAVGAAPAAAAGMAGVAAPP
SS Pred. --— — — — — — — — — — — — HHHH- — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHH-----

151 – — — — — — — 161 — — — — — — — 171 — — — — — — — 181 — — — — — — — 191— — — — — — —

CHST-2 GNGTRGTGGVGDKRQLVYVFTTWRSGSSFFGELFNQNPEVFFLYEPVWHV
SS Pred. — — — — — — — — — — — — — — EEEEEEEE– — — — — EEEEEE---— — — — EEEE----HH

201— — — — — — — 211 — — — — — — — 221 — — — — — — — 231 — — — — — — — 241--— — — — — * -
CHST-2 WQKLYPGDAVSLQGAARDMLSALYRCDLSVFQLYSPAGSGGRNLTTLGIF º
SS Pred. H------- HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-HHHHHH---------- HHHHHHH sº :

251 – — — — — — — 261 — — — — — — — 271 — — — — — — — 281 — — — — — — — 2.91 — — — — — — — * - - -

CHST-2 GAATNKVVCSSPLCPAYRKEVVGLVDDRVCKKCPPQRLARFEEECRKYRT C/(
SS Pred. HHH----E-------------- E— — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHH---E A/. º

f ■ º
301 — — — — — — — 311 — — — — — — — 321------- 331 — — — — — — — 341 --— — — — —

- - -

CHST-2 LVIKGVRVFDVAVLAPLLRDPALDLKVIHLVRDPRAVASSRIRSRHGLIR [...]
SS Pred. EEEEE-HHHHHHHHHHHH------- EEEEEE---HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH -.

** s
~ *

351— — — — — — — 361 — — — — — — — 3.71 — — — — — — — 381 — — — — — — — 391------- **

CHST-2 ESLQVVRSRDPRAHRMPFLEAAGHKLGAKKEGVGGPADYHALGAMEVICN |
-

|
SS Pred. HHHHHH-— — — — — — — HHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHH º

v \! {

/11//
401 — — — — — — — 411––––––– 421 — — — — — — — 431––––––– 441 ------- --

CHST-2 SMAKTLQTALQPPDWLQGHYLVVRYEDLVGDPVKTLRRVYDFVGLLVSPE º
SS Pred. HHHHHHHHH----HHHH-–EEEEEHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH------ HH _* * *

F
- :

tº

sº *.
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CHST-2
SS Pred.

CHST-2
SS Pred.

Figure 5-2C, Cont.

451--— — — — — 461 — — — — — — — 471 — — — — — — — 481------- 491-------

MEQFALNMTSGSGSSSKPFVVSARNATQAANAWRTALTFQQIKQVEEFCY
HHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — EEEE---HHHHHHHHHH---HHHHHHHHHHH

501------- 511 — — — — — — — 521-------

QPMAVLGYERVNSPEEVKDLSKTLLRKPRL
HHHHHH – — — — — — — HHHH-— — — HHHH-— — — —

.

º
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Figure 5-2D

1 — — — — — — — — — 11 — — — — — — — — 21 — — — — — — — — 31–––––––– 41 — — — — — — — —

CHST-4 MLLPKKMKLLLFLVSQMAILALFFHMYSHNISSLSMKAQPERMHVLVLSS
SS Pred. --HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH---------------- EEEEEEEE

51 — — — — — — — — 61 — — — — — — — — 71 — — — — — — — — 81 — — — — — — — — 91— — — — — — — —

CHST-4 WRSGSSFVGQLFGQHPDVFYLMEPAWHVWMTFKQSTAWMLHMAVRDLIRA
SS Pred. --— — — — HHHHH------- EEEE---HHHH- — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHHHHHH

101 — — — — — — — 111 — — — — — — — 121 — — — — — — — 131 — — — — — — — 141-------

CHST-4 VFLCDMSVFDAYMEPGPRRQSSLFQWENSRALCSAPACDIIPQDEIIPRA
SS Pred. HHHH-HHHHHH---------- HHHH-— — — — EE------------------

151— — — — — — — 161 — — — — — — — 171 — — — — — — — 181 — — — — — — — 191— — — — — — —

CHST-4 HCRLLCSQQPFEVVEKACRSYSHVVLKEVRFFNLQSLYPLLKDPSLNLHI
SS Pred. — — — — — — — — — HHHHHHHHHH---EEEEE--HHHHHHHHHHHH------- EE

201— — — — — — — 211 — — — — — — — 221------- 231 — — — — — — — 241-------

CHST-4 VHLVRDPRAVFRSRERTKGDLMIDSRIVMGQHEQKLKKEDQPYYVMQVIC
SS Pred. EEEE---HHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — — — — — — — — — HHHHH-—

251 – — — — — — — 261------- 271 — — — — — — — 281 — — — — — — — 2.91 — — — — — — —

CHST-4 QSQLEIYKTIQSLPKALQERYLLVRYEDLARAPVAQTSRMYEFVGLEFLP
SS Pred. HHHHHHHHHH-— — — HHHH-–EEEEEHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH-— — — — — H

3 01--— — — — — 311------- 3.21 — — — — — — — 331------- 341 -------

CHST-4 HLQTWVHNITRGKGMGDHAFHTNARDALNVSQAWRWSLPYEKVSRLQKAC
SS Pred. HHHHHHH------------- EEE---HHHHHHHHHH---HHHHHHHHHHH

351— — — — — — — 361 — — — — — — — 3.71 — — — — — — — 381 — — —

CHST-4 GDAMNLLGYRHVRSEQEQRNLLLDLLSTWTVPEQIH
SS Pred. -HHHHHH--------------- HHHHHH--------
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Figure 5-3

EST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . METSMPEYYEVFGEFRGVL. MDKRF 24
nod■■ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . O
CHST-2 GSWGRPGPPPAGPPRAHARLDLRTPYRPPAAAVGAAPAAAAGMAGVAAPP 150
CHST-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . MLLPKKMKLLLFLVSQMAILALF. FHMYS 28
TPST-1 QNLLLACLVISSVTVFYLGQHAMECHHRIEERSQPARLENPKAT. VRAGL 55

*k k + k k k

EST TKYWEDVEMFLARPDDLVIATYPKSGTTWISEVVYMIYK. . . . . . . . . . . 63
nodH . . . . . . MIHSLPSPEPFVILAMPRTGTHYLEALLNDHPNIL. . . . . . . . . 35
CHST-2 GNGTRGTGGVGDKRQLVYVFTTWRSGSSFFGELFNQNPEVFFLYEPVWHV 200
CHST-4 HNISSLSMKAQPERMHVLVLSSWRSGSSFVGQLFGQHPDVFYLMEPAWHV 78
TPST-1 DIKANKTFTYHKDMPLIFIGGVPRSGTTLMRAMLDAHPDIR. . . . . . . . . 96

EST . . . . . EGDVEKCKEDAIFNRIPYLECRNEDL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IN 91
nodh . . . . SNGELLNSYDENWPDKDRLRHSDRELLEL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AYM 67

CHST-2 WQKLYPGDAVSLQGAARDMLSALYRCDLSVFQLYSPAGSGGRNLTTLGIF 250
CHST-4 WMTFKQSTAWMLHMAVRDLIRAVFLCDMSVFDAYMEPGPRRQS. . . . SLF 124
TPST-1 . . . . . CGEETRVIPRILALKQMWSRSSKEKIR. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LD 125

EST GIKQLKEKESPRIVKTHLPPKL. LPASFWEKNC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
nodh RYPPAKKKVTHVGCKINEPQFY. ERPGFFDELARWQ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 102
CHST-2 GAATNKVVCSSPLCPAYRKEVVGLVDDRVCKKCPPQRLARFEEECRKYRT 300
CHST-4 QWENSRALCSAPACDIIPQDEI. IPRAHCRLLCSQQPFEVVEKACRSYSH 173
TPST-1 EAGVTDEVLDSAMQAFLLEVIV. KHGEPAPYLCNKDPFA. . . . . . . . . . . 1.63

+ k k + ºr ºr

EST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . KMIYLCRNAKDVAVSYYYFLLMITS 148

nodh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GLKVILLTRNTLESLRSLVQARQTGQW 129
CHST-2 LVIKGVRVFDVAVLAPLLRDPALDLKVIHLVRDPRAVASSRIRSRHGLIR 350
CHST-4 VVLKEVRFFNLQSLYPLLKDPSLNLHIVHLVRDPRAVFRSRERTKGDLMI 2.23
TPST-1 . . LKSLTY. . LARLFP . . . . . . . NAKFLLMVRDGRASVHSMISRKVTIAG 202

EST YPNPKSFSEFVEKFMQ. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . GQVPYGSWYDHV 176
nodh L. KFSPDRNEPPSVSL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SVNECEAYFKAA 156
CHST-2 E. SLQVVRSRDPRAHRMPFLEAAGHKLGAKKEGVGGPADYHALGAMEVIC 399
CHST-4 D. SRIVMGQHEQKLKK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EDQPYYVMQVIC 250
TPST-1 F. DLNSYRDCLTKWNR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . AIETMYNQC 226

+ k +

EST KAWWEKSKN . . . . . . . . . SRVLFMFYEDMKEDIRREVVKLIEFLERKPSA 2.17

nod H DDFHARVRDAFDP . . . . . SKLLMIEYQDLLLKPSACLAAVLAFLGAPAHR 201
CHST-2 NSMAKTLQTALQPPDWLQGHYLVVRYEDLVGDPVKTLRRVYDFVGLLV. . 447
CHST-4 QSQLEIYKTIQSLPKALQERYLLVRYEDLARAPVAQTSRMYEFVGLEF. . 298
TPST-1 MEVGYK . . . . . . . . . . . . . KCMLVHYEQLVLHPERWMRTLLKFLHIPWNH 2.63
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Figure 5-3, Cont.

+ k + ºr

EST ELVDRIIQ. . . . . . . . . . HTSFQEMKNNPST . . . . . NYTMMPEEMMNQKV 252
nodh FSNRATIQRQETRSLARSLRNFVELRRHFAG. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 232
CHST-2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . SPEMEQFALNMTSGSGSSSKPFVVSARNATOA 479
CHST-4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . LPHLQTWVHNITRGKGMGDHAFHTNARDALNV 330
TPST-1 S. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VLHHEEMIGKAGG . . . . . . . . . VSLSKVERST 287

+ ºr k ºr

EST SPFMRKGIIGDWKNHFPEALRERFDEHYKQQMKDCTVKFRMEL. . . . . . . 295
nod H GPYAKFFELDDASAPQG . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249
CHST-2 ANAWRTALTFQQIKQVEEFCYQPMAVLGYERVNSPEEVKDLSKTLLRKPR 529
CHST-4 SQAWRWSLPYEKVSRLQKACGDAMNLLGYRHVRSEQEQRNLLLDLLSTWT 380
TPST-1 DQVIKPVNVGALSKWVGKIPPDVLQDMAVIAPMLAKLGYDPYANPPNYGK 337

EST . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 295
nodh . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 249
CHST-2 L . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 530
CHST-4 VPEQIH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 386
TPST-1 PDPKILENTRRVYKGEFQLPDFLKEKPQTEQVE 370
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ABSTRACT

Sulfotransferase enzymes catalyze the addition of a sulfate group to a specific

substrate. Catalysis involves binding two molecules, the substrate that receives the

sulfate group and a sulfated nucleotide that donates. The binding site contains distinct

pockets to bind each molecule. We present the design of libraries targeted to the

nucleotide-binding site. Starting with heterocycles that mimic the adenine, multiple

linker geometries and substitution points were explored with molecular docking. After

choosing a quinoline 2-amide and quinoline 8-sulfonamide libraries for further study, a

library of amino acid substituents was selected as being complementary to the active site.

Docking of the individual library molecules suggested binding modes for the individual

molecules. Experimental results have now confirmed the presence of numerous

inhibitors of multiple sulfotransferases in the designed libraries.
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ABBREVIATIONS *

PAPS, 5'-phospho 3'-phosphosulfo adenosine; PAP, 5'-phospho 3'-

phosphoadenosine; GB/SA, generalized Born/surface area.

INTRODUCTION

Sulfotransferase enzymes have been implicated in many biological processes.

Cytosolic sulfotransferases are involved in regulation of hormones and transformation of

xenobiotics (Falany, 1997). Carbohydrate and protein sulfotransferases are involved in

molecular recognition at the cell surface (Bowman and Bertozzi, 1999; Kehoe and

Bertozzi, 2000). Thereby implicated in drug metabolism (Nagata and Yamazoe, 2000),

inflammation (Bowman et al., 1998), immune response (Farzan et al., 1999), and viral

entry (Farzan et al., 1999), the sulfotransferases are attractive targets for medicinal

chemistry. Furthermore, the biological role of many sulfonation events is unclear, and º
the development of sulfotransferase inhibitors could play a direct scientific role as well r

(Kehoe and Bertozzi, 2000). I /(
The development of chemical libraries directed against sulfotransferases could be //, º

approached in several ways. Combining a substrate-mimetic scaffold with a structure- : I A

based method for selecting substituents has proved successful for the proteases cathepsin L.
D (Kick et al., 1997) and plasmepsin (Haque et al., 1999). All known sulfotransferases *
use the same cofactor, 5'-phospho 3'-phosphosulfo adenosine (PAPS) to donate the º
sulfate group. A directed library designed to mimic this cofactor might have broader

application than one designed using the substrate, which varies greatly between families º/
of sulfotransferases. 5.

Using the structure of mouse estrogen sulfotransferase (Kakuta et al., 1997) --
solved with 5'-phospho 3'-phosphoadenosine (PAP), we designed libraries directed º -

against the nucleotide-binding site of sulfotransferases. A set of adenine-mimetic sº

scaffolds was docked to identify the optimal scaffold structure and substitution position. --
7/7
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A set of possible linkers was docked to identify the optimal geometry of attachment.

Finally, a set of amino acid substituents was used to create a virtual library containing

negatively charged molecules. This library has now yielded inhibitors against enzymes

from both the cytosolic sulfotransferase and carbohydrate sulfotransferase families

(Verdugo et al., 2000).

METHODS

Preparation of Target Structure

The structure of mouse estrogen sulfotransferase was used for all docking studies.

Coordinates were taken from the PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977; Abola et al., 1987; Berman

et al., 2000), entry laqu (Kakuta et al., 1997). All water and ligand molecules were

removed from the structure. AMBER charges (Weiner et al., 1986) and hydrogens were

added using SYBYL, version 6.5 (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO).

Scoring of Docked Complexes

Two types of scoring were used. The first is the force-field based “energy

scoring” (Meng et al., 1992) included with DOCK4.01 (Ewing, 1998a; Ewing et al., in

press), which consists of a 6-12 van der Waals term and a coulombic electrostatic term

from AMBER (Cornell et al., 1995). This scoring was applied to both intermolecular and

intramolecular atom pairs. It was applied with a distance-dependent dielectric of 4r and

an interatomic cutoff of 20Å.

The second type of scoring used was the Generalized Born/Surface Area (GB/SA)

free energy estimate (Still et al., 1990) recently implemented in DOCK (Zou et al.,

1999). The GB/SA function consists of a generalized Born electrostatic energy along

with weighted terms for van der Waals interaction, buried non-polar surface area, and

total buried surface area. The respective weights for these terms were 0.6, 0.025, and
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-0.02. The scoring was applied to the ligand-receptor complex and the unbound forms of

ligand and receptor, and the difference calculated to estimate binding free energy. For

efficiency, the method was applied using united-atom charges (Weiner et al., 1984) on

the protein and an interatomic cutoff of 8A.

Docking of Scaffold Structures

Structures of quinoline and isoquinoline were generated using CONCORD

(Pearlman, 1987), version 4.01 (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO). Gasteiger charges

(Gasteiger and Marsili, 1980; Marsili and Gasteiger, 1980; Gasteiger and Marsili, 1981)

were added using SYBYL (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO). The molecules were

docked using DOCK, version 4.01 (Ewing, 1998a; Ewing et al., in press). The site

points for docking were taken from the heavy atom positions of PAP in the crystal

structure. For each molecule, 500 orientations were generated and minimized using

energy scoring. Finally, the ten best orientations of each molecule were reminimized and

rescored with the GB/SA method.

Docking of Scaffold + Linker

Methyl-terminated linkers were added to the scaffolds using SYBYL. For the

sulfonamide linker, the O-S-O bond angle was adjusted from 109° to 120° to better match

structures observed crystallographically. To account for flexibility of the linker, up to ten

conformations of each library precursor were generated using the program Omega (Stahl,

1999). Sulfonamide conformations with C-S-N-C torsion angles of 0° or 180° were

discarded, again because of disagreement with crystal structure geometry. Each

conformation was docked using DOCK 4.01 with the PAP heavy atoms serving as site

points. For each conformation, 500 docked configurations were generated and
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minimized, including torsional minimization, using the energy scoring. Up to ten

orientations of each conformation were reminimized and rescored using GB/SA.

Construction of Virtual Libraries

Libraries were created for each scaffold orientation generated in the previous step.

Geometries for the substituents were generated using CONCORD (Pearlman, 1987). The

substituents were attached with SYBYL, thereby assigning bond lengths and bond angles

at the attachment point. Gasteiger charges (Gasteiger and Marsili, 1980; Marsili and

Gasteiger, 1980; Gasteiger and Marsili, 1981) were assigned for each molecule of the

library using SYBYL.

Docking of Virtual Libraries

For molecules of the virtual library, the initial orientation of the scaffold was

taken from the previous step. The remainder of the molecule was docked using

incremental growth (Ewing, 1998b). The incremental growth was carried out as

previously described (Lamb et al., 2001), with the inclusion of translational and

rotational minimization of the ligand at each stage of the growth. The best-scoring

configurations (up to 30) were reminimized and rescored using the GB/SA method.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Sulfotransferase enzymes bind two molecules, a sulfate donor and a substrate.

Reflecting this fact, the structure of the sulfotransferase binding site contains two distinct

regions (Kakuta et al., 1997), shown in Figure 1. One pocket of the active site binds the

donor nucleotide, 5'-phospho 3'-phosphoadenosine (PAP). The apparent interactions

with PAP consist of several salt bridges and hydrogen bonds along with ring stacking and

hydrophobic interactions to stabilize the adenine ring (see Chapter 5). The other pocket
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of the active site binds estrogen; this region is much more hydrophobic in nature. Using

the structure of estrogen sulfotransferase, we sought to design a library targeted at the

nucleotide-binding site.

Scaffold Docking

Scaffold selection was carried out with the goal of mimicking the adenine ring of

PAPS. Two heterocycles similar in size to adenine, quinoline and isoquinoline, were

selected as candidate scaffolds (Verdugo et al., 1999). To determine the likely binding

mode and assess suitability as possible scaffolds, both rings were docked to the

nucleotide-binding site of estrogen sulfotransferase using the DOCK suite of programs

with energy scoring (Meng et al., 1992) and rescoring with a GB/SA implementation

(Zou et al., 1999).

Both quinoline and isoquinoline were predicted to bind in the adenine-binding

pocket of the active site. The docked structures are shown in Figure 6–2, along with the

crystal structure of PAP. Though all three rings are complementary in shape, the adenine

and quinoline rings are capable of forming a hydrogen bond with Tyr 193 that is not seen

in the isoquinoline structure. The isoquinoline nitrogen interacts with a surface lysine.

The scores, however, were nearly identical. The DOCK scores were —26.9 for both

quinoline and isoquinoline. The GB/SA scores were –10.2 kcal/mol for quinoline and

-10.1 kcal/mol for isoquinoline.

These results would seem to suggest both quinoline and isoquinoline as adenine

mimetic scaffolds. More subtle considerations, however, would seem to favor the

quinoline scaffold. The docked structure of quinoline penetrates more deeply into the

active site and thus has greater overlap with the volume occupied by adenine in the

crystal structure. More important is the retention of the hydrogen bond with Tyr 193.

This appears to be an important feature of adenine recognition (see Chapter 5), and it

seems unlikely that isoquinoline compensates fully by interacting with a (presumably
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flexible) surface lysine. For that reason, the quinoline scaffold appeared to be more

promising.

Library Selection

Several types of linker structure were explored. Based on the scaffolds from the

previous section, the candidate library precursors that were considered are shown in

Figure 6-3 (Verdugo et al., 1999). For each library, a virtual precursor was created that

contained the scaffold, the linker (e.g. sulfonamide), and a methyl group representing the

substituent. Multiple conformations of each precursor were generated using the program

Omega (Stahl, 1999), and each conformation was docked and rescored with GB/SA as

described above. The scores are reported in Table 6-1.

Scaffold Score (kcal/mol)

Quinoline 8-sulfonamide - 12.0

Quinoline 8-sulfonyl hydrazone - 10.9

Quinoline 2-amide -10.6

Isoquinoline 5-sulfonamide –6.7

Quinoline 4-oxime –2.0

Table 6-1. GB/SA scores of library precursors docked to estrogen sulfotransferase.

The three library schemes that scored well were the quinoline sulfonamide, the

quinoline amide, and the quinoline sulfonyl hydrazone. The quinoline sulfonamide

precursor had a modestly better score that of the quinoline alone (-12.0 kcal/mol versus

-10.2 kcal/mol). The other precursors had essentially the same score as quinoline alone.

This is presumably a result of the desolvation cost of the charged groups in the vicinity.

*** *

|--

/ /.../
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The substitution point differed among the various precursors. The amide was

attached at the 2 position, whereas the sulfonamide and the sulfonyl hydrazone were

attached at the 8 position. This difference resulted in differences in docked configuration

among the library precursors (Figure 6-4). Nevertheless, both geometries resulted in

reasonably good scores. In both cases, the ring nitrogen was capable of forming a

hydrogen bond with Tyr 193. The precursor that scored most poorly, the quinoline

oxime, was substituted at the 4 position, suggesting that this attachment point is tolerated

less well. During construction and docking of the libraries, the focus was placed on the

8-sulfonamide and 2-amide precursors.

The virtual libraries were designed using the schemes shown in Figure 6-5

(Verdugo et al., 1999). The amide library is formed from a chloroaldehyde reagent, and

the sulfonamide library is formed from a sulfonyl chloride. In both cases, the substituent

is supplied using amine reagents.

Substituent Selection

Inspection of the docked precursor configurations immediately suggested that

negatively charged substituents would be optimal. This conclusion is also suggested by a

comparison with the substrate-binding mode: the substituents of the library occupy the

volume that corresponds to the phosphate groups of the substrate, with numerous

positively charged side chains occupying this region (see Chapter 5). For this reason, a

set of amines that contained negatively charged groups was sought for the library design.

Amino acids were an evident choice. The set of substituents consisted of 17 naturally

occurring amino acids (arginine, lysine, and proline excepted), four straight-chain

aliphatic amino acids (aminobutyric acid, norvaline, norleucine, and aminoheptanoic

acid), and homoserine. This set of 22 amino acids was attached in both L and D

stereochemistry to form virtual libraries for both the 2-amide and 8-sulfonamide

precursors.

* --

J).
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Quinoline 2-amide Quinoline 8-sulfonamide
Substituent Score (kcal/mol) Substituent Score (kcal/mol)

L-his -11.4 L-his -11.1

L-ala -10.8 D-gln -8.9
L-cys –9.9 gly -8.7
L-ser –9.9 L-ile -8.0

L-nval –9.6 D-asn –7.5
L-hse –9.5 D-ser -6.2

gly –9.4 D-nval –5.9
L-thr –9.0 D-nleu —5.8

L-asn -8.2 D-ahp –5.4
L-abu –6.8 D-hist —5.3
L-asp –6.8 D-glu –4.9
L-phe –6.8 D-ala –4.5
L-leu –6.1 D-thr -3.3

L-gln —5.8 L-tyr –3.2
L-met –5.2 D-hse –2.7
D-ala -4.2 L-ser –2.3
D-thr -4.1 D-val -1.9
L-ile -3.9 D-ile -1.7

D-glu -3.4 L-ala –0.7
D-ser -2.7 D-met -0.6

D-abu -0.1 L-glu 0
D-hse 0.3 L-phe 0.3
L-nleu 0.5 L-abu 0.6

D-his 0.8 D-asp 0.7
D-tyr 0.8 D-abu 1.0
L-val 0.8 D-cys 1.3
L-tyr 1.1 L-thr 3.0
D-ile 1.2 L-hse 3.6

D-cys 1.3 L-cys 4.9
L-glu 1.9 L-asp 5.3
D-asp 2.0 D-phe 5.3
D-val 2.0 L-asn 6.5
D-gln 3.3 L-trp 7.1
D-asn 3.4 L-nleu 7.6
L-trp 3.6 L-nval 10.6
L-ahp 4.5 L-val 11.0
D-leu 5.2 D-tyr 11.6

D-nval 5.3 L-met 11.8

D-phe 11.1 D-leu 13.1
D-nleu 11.5 L-gln 15.7
D-met 13.4 L-leu 19.5
D-ahp 13.5 L-ahp 30.0

Table 6-2. Scores of molecules in the sulfonamide and amide libraries docked to estrogen sulfotransferase.
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Docking of the libraries produced a wide range of scores. The scores are shown

in Table 6-2 for both the amide and sulfonamide libraries. The amide library showed a

strong preference for L stereochemistry, while the sulfonamide library showed no strong

stereochemistry preference among the five best substituents. The best-scoring substituent

in each case was L-His, and glycine also scored well in both lists. In general, even the

best scores were of the same magnitude as the precursor scores, reflecting the cost of

desolvating the charged groups involved.

One surprising result was the poor assessment of the acidic substituents, aspartic

and glutamic acid. Given that multiple salt bridges are involved in substrate recognition

(see Chapter 5), it had seemed plausible that an additional negative charge on the side

chain would contribute to binding. These substituents did not, however, score in the top

ten in either library, perhaps because the carboxylate geometry did not mimic the

substrate geometry or perhaps because the desolvation penalty was larger for these side

chains.

When synthesized and tested, both libraries contain numerous inhibitors of

estrogen sulfotransferase (Verdugo et al., 2000). In addition, many of the inhibitors from

the libraries have also been shown to inhibit enzymes from the carbohydrate

sulfotransferase family (Verdugo et al., 2000). The most potent inhibitor of estrogen

sulfotransferase synthesized from these libraries is the L-Ala substituted quinoline

sulfonamide (Figure 6-6). The docked structure of this molecule is shown in figure 6-7.

Though L-Ala did not score among the best substituents in the amide library, the

selection of glycine in this library might have suggested that small side chains would be

tolerated. Similarly, the selection of L-Ile suggested that hydrophobic side chains could

be tolerated. The docked structure of the L-Ala substituted quinoline sulfonamide gives

some rationale for the inhibition. In particular, the carboxylate interacts with the Arg 130

of the enzyme. The alanine side chain points directly towards the surface of the enzyme,
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seemingly precluding any productive extension of the side chain. For this reason, it

would seem that this binding mode is likely to be unique to the L-Ala derivative.

CONCLUSIONS

Structure-based methods have been useful in design of libraries directed against

sulfotransferases. More specifically, applying structure-based methods to multiple stages

of the design cycle has had an impact. At the level of scaffold selection, docking

confirmed that the proposed scaffolds were plausible adenine mimetics. Docking was

also used to choose among possible linker geometries and substitution patterns to select

those that were most consistent with the target structure. Finally, structural analysis and

docking were used to guide the selection of substituents and produced a set that was

enriched in Sulfotransferase inhibitors.

There are many possible routes to further optimization of the libraries. First,

expansion of the substituent set beyond the set of amino acids considered in this work has

the potential to permit more extensive interactions with the target and more potent

binding. Second, more library precursors could be considered. All possible substitution

points on the quinoline ring could be explored, as well as different linker designs.

Finally, there exists the possibility of incorporating multiple substituents into a truly

“combinatorial” library. The target structure gives some reason for caution, because the

enzyme surrounds the scaffold to a large extent that multiple substituents may be difficult

to accommodate. But a multiply substituted purine scaffold has recently been shown to

be an inhibitor of the carbohydrate sulfotransferases (Armstrong et al., 2000). If

applicable, this approach has the potential to accelerate the inhibitor design and to

systematically probe the differences in active site between different families of

sulfotransferases.

*---
- *

-
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FIGURES

Figure 6-1. The active site structure of mouse estrogen sulfotransferase is shown with

5'-phospho 3'-phosphoadenosine (PAP) and estradiol bound. The MOLCAD-generated

surface (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO) of the protein is shown in green.

Figure 6-2. The docked orientations of quinoline (purple) and isoquinoline (white) are

shown overlaying the structure of PAP (orange) in the estrogen sulfotransferase active

site. The MOLCAD-generated surface (Tripos Associates, St. Louis, MO) of the protein

is shown in green.

Figure 6-3. Library precursors based on quinoline and isoquinoline scaffolds (Verdugo et

al., 1999).

Figure 6-4. Docked structures of library precursors (A) quinoline amide and (B)

quinoline sulfonamide.

Figure 6-5. Schemes for incorporating substituents into (A) the amide library and (B) the

sulfonamide library (Verdugo et al., 1999).

Figure 6-6. Chemical structure of L-Ala substituted quinoline sulfonamide.

Figure 6-7. Docked configuration of L-Ala substituted quinoline sulfonamide.
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Figure 6-1
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Figure 6-2 –
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Figure 6-3
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Figure 6-4
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Figure 6-5
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Figure 6-6
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Figure 6-7
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